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Symbol Signification Units Constant Value

ρ density of the fluid kg/m3

v velocity m/s

σ Cauchy stress tensor Pa

b external volume force m/s2

p pressure Pa

µ dynamic viscosity Pa.s

ν kinematic viscosity m2/s

Q flow rate m3/s

Re Reynolds number /

Ca Capillary number /

Bo Bond number /

γ Surface tension N/m,
J/m2

λc Capillary length m

g acceleration of gravity m/s2 9.81

l length or characteristic length m

w width m

h height m

R hydraulic resistance Pa.s/m3

H chamber height m

W well depth m

D well diameter m

i interwell distance m

V droplet volume m3

A droplet area m2

κ mean curvature m−1

n unit outward normal /

M wettability coefficient /



Symbol Signification Units Constant Value

A absobance /

T transmitance /

ri internal droplet radius m

re external droplet radius m

R radius of curvature m

ε error /

ϵ eccentricity /

Cn, n ∈ N constant Problem-
dependent
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This master thesis is part of the drug testing and screening process on cells within a microfluidic
chip. The process is automated within the chip using droplets, enabling rapid and reproducible
testing and screening on a large scale. The article by Brouzes [1] provides a general description
of this method. Other examples can be found in [2–4].

To begin, it is necessary to specify the context in which this work is carried out. This project
aims to design a microfluidic chip for successively trapping two populations of droplets, and
thereby providing a new platform to a variety of applications involving cell assays (e.g., drug
screening, cancer research, personalized medicine, medical diagnostics, etc.). A few recent
publications have also revealed the promises of this technique [5, 6]. The Fig. 1.1 develops
the key points of the above articles. The numbers are used to illustrate the different stages of
the workflow. The first step is to form a first population of thousands of droplets containing
cells (1). These droplets are then trapped in various ways within the microfluidic chip (2). In
general, these droplets are isolated from each other to ensure the independence of each culture.
The next step involves creating a second population of droplets within which either a drug or
another cell population is introduced (4). Each of the droplets in this new generation must then
be trapped in the same location as a droplet from the previous generation (5). Thus, each well
contains one droplet of each population. For example, the first droplet could contain tumor
cells, and the second could contain a drug whose action on these cells needs to be tested (6).
To accomplish this objective, It is then necessary to merge the two droplets trapped in each
well (7). At any point in this workflow, droplets could have to be kept in an incubator for
several hours to several days to form spheroids (3). These are aggregates of cells that sediment
at the bottom of the droplet. The droplet naturally takes on the shape of a potential well
due to its curvature, and the cells then conglomerate into a mass called a spheroid. The final
essential step would be to release the droplets from their trap and convey them outside the chip
to analyze them (8). At any time (during trapping or after release), the interaction of the cells
with their environment (drugs, other cells) can be observed, e.g., with fluorescence microscopy.
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Figure 1.1: Project workflow. Generation of drops containing cells (1). Trapping of this first population
(2). Incubation, and formation of spheroids (3). Generation of droplets containing cells or drugs to
be tested (4). Trapping of this second population (5). Flushing the excess droplets (6). Fusion and
start of the cell assay (7). Release of droplets (8).

This master thesis aims to build upon these works, reproduce their trapping techniques, and
study them. Simultaneously, these techniques will be compared to other trapping methods
encountered in the literature, allowing their efficiency to be highlighted. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the
purpose of this project and shows its real utility. However, it should be emphasized that only
the physical aspect related to droplet trapping will be considered in this master thesis. Other
researchers specializing in the fields of biology and chemistry will be better suited to continue
this work in its part dedicated to drug testing on spheroids.



Chapter 2

State of the art

1 Context

Microfluidics is a field of study situated at the intersection of physics, biology, and chemistry.
It involves the manipulation of fluids at the micrometer scale. Its role is to automate and
miniaturize complex processes that were originally performed manually. The objective is to
increase the speed and precision of manipulations while reducing contamination errors and
the amount of liquid used. Microfluidics finds numerous applications in medicine and the
pharmaceutical industry. One branch of this technology is based on microfluidic chips made from
a biocompatible material. These chips have channels and various micro-sized structures printed
on them. The channels allow the desired manipulation and transport of liquids. Generally, each
chip is dedicated to performing a specific task. As a result, a chip can replace a set of precise
tasks that take place in a laboratory. This gives rise to the concept of lab-on-chip. It involves
taking a sample and introducing it into the microfluidic chip. The sample is then mixed with
a chemical agent and undergoes an incubation step. Finally, it becomes possible to detect and
analyze a specific signal that allows drawing conclusions about the nature of the sample. It is
necessary to maintain a general descriptive character since the applications of microfluidics are
numerous and target various markets. The most common examples include clinical diagnostics
(human or animal), pharmaceutical research, agro-food testing, environmental testing, drug
delivery, optical actuation, flow chemistry, and more.

2 History

To introduce a brief historical context, microfluidics is a relatively recent advancement. Its
origin can be traced back to the 1950s in the inkjet printer manufacturing industry. However,
it was not until the emergence of electronics that silicon wafers appeared. These wafers serve
as the main substrate for printing the negative of the chip, which is then molded with the
biocompatible material. In the 1980s, the first micro-valves and micro-pumps were created.
This advancement represented the first step towards modern microfluidics. The rest of the
story unfolds with the specialization of the various possibilities offered by this new technology
in the early 2000s. Gradually, components enabling the manipulation, dosing, and parallel
mixing of fluids at a reduced scale began to emerge.

4
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3 Theoretical background

3.1 Navier-Stokes equations

The main equation governing fluid mechanics is the Navier-Stokes equation. It is essential to
introduce it to characterize flows in channels at this scale. Assuming a continuous medium, it
is possible to write the Cauchy momentum equation:

ρ
dv

dt
= ∇ · σ + ρb (2.1)

To obtain the formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations for most common fluids like water and
oil in a microfluidic chip, it is considered that the fluid is incompressible. Thus, the continuity
equation dρ

dt
+ ρ∇ · v = 0 reduces to ∇ · v = 0. Considering Newtonian fluids, the stress tensor

is written as:

σ = −pI + µ(∇v + (∇v)T) (2.2)

By injecting Eq. 2.2 into Eq. 2.1 and considering the incompressibility assumption introduced
earlier, it leads to the general form of the Navier-Stokes equations:

acceleration

∂v

∂t︸︷︷︸
Local

+(v · ∇)v︸ ︷︷ ︸
Convective

= −1

ρ
∇p︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pressure gradient

+ ν∆v︸︷︷︸
Viscous shear

+ b︸︷︷︸
Body forces

(2.3)

Comparing the different terms of the equation allows obtaining the famous dimensionless num-
bers. Only the Bond number will be relevant in this master thesis. The Bond number is
expressed as:

Bo ≡ Body forces

Surface tension
=

ρgl2

γ
=

l2

λ2
c

(2.4)

Where λc =
√

γ
ρg

represents the capillary length.

The surface tension does not appear directly in the Navier-Stokes equations since they describe
the behavior of a fluid, while γ comes into play at the interface. Indeed, the origin of surface
tension is related to the absence of interaction forces with neighboring molecules for those lo-
cated at the interface. Therefore, the surface tension only comes into play in the boundary
conditions of the stress tensor.

3.1.1 Hydraulic resistance

In a microfluidic chip during operation, the acceleration terms as well as the volume forces
are generally negligible in describing the fluid flow within the channels. In this context, the
Navier-Stokes equation, Eq. 2.3, reduces to the Stokes equation:

µ∆v = ∇p. (2.5)
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The channels have a rectangular cross-section. The height is denoted by h, the width by w,
and the length by l. The boundary conditions impose a zero velocity at the walls. Solving the
Stokes equation while considering these parameters leads to:

∆p ≈ 12µlQ

h3(w − 0.63h)
(2.6)

A detailed resolution of this problem is provided in the appendices 1. The approximation given
here is only valid for the case of a channel where w >> h. When the cross-section approaches
a square shape, the provided solution loses accuracy.

It is interesting to draw an analogy with the study of electrical circuits. Indeed, the flow rate Q
and the pressure difference ∆p can be respectively assimilated to the current and the electrical
potential difference. The remaining term is equivalent to resistance in the hydraulic case. Ohm’s
law can thus be transcribed in microfluidics as follows:

R ≡ 12µl

h3(w − 0.63h)
=

∆p

Q
(2.7)

Through this analysis, it is possible to design the different channels by assigning them a specific
resistance through modifications of their geometry, primarily their length. As a result, the
channel circuit within the chip can be tailored to meet specific requirements.

p1 p2 p1 p2

R

electrical

analogy

Δp = QRQ

Q

Figure 2.1: Diagram illustrating the analogy between a hydraulic resistance and an electrical resistance.

To be perfectly exhaustive, this model considers only one liquid within the channel. In practice,
once the droplets are formed, the continuous phase of the medium and the discrete phase of
the droplets share the volume of the channel in proportion. Thus, the resistance is modified
based on the number and size of droplets in the channel. The assumption is made that the
velocity of the droplets is approximately equal to that of the oil in the channel. Additionally, it
is also assumed that there exists an additional resistance induced by the droplets in the channel.
Hence, it is possible to deduce an empirical law for the resistance in the channels:

∆p = (Rc +NRd)(whvd) (2.8)

Rc and Rd are the resistance of the channel and the additional resistance induced by the droplets,
respectively. Rc represents the resistance due to Poiseuille flow of the continuous phase (often
oil) in the channels, as shown in Eq. 2.7. N is the number of droplets present in the chan-
nel. vd is the velocity of the droplets. h, w are, respectively, the height, and width of the channel.

The presentation of this formula seeks to highlight that a channel where droplets are circulating
will experience an increase in resistance proportionally to the number of droplets compared to
a channel where only the continuous phase flows.
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For droplet trapping, they are often guided to move within a chamber. When the chamber has
limited height and contains relatively large droplets, they move in a confined manner along a
direction in space. Since the length and width of the chamber are much larger than its height,
the movement between two liquids follows the theory of thin films. More specifically, this type
of geometry is known as a Hele-Shaw cell in the literature. The study of the interaction be-
tween two immiscible fluids in this type of configuration has been investigated by Park [7]. For
the specific case of droplets, a study of their gravity-induced movement can be found in this
article [8] and a numerical study by finite elements in [9]. Finally, An approximation of droplet
velocity in a Hele-Shaw cell can be found in [10, 11].

In a continuous pressure regime, only resistances play a role. However, capacitance and induc-
tance may come into play in the case of time-varying pressures. For time scales T >> L

R
≃ h2

10ν
,

the inductance L can be omitted in the problem, which is the case here. The inductance is
due to the fluid’s inertia and is only relevant when there are significant accelerations. The
capacitance allows for the storage of liquid volume through material deformation or by the
presence of compressible gas pockets. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the operation of a capacitance within
a microfluidic chip. In the context of this work, the material used for chip manufacturing is
called PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane). It is deformable and elastic. Its effect is generally re-
duced with geometric dimensions in the order of a few micrometers for the channels. However,
further in this master’s thesis, a very large chamber will be used to enable droplet storage in
wells. Without caution, this chamber can act as a large capacitance. This issue will be further
investigated in the section dedicated to the results.

p1 p2pc

Ω
p0

Figure 2.2: Diagram of a channel cross-section illustrating the possibility of storing a certain volume
of liquid Ω through elastic deformation of PDMS.

For fluids, the mathematical expressions for the inductance and capacitance are given by:

L =
6ρl

5wh
, C =

∂Ω

∂(pc − po)
. (2.9)

3.1.2 Laplace equation

The Young-Laplace equation can be derived from the boundary conditions of the Navier-Stokes
equations. It is possible to express these conditions for the normal and tangential components
as follows [12]: {

n · σ2 · n− n · σ1 · n = γ∇ · n,
n · σ2 · t− n · σ1 · t = ∇γ · t.

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

By focusing on the normal component provided by Eq. 2.10a, it is possible to describe the
interface between two immiscible fluids when they are in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium.
This assumption allows the equality of tangential stresses at the interface, resulting in the
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cancellation of Eq. 2.10b. Thus, in its most general form, the Laplace equation is written as:

∆p = γ∇ · n = 2γκ (2.11)

Where κ is defined as the mean curvature. This parameter can be expressed in a general manner
using the two principal radii of curvature of the surface, R1 andR2, characterizing the interface.
More precisely, the expression of these radii of curvature satisfies a differential equation given
by:

2κ =

(
1

R1

+
1

R2

)
= ∇ ·

 ez −∇S√
1 + ∥∇S∥2

 (2.12)

The last equality could be obtained by assuming that the surface S can be described as a
function of x and y such that z = S(x, y). In an axisymmetric problem, the surface can
be expressed as z = S(r). In this situation, denoting Sr = dS

dr
, the Young-Laplace equation

becomes [13, 14]:

∆p = γ

(
−Srr

(1 + S2
r )

3/2
+

1

S
√

1 + S2
r

)
(2.13)

3.1.3 Young-Dupré equation

The Young-Dupré equation describes the contact angle between a liquid and a smooth surface
in the presence of a gas phase. The details of its derivation may be found in [15], it can be
written as follows:

cos(θ) =
γSG − γSL

γLG
(2.14)

Where γSG, γSL, and γLG are the surface tensions between solid and gas, solid and liquid, and
liquid and gas, respectively.

It is possible to define a wettability coefficient M such that M < 0 implies partial wetting,
while M ≥ 0 results in complete wetting.

M = γSG − (γSL + γLG) (2.15)

This coefficient simply represents an energy difference per unit surface. Thus, if M < 0, it
indicates that γSG < γSL + γLG and, therefore, it is favorable to form an interface between the
solid and gas phases. This will limit the spreading of the liquid. Conversely, when M > 0,
it indicates that γSG > γSL + γLG, and it is favorable for the liquid to form an interface with
the gas phase and the solid substrate, justifying its spreading. By substituting Eq. 2.14 into
Eq. 2.15, the condition is rewritten as M = γLG(cos θ− 1). The wettability angle θ defines the
location of the contact line at the junction of the three phases. This angle is only defined for
values of M ≤ 0. The liquid will be considered as rather wetting in the situation where θ < π

2

and rather non-wetting in the case where θ > π
2
. Fig. 2.3 illustrates this wetting phenomenon.
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θ > π
2 θ < π

2 θ ≈ 0

M < 0 M > 0
hydrophobic hydrophilic

γSG

γLG

γSL

γLG

γSG

γSL

Figure 2.3: Diagram illustrating the wettability of a liquid on a smooth solid substrate. From left to
right, the liquid is rather non-wetting, rather wetting, and completely wetting.

3.1.4 Surfactants

Surfactants are used in microfluidics to stabilize droplets and prevent their coalescence. If the
droplets are packed and pushed against each other, the absence of surfactants can quickly lead
to droplets of highly variable sizes and blockage of different channels, rendering the chip inop-
erable. These surfactants are composed of a hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic tail. They
position themselves at the droplet’s surface, with the head immersed in the aqueous medium
and the tail in the surrounding oil. This oriented positioning at the interface prevents direct
contact between droplets and, consequently, their coalescence. Their presence at the interface
also lowers the surface tension between water and oil [16–18].

It is only possible to accumulate a certain number of surfactant molecules at the interface. Once
the droplet’s surface is completely covered with a monolayer of surfactant, excess molecules will
form spherical clusters in the aqueous medium, with the hydrophilic heads oriented outward
and the hydrophobic tails inward. These formations are called micelles. It is not clear whether
the micelles are predominantly present in the water or in the surrounding oil since they are
soluble in both. There are studies on the critical concentration threshold of surfactant before
micelle formation in the oil [19, 20]. The effect of surfactants on cells is a subject of research,
indicating their presence inside the droplet. Most microfluidic applications require surfactants
that are biocompatible [21–23]. In practice, in this master’s thesis, surfactants are used in a way
to be close to the micelle formation threshold. It is necessary to prevent coalescence by covering
the droplets’ surface with surfactant as much as possible. However, since surfactants can be
quite expensive, it is crucial to limit micelle formation, as they represent passive aggregates
within the droplet. An illustration of the role of surfactants can be seen in Figure 2.4.
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Droplet

micelle

surfactant monolayer

Figure 2.4: Diagram illustrating the action of surfactants and the prevention of coalescence between
two droplets, each possessing a saturated monolayer.

4 Droplet microfluidics

This master’s thesis aims to trap droplets within a microfluidic chip. Several major research
directions are commonly encountered in the literature for manipulating droplets. To better
understand the subsequent analysis, a brief introduction will be provided on these topics.

4.1 Droplet formation

Droplet formation often occurs through junctions that allow the meeting of water and oil
(Fig. 2.5). This diagram shows only the main junctions, which are most commonly encountered
in the literature. It should be noted that droplet formation is often a preliminary step for many
articles in the field of microfluidics [16, 24–27].
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Figure 2.5: Diagram illustrating the different possibilities of droplet formation. (a) T-junction with
flow directions perpendicular. A variation considers flows oriented in the same direction but with
opposite directions. The perpendicular channel then collects the formed droplets. (b) Flow focusing
(at high pressures, the regime transitions to dripping then jetting). (c) Co-flow. (d) Step emulsification.
A synthesis of these droplet production techniques can be found in [24].

In this master’s thesis, the preferred droplet formation technique is flow focusing (Fig. 2.5b).
It involves a more complex geometry compared to other formation techniques, including two
oil inlets. The advantage lies in the stability of the formation frequency and the size of the
generated droplets. It should be noted that the oil and water inlet channels must have similar
resistances to ensure they operate in the same pressure regime. These resistances are necessary
to isolate the junction from noise and pressure fluctuations.

Completely unintentionally, the step emulsification technique (Fig. 2.5d) was also encountered
in this work. It occurred when relatively large droplets transitioned from a channel height of
30 [µm] to an deeper chamber with an approximate height of 120 [µm]. This experiment aimed
to release the droplets from confinement rather than generating new ones.

The various droplet formation techniques using junctions (Fig. 2.6). This figure presents ex-
perimental images taken from the literature for illustrative purposes.
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baroud2010.pdf

(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 2.6: Experimental photos illustrating the different junction geometries. All images are taken
from Baroud’s article [28]. (a) T-junction, (b) Flow focusing, (c) Co-flow.

The formation of droplets depends on both the junction and the flow rates of the continuous
and dispersed phases in the chip. Fig. 2.7 shows the different droplet sizes possible for the same
junction by adjusting the flow rates or the fluid viscosity.
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Figure 2.7: Experimental photos illustrating the different regimes of droplet formation for the same
junction. The modification concerns only the flow rates or viscosity of the liquids. (a) Photo from [3,
29]. (b) Photo from [30, 31]. (c) Photo from [3, 32, 33].

4.2 Droplet merging

Droplet coalescence presents a significant challenge as surfactants are often used to prevent
their coalescence after they have been generated. The goal is to achieve targeted coalescence
of specific droplets at precise locations within the chip. In this section, targeted coalescence
techniques will be briefly presented.

4.2.1 Geometry confinement

Some techniques commonly encountered in the literature involve modifying the geometry of a
channel to drain the oil separating two successive droplets [34]. Once this step is completed,
the two droplets come into contact. If the surfactant concentration is low and the droplets are
strongly pressed together, coalescence between them becomes possible. Coalescence can also be
facilitated if the droplets collide with a certain velocity. These techniques have the advantage
of being passive, without the need for external devices to enable fusion [16]. However, a major
drawback is often the complexity of this geometry, as they require advanced microfabrication
techniques. Additionally, these geometries are prone to droplet misalignments or can be ren-
dered ineffective by the arrival of debris. Fig. 2.8 illustrates two fusion techniques involving
modification of the channel geometry.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Experimental photos illustrating droplet coalescence passively. These two examples are
taken from Baroud’s article [28]. (a) Comb drop merging device from the article [33, 35]. (b) Droplet
fusion by channel widening from [36].

4.2.2 Electrocoalescence

Electrocoalescence is a fusion technique that relies on the application of an electric field. This
field induces electrical charges on the droplet surfaces and polarizes them. Electrostatic forces
appear and promote contact between the droplets. As a result, the two contacting membranes
possess opposite charges. The thin oil film separating the droplets is gradually drained. The
charges present on the surface also reduce the surface tension. Thus, the membrane eventually
disappears locally, allowing contact between the two droplets and enabling their fusion. Fig. 2.9
shows various applications of this technique from the literature.
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(a)

(b) (c)
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Figure 2.9: Experimental photos from the literature of droplet fusion by electrocoalescence: (a) Dashed
triangles represent the electrodes. The image is from [24, 37]. (b) Photo from [38, 39] showing the
different stages of fusion. (c) Photo from [31, 40] demonstrating electrocoalescence for various droplet
size regimes. (d) Zoomed-in image of electrocoalescence fusion within an enlarged channel from [1]. (e)
Schematic and experimental image from [33, 41] illustrating the fusion of two populations of droplets
of different sizes.

This merging technique was also encountered in the article [42], which focuses on trapping and
electrocoalescence of two droplets using a high-speed camera.

4.2.3 Laser merging

One famous droplet fusion technique involves the use of a laser. The laser is directed at the
point where the two droplet membranes come into contact. The localized heating reduces the
surface tension and leads to droplet coalescence. One major advantage of this technique is the
ability to perform it at any point on the chip. No specific chip fabrication is required, as the
laser can be controlled and adjusted directly from the outside. However, a drawback is the
local heating of the droplets, which can lead to damage to their contents. Cells or chemical
compounds may be affected. The Fig. 2.10 shows a sample of laser-induced fusion from the
literature.
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Figure 2.10: Experimental pictures from the literature illustrating droplet fusion by laser. (a) Image
from the article by [28] highlighting the different stages of fusion between two droplets. (b) Photos
from [43] showing laser-induced fusion of trapped droplets inside wells. (c) Various photos from [44]
demonstrating laser-induced fusion in different situations.

A more specific article focuses on trapping two droplets of different compositions and their
fusion by laser [45]. It then tests the diffusion time for the final droplet to reach a homogeneous
composition.

The laser is not only used for droplet fusion but also for their manipulation. Indeed, the laser
beam has the ability to release droplets, sort them by directing them in one direction or another,
or even temporarily stop them, as illustrated in numerous articles [6, 24, 43, 46–51].

4.2.4 PFO merging

This last fusion technique is the one used in this master thesis. It uses a destabilization agent
that reduces the surface tension of the droplets by acting on the surfactant layer at the interface.
It destabilizes this layer so that the droplets in contact eventually merge. A common agent is
called PFO (perfluoro-octanol) and is used in [52–54]. Both the advantage and disadvantage
of this method are its action on the entire chip, as all the droplets in contact with the PFO
merge. As a result, fusion occurs very quickly throughout the chip. Unfortunately, targeted
fusion does not seem possible with this method. It is also possible that the experiment may fail
due to the merging of excess droplets located in different undesired locations. In this situation,
these droplets form a large aqueous environment that can disrupt the proper functioning of the
channels and wells. An illustration of this droplet fusion method (Fig. 2.11).
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Figure 2.11: Experimental photo from [53] illustrating droplet fusion using PFO in a microfluidic chip.

4.3 Droplet trapping

This section aims to present the literature related to droplet trapping. The different methods
will be discussed separately to better structure the various techniques encountered. A brief
overview of the literature can be found in [55]. It is worth noting that there is not always a
consensus on the name of a particular type of trapping. Some liberties have been taken in the
nomenclature to better distinguish these trapping methods.

4.3.1 Oil flow trapping

This method uses an oil flow to trap the droplets. To distinguish this technique further, it is
possible to divide this section into two distinct methods.

4.3.1.1 Static droplet array This technique uses an oil flow and channels to trap the droplets.
The idea is to precisely guide the droplets using the channels. Circular shapes are designed
to form traps. These traps are surrounded by a diversion channel and a direct channel. In
the absence of droplets, the flow will be distributed between these two paths. By adjusting
the size of the channels, the microfluidic resistance is also modified, allowing to find a balance
in the flow between the main and diversion channels. When a droplet reaches the trap, it is
more likely to enter it. Since the direct channel is narrower, the droplet cannot deform to enter
it, provided that the oil flow is sufficiently limited. As a result, the droplet is trapped in the
spot like in a funnel. It restricts the oil flow in the direct channel and increases the resistance
in this part of the circuit. The next droplet cannot enter an already occupied trap and will
preferentially choose the diversion channel. At the exit of this channel, the droplet faces a
similar choice: enter an empty spot or take the diversion channel if it is already occupied. This
process continues until the entire array of traps is filled. Any excess droplets will be redirected
through all the diversion channels to the waste outlet.
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Figure 2.12: Experimental photos from the literature illustrating static droplet arrays: (a) Photo
from [56] showing the chip in operation. In this test, two droplets have been trapped within each of
the traps. (b) Photo from [24, 57] showing the trapping of droplets of different sizes. (c) In this image
from [58–60], a schematic of a chip of this type is shown. In this experiment, the chip was used to
trap droplets containing worms. (d) Photo from [61] illustrating trapping via static droplet arrays. A
compound is gradually diluted to change the dye concentration and generate this color gradient.

Static droplet arrays are extremely common in the literature and are considered as a stable
and well-established trapping method [62–70]. An unusual example of geometry can be found
in [69]. In this example, there is an additional control over the traps through the use of
multilayer microfabrication and the introduction of microfluidic valves [65].

4.3.1.2 U-shaped trapping array The second type of trapping that uses an oil flow involves
U-shaped microstructures that allow droplets to infiltrate but not to exit, provided a slight
oil flow is maintained. The major difference compared to the previous trapping method is the
freedom given to the droplets. They are no longer constrained to move within channels but can
autonomously move within the chamber. Fig. 2.13 provides an overview of the literature on this
topic. Fig. 2.13a and Fig. 2.13b illustrate back-side traps. The simplified description of their
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geometry consists of two U-shapes combined in opposite directions. One U-shape has longer
branches than the other, allowing it to trap two and one droplet, respectively. The principle is
to trap the first population of droplets with the small U-shape. Then, the oil flow is reversed so
that these droplets are trapped in the large U-shape of the microstructure facing it. Finally, the
second population of droplets can be generated while maintaining the same direction of oil flow.
Since the large U-shape already contains one droplet from the first generation, it can capture a
droplet from the second generation but not more. This results in two droplets from two distinct
populations trapped within the same well. In this scenario, the droplets from both distinct
generations have the same size. This type of trapping is very common in the literature [18, 42,
71–78].
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Figure 2.13: (a) Array of a back side U-shaped trap [60, 79]. The illustration of how this type of
trap works has been retained in the image. (b) Array of a back side U-shaped trap [80]. (c) Simple
U-shaped trap [24, 33, 81].

4.3.2 Phase substitution trapping

This type of trapping is rare and quite unique since no droplet generation is required. The
idea is to completely fill the chamber with the aqueous phase. In this situation, the traps are
actually wells with a depth greater than the height of the chamber. The next step is to flush
the chip with oil. The aqueous phase is gradually removed, except for the wells, which serve
as important anchoring points. As a result, the aqueous phase is trapped inside the wells, and
droplets are formed. This technique imposes the same composition on all the wells and requires
a large quantity of the aqueous phase. It is also challenging to release these droplets or even
capture a second population of droplets using this method. Fig. 2.14 illustrates this phase
substitution trapping.
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Figure 2.14: (a) Photo illustrating different moments of the flushing of the aqueous phase using a
difference in coloration [48].(b) Another illustration of the flushing of the aqueous phase [82].

4.3.3 Pillars trapping

This trapping technique is unique in its design, as the capture is achieved using pillars that
surround the droplet. In the references consulted, a set of six pillars is necessary to capture
one droplet. These pillars are arranged at each corner of a hexagon. This hexagonal pattern is
replicated to form a network. As a result, droplets can be captured in each of the hexagons of
the network. Fig. 2.15 illustrates this trapping method.
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Figure 2.15: (a) Images showing the pillars and the hexagonal pattern under a microscope. The
pillars are circular in shape. The different stages of droplet trapping are also presented [83]. (b)
Images showing a similar trapping using triangular-shaped pillars [84, 85]. In this example, droplet
clusters are formed by etching a contour between a set of adjacent hexagons.

In the article by He[83], there is a droplet size threshold for which one or two droplets are
trapped within the same hexagon. Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to confine two
droplets from different generations in this example.

4.3.4 Dropspots

Dropspots are a trapping technique based on the deformation of droplets. Certain regions,
called spots, are circular and have a diameter slightly larger than the diameter of the droplet.
These spots are separated by constrictions where the cross-section is narrower. Under these
conditions, a droplet can adopt a circular shape within a spot, minimizing its total surface area
at a constant volume. To dislodge the droplet, it will be necessary to deform it to make it
pass through a narrower section. This process will increase its surface area and will not be
spontaneous. To achieve this, there can be the arrival of a new droplet or a significant increase
in the oil flow rate. The first possibility is used to gradually place the droplets into the spots,
while the second allows the recovery of all droplets. Since the spots are placed successively in
a channel, when droplets are dislodged, the resistance decreases, and the flow rate increases,
which dislodges the remaining droplets. Indeed, the spots act as important anchoring points for
the droplets, drastically increasing the channel’s resistance. Fig. 2.16 illustrates this trapping
method using dropspots. In all the examples encountered in the literature [60, 86–88], only one
droplet per spot has been observed.
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Figure 2.16: (a) Photos from [86], the dropspots are adjacent. The arrival of a new droplet requires
pushing the entire chain. (b) Another illustration from [60, 87] based on the same principle.

4.3.5 Anchor trapping

To achieve trapping with a classic anchor, the droplet needs to be flattened inside a chamber.
Thus, the confinement occurs only in one direction. The anchor is a well with a significantly
smaller diameter than the diameter of the flattened droplet. When the droplet encounters the
anchor, it deforms and takes a cap-shaped form inside the anchor [89]. This shape allows the
droplet to minimize its surface. To release the droplet, the cap must flatten again or the droplet
must split. The latter phenomenon occurs for droplets with a considerable diameter compared
to that of the anchor. For droplets slightly larger than the anchor’s diameter, they can be
released by increasing the oil flow rate or by the arrival of a new droplet, as the trapping force
is relatively limited. For this type of trapping, only the capture of one droplet per well has been
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observed in the literature. Fig. 2.17 provides an overview of anchor trapping in the various
encountered articles. A peculiar example of anchor trapping can be found in [90].
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Figure 2.17: (a) Photo and cross-sectional diagram of the anchor trapping [91]. (b) 3D diagram illus-
trating the anchor trapping along with experimental photos showing the splitting of a large droplet
under increased oil flow [92]. (c) Diagrams illustrating the physical study of anchor trapping and var-
ious approximations to characterize the droplet deformation within the anchor [93]. (d) Experimental
photos of an array of anchor traps where the trapping occurs. The second photo combines anchor
trapping with rails that allow droplet guidance through deformation and minimization of surface en-
ergy [43]. (e) 3D diagram and experimental photos illustrating an array of anchor trapping [94].

4.3.6 Capillary trapping

This trapping technique is particularly widespread in the literature [6, 43, 47, 85, 95–107]. It
is based on the same principle as anchor trapping 4.3.5. In this case, the well has a greater
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depth and diameter. The droplet remains flattened in the chamber and is still confined in one
direction of space, adopting a pancake-like shape. When the droplet passes under a well, it
can deform completely and enter it. This configuration is favored as it greatly minimizes the
droplet’s surface energy. Consequently, the droplet ends up occupying a large part of the well’s
volume and is firmly trapped. The trapping force is generally much stronger than in the case
of anchor trapping. The disadvantage is the difficulty in releasing the droplets at a later time.
Depending on the volume and depth of the well, the droplets can take a spherical shape or
be flattened between the well’s bottom and the chamber’s floor. Fig. 2.18 illustrates various
examples of capillary trapping from the literature.
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Figure 2.18: (a) Experimental photos illustrating the different stages of trapping. By adjusting the
oil flow rate, excess droplets can be flushed out. The remaining droplets are trapped in the same
manner as in an anchor, as they cannot enter an already occupied well. This allows trapping of two
distinct populations [43]. (b) Schematics and experimental photos showing capillary trapping. The
chip diagram shows walls in the trapping area that ensure proper distribution of the droplets [98,
99]. (c) Counterexample of droplets experiencing weak trapping forces. The droplet diameter is
barely larger than the chamber’s height. Giant Unilamellar Vesicles (GUVs) are used to simulate cell
behavior [100]. (d) Capillary trapping is widely used in spheroid formation [47]. (e) Schematics and
experimental photos illustrating capillary trapping in a microfluidic chip with sophisticated design. It
offers precise control over droplet movement, allowing the university initials in which it was developed
to be traced [24, 108].
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4.3.7 Buoyancy trapping

Buoyancy trapping shares similarities with capillary trapping 4.3.6. Droplets retain their free-
dom to move within a chamber. However, the major difference compared to capillary trapping
lies in the fact that the droplets are not confined in a specific direction of space. Instead, they
maintain their spherical shape and have minimal surface energy. The deeper chamber also
allows for better distribution of droplets, resulting in a more homogeneous dispersion. The
traps, in this case, are similar to circular wells. When a droplet passes under a trap, buoyancy
displaces it inside, leading to trapping. The significant advantage of this method is the ease of
recovering the droplets by simply flipping the chip. The buoyancy force then operates in the
opposite direction, releasing the droplets from the traps. A low oil flow can guide these droplets
towards the exit. This technique has only been found recently in the literature [95, 109–111].
Notably, the article by Labanieh [109] represents the starting point of this master thesis. An
illustration of the available content in the literature for this trapping method is provided in
Fig. 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: (a) Experimental photos and diagrams illustrating the trapping and release of droplets
using buoyancy from Labanieh’s article [109]. (b) Another example from the literature of buoyancy
trapping [110]. The particularity of this chip is that it doesn’t have a single chamber but several. The
aim is to allow good diffusion of droplets from the channel originating in their production zone.

4.3.8 Asymmetric trapping

Unlike the trapping methods encountered so far, this technique does not bring anything inno-
vative. The idea is to combine the previous trapping methods to trap multiple droplets from
different populations within the same well. To achieve this, the trick is often to introduce an
asymmetry in the initial shape of the circular or hexagonal well. In parallel, it is possible to play
with the depth of the wells using multi-layer microfabrication techniques. With this approach,
a single well can have two distinct depths targeting a specific type of droplet. Fig. 2.20 from
Tomasi’s article [5, 52] illustrates this analysis.
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Figure 2.20: Diagram illustrating an example of capturing droplets from different populations by
manipulating the asymmetry of the well. In this situation, the well combines both capillary trapping
and anchor trapping techniques. Consequently, the first droplet experiences a strong trapping force,
while the other can be easily released.

To concretely illustrate the capture of two droplets from distinct populations in a single well, a
sample of images from the literature is provided (Fig. 2.21). The references demonstrating this
type of trapping can be summarized in [5, 52, 95, 97, 104].
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micromachines-12-01076.pdfFigure 2.21: (a) Experimental photos from Tomasi’s article [5, 52] illustrating the capture of the first
population of droplets by capillarity and the second one by anchor, achieved by introducing a tip on
the well shape and modifying the droplets’ size. This photo also illustrates the fusion using PFO.
(b) This example is similar to (a) but with hexagonal-shaped wells [97]. To enable anchor trapping,
the well is also equipped with a tip. However, the tip is shallower than the rest of the well to ensure
that the droplet cannot enter it deeply and thus maintain trapping by anchor. (c) In this example,
trapping occurs in an enlarged chamber, allowing buoyancy trapping [95]. To capture two populations,
they are generated with different sizes. In this type of trapping, droplets maintain a spherical shape.
The main well is large and circular, serving as the capture point for the first population. A smaller
rounded eccentricity is added to it, enabling the capture of the second population of smaller droplets.
(d) In this example, the wells have the same shape as (c) but have a single depth [96]. The chamber
is small, and droplets are trapped by capillarity. To ensure proper trapping, the droplets are sorted
by size and guided along a rail on the side of the well where they are supposed to settle.

4.3.9 Other Techniques

In order to be concise in this section, many innovative and exotic techniques could not be
presented. Readers interested in exploring this topic further can look into Slipchip [60, 112,
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113], Lock & shift [114, 115], Electrostatic potential well [24, 116], and Sedimentation [117].
Regarding fusion, a unique technique can be found in [33, 118].

4.4 Spheroid

This section dedicated to spheroids aims to illustrate their formation through various articles
encountered in the literature [5, 6, 47, 52, 97, 104]. To form spheroids, the aqueous phase must
contain a high density of suspended cells. This liquid is used to generate droplets. Once trap-
ping is performed, the droplets are brought to a stop for a period ranging from several hours
to several days. During this time, the cells undergo sedimentation, accumulate at the bottom
of the droplet, and eventually aggregate into a spheroid.

The spheroid has a limited lifespan since its environment consists of the small volume of liquid
in the droplet. Under these conditions, nutrients are quickly depleted, preventing the spheroid
from surviving in the long term [6]. To counteract this issue, a common strategy is to gel
the droplets and then substitute the surrounding oil phase with some nutrient-rich aqueous
phase [6, 47].

To test the action of a drug on spheroids, it is important to develop a tool that can highlight
successful tests. The number of droplets is substantial as it is proportional to the number of
tests. And these tests are often maximized to discover as many effective drugs as possible. To
evaluate the validity of each test within each of these countless droplets, fluorescence detection
is often used. Thus, a signal will only appear if the test is successful and the spheroid has
survived. This process of detection through signal acquisition can be automated. As a result,
the time spent on this analysis is drastically reduced compared to a similar manual operation.
This final step marks the end of the cell screening process [2–4, 31, 110, 119–122].
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Figure 2.22: (a) Experimental photos and diagrams simply illustrating the formation of spheroids and
highlighting the agglomeration process [47, 123]. (b) Experimental photos and diagrams showing the
formation of spheroids. A droplet containing a test drug is then introduced into the same well and fused
with the droplet containing the spheroid. Finally, testing and screening are carried out to visualize the
action of different drugs on a large scale [5, 52]. (c) Experimental photos and timelapse showing the
formation of spheroids [104]. (d) Experimental photos showing the chip with the cell assay. A diagram
depicts the cross-section of a well and the various stages of drug delivery to the spheroids [97].
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Chapter 3

Micro-fabrication

In this section, the details of chip manufacturing will be discussed. The subject of this thesis
is essentially based on the use of microfluidic chips, this part aims to describe how they were
created.

1 Chip architecture

To begin, it is necessary to introduce the essential parts of microfluidic chips dedicated to
trapping, which will be used later on. A general diagram can be seen in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram illustrating the (a) upper and (b) lower parts of the final chip for droplet trapping.

The vast majority of chips designed thereafter will be composed of an assembly of two PDMS
(Polydimethylsiloxane) half-chips (Fig. 3.1). These will be assembled to form the final chip.
This configuration is peculiar as traditionally chips are assembled on a glass slide. The upper
part consists of a well array that can be uniquely and creatively designed for droplet trapping
(Fig. 3.1a). It overlays a chamber where the droplets are free to move (Fig. 3.1b). Additionally,
there is a dedicated area for droplet generation on the same chip. The generation part of the
chip is designed to be as compact as possible to maximize the space available for trapping.
This production junction is called flow-focusing (Fig. 2.5) and was presented in section 4.1. It
consists of microfluidic channels with matching resistances that meet at a cross-section. The oil
is divided into two symmetrical channels, unlike the water, which arrives via a single channel.
The objective is twofold: first, since oil is the dominant phase, two channels allow a higher flow
rate. Second, the stability of the droplets formed is superior to a simple T-junction.

32
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2 Chip manufacturing

2.1 Photo-lithography

First of all, it is necessary to create the design of the chip. This is done with the help of the
software AutoCAD. This allows to build the chip geometrically through a vector drawing. The
conditions for making the drawing are to always draw closed loops strictly included in each
other without any possible intersections.

Once the geometry of the chip is complete, a mask is made. This is transparent in some areas
and completely opaque in others. The principle of closed loops defined above allows each of
these areas to be separated topologically. The principle being that each loop inside another is
only a deformed circle. Thus, the first loop will contain an opaque zone, all the internal loops
will define transparent zones. At subsequent stages, the pattern will alternate between opaque
and transparent zones each time a loop is crossed. In practice, the transparent areas will be
the places defined as hollow and where a liquid could theoretically flow. For example, this is
the case for the various channels. In practice, a different color is assigned to each of these loops
in the AutoCAD design (Fig. 3.1).

The creation of the mask requires a very precise transition between a transparent and opaque
area. In theory, this transition should be as abrupt as possible to prevent any limitation of the
microfabrication by the mask. Indeed, the smallest structures appearing in a chip have dimen-
sions of the order of a few micrometers. This is valid in the literature for the most advanced
research groups. The transition must therefore take place on a scale that is smaller than a
micrometre.

In the case of this thesis, the mask could not be made directly at the university since the ma-
chine used to make it suffers from some accuracy problems and has been described as capricious.
As the making of the mask is the starting point of any good microfabrication, the task was
delegated to a specialised company in England. In one hand, the masks obtained were therefore
of very good manufacture. On the other hand, they were rather expensive compared to home
production. The second problem was of course the waiting time for orders.

The next step involves printing the various structures of the chip designed in AutoCAD, which
are now visible on the mask. This consists of creating the negative of the final chip on silicon
wafers from the semiconductor industry. The reason for this choice is the technological advance
of this field with respect to microfluidics, since it was only developed much later. The idea is to
make a mould that can be used several times so that the same chip can be reproduced multiple
times. This part of the process takes place in a clean room.

The use of a glass wafer as a substrate, which at first sight seems more accessible, is in fact
a misleading idea. The main reason is that glass is a transparent material. During the UV
exposure process which will be explained later, light can pass through the glass layer and un-
dergo reflection on the substrate underneath. As a result, opaque areas on the mask could be
exposed by this undesired reflection, leading to a significant loss of the pattern of the structures.

The compound used to print the structures on the substrate is called SU-8 photoresist. It is at
the core of the photolithography process. SU-8 is a photosensitive polymer from the thermoset
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family. This means that it undergoes irreversible curing. In this case, curing is achieved through
exposure to UV light and heat. The principle is to cross-link the polymer chains so that they
form an infusible and insoluble network. SU-8 exists in different viscosities depending on the
desired application but the composition remains the same. Only the length of the polymer
chains varies.

The beginning of the process involves depositing a sufficient amount of SU-8 onto the silicon
substrate. The substrate is then placed in a centrifuge to allow for the spreading of the SU-8
into a homogeneous and uniform layer. The viscosity of SU-8 increases with the average num-
ber of monomers in a chain. Thus, the choice of SU-8 viscosity allows for control over the final
thickness of the chip during this spin coating process.

The wafer is then transferred onto a baking plate. After a defined curing time, it is placed
under UV lamp. The mask is introduced between the wafer and the lamp. Thus, only the
transparent areas will be exposed to UV light. The wafer is then again transferred to a hot
plate. The wafer is then immersed in a bath of SU-8 developer which will allow the dissolution
of the SU-8 which has not been exposed to UV. This finally allows the negative of the designed
structures to appear on the chip. The wafer is rinsed with isopropanol and placed in the oven.
This step concludes the fabrication of the wafer.

As a final remark, an optional technique involves pre-coating the silicon wafer. The principle
being that the adhesion of future structures on the silicon wafer is not optimal due to the dif-
ference in properties between the two materials. The pre-coating is therefore carried out with
the materials that will be used to print the rest of the chip which is SU-8. A small amount
of SU-8 is poured onto the silicon wafer and then centrifuged to spread the SU-8 evenly. This
last one must be as homogeneous as possible to avoid any important fluctuation of thickness
along the chip. The initial idea was to create a thin, uniform and homogeneous layer of SU-8.
Once this step has been completed, the wafer is then placed on a hot plate, which will harden
the SU-8. The wafer is then exposed to a UV lamp. The UV light will prevent the SU-8 from
being dissolved and will leave the pre-coating intact. After exposure, a second pass over the
hot plate should be performed. This completes the pre-coating step.

Finally, before being able to fully utilize the wafer, it is necessary to ensure that the PDMS will
not adhere to it. The direct analogy would be butter in a mold that allows for easy separation
of the cake after baking. To fulfill this role, a release agent is applied to the wafer. The layer
should obviously be as thin as possible. To achieve this, the wafer is placed under vacuum
simultaneously with the application of the release agent. Thus, through the process of chemical
vapor deposition (CVD), the wafer is coated with this agent. Once this step is completed, the
wafer is ready to be used.

2.2 SU-8 thickness measurement

Throughout this master thesis, it is assumed that the microfabrication process achieves the
expected SU-8 height. Thus, two heights have been considered in this work, namely 30 [µm]
and 80 [µm]. In reality, this height is not perfectly exact. Within the same chip, there are slight
fluctuations in thickness. To give an order of magnitude, chips designed theoretically at 30 [µm]
actually had an average height of 29.94 [µm] with a standard deviation of 1.17 [µm]. The chip
with a theoretical thickness of 80 [µm], on the other hand, had an actual average height of 78
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[µm].

The characterization of the height was performed immediately after the microfabrication in the
cleanroom. A probe applies a very slight force on the surface, and by moving the wafer using
a micrometer screw, different regions can be traversed. The force applied to the probe varies
depending on the height of the SU-8. This allows the characterization of the surface height. To
avoid damaging the essential structures of the chip, this operation is often performed on the
edges or in regions of low interest.

Recently, the laboratory acquired a laser for characterization purposes. However, this technol-
ogy emerged too late to be used in this work. One of the advantages is that no contact with
the wafer is required, reducing the risk of damaging the channels. Additionally, this equipment
is readily available in the laboratory. The initial method could only be accessed in a cleanroom
at Technifutur, which limited the study possibilities. One disadvantage of the laser, however,
is the beam width of 50 [µm]. The average height is evaluated within this disk. For structures
smaller in size, this method cannot be used.

2.3 Limitations of micro-fabrication

Microfabrication achieves high precision starting from the AutoCAD design. The order of mag-
nitude of the mask error is below a micrometer. However, the true limitation arises from the
thickness of the deposited SU8 layer which greatly influences the maximum achievable reso-
lution. Although for simplicity, the assumption was made that the structures rose straight
and uniformly over the thickness, a detailed analysis of the chip reveals that this is not the
case. To confirm this, a predetermined pattern is inserted on each chip designed in AutoCAD

(Fig. 3.1). Microscopic analysis of this pattern, with increasingly finer and adjacent structures,
allows to determine the order of magnitude of the fabrication error by examining the smallest
discernible structure. This error tends to increase dramatically with the height of the deposited
SU-8 layer. For some chips, the different structures are only partially printed and, therefore, do
not fulfill their intended function. The section 9 dedicated to failures illustrates this problem.
This phenomenon is attributed to bevelled wall growth instead of straight growth as assumed,
resulting in an undesired slope. The characteristic angle of this inclination is estimated to be
around 10◦ based on the analysis of other doctoral students. As an example, the cross-section
of an intended rectangular channel would actually be trapezoidal in shape.

The exact origin of this phenomenon remains somewhat mysterious. The error could come from
the transition between a transparent and opaque zone on the mask. Even though this transition
aims to be as abrupt as possible, there is a limitation in terms of resolution at the interface.
The passage of light through this blurry and somewhat ambiguous zone could influence its
direction and ultimately result in the creation of these inclined walls. Another hypothesis could
be the partial reflection of UVs on the silicon substrate, which could degrade the quality of the
transition between a clear and opaque area, thus potentially causing an error in wall resolution.
As a result of all this, to ensure functional microfabrication, it is recommended to design struc-
tures in AutoCAD that have a width at least equivalent to the height of the deposited SU-8 layer.
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2.4 PDMS molding and coating

Once the wafer is created, the final step is therefore the creation of the real chip that will host
the different liquids. This part does not need to be done in a clean room because it is easy and
inexpensive to start over in case of error. The material used for the chips is known as PDMS
(Polydimethylsiloxane). It has the advantage of being bio-compatible, which allows the study
of living organisms in the chips such as cells. It is also transparent and flexible. These are two
essential qualities for both the observation and the connection of the different inlets and outlets.

PDMS is derived from a polymer family called elastomers. Elastomers are composed of long
chains of molecules that are slightly cross-linked, allowing them to be in a solid state at room
temperature. PDMS is supplied in a liquid state and is composed of long chains of molecules.
However they do not interact sufficiently with each other to form a solid state. By adding
one unit of curing agent to ten units of PDMS, the links between the chains of molecules can
be establish and enables PDMS to solidify. Thanks to these long chains of molecules, PDMS
exhibits excellent flexibility. It is essential to use the curing agent as it alone can initiate the
interaction between the chains and facilitate the state change of PDMS to become an elas-
tomer. The assiduous mixing of the two compounds introduces a significant amount of air. The
mixed PDMS is placed under vacuum to remove any residual air. This step is essential since
air bubbles could change the design of the printed patterns on the chip. It could also clog the
channels. While the PDMS is under vacuum, an aluminum foil cover is made around the silicon
wafer with adhesive paper. The aim is simply to contain the PDMS. After being under vacuum,
the PDMS is poured on the wafer and the whole is sent to cure for 45 minutes at 85◦C. The
PDMS is then unmolded and the wafer is recovered for future use. The PDMS is cut to split the
different chips gathered on the wafer. Typically, one wafer can contain up to seven microfluidic
chips. In the situation of this thesis, one wafer is dedicated to the up part, i.e. the wells, while
another wafer is dedicated to the down part, i.e. the chamber and channels. Each chip must be
assembled with its twin, unlike the traditional process which simply consists in gluing the chip
on a glass slide in order to form the fourth side and close the channels. In order to assemble the
chips, it is first necessary to clean them. This step is done with an isopropanol bath, followed
by a rinse with demineralized water. This step allows a better adhesion afterwards. The chip
is then dried with compressed air. The respective surfaces of the two chips to be assembled
undergo a final check. In order to avoid any possible dust, sticky paper is applied on each of
these faces. The tape is then removed and the bare surfaces of each chip are directly exposed
to the corona-gun for one minute. The latter allows to ionize and to promote the adhesion
between the two PDMS pieces. The exposure is longer than usual because the alignment of the
two chips is a difficult process to perform quickly. Prolonging the exposure ultimately improves
the bonding between the two chips a bit. Another advantage is that the cohesion between
PDMS and PDMS is better than between PDMS and glass. Directly after being assembled,
the final chip is sent to the oven at 85◦ for one hour. This will allow to permanently glue the
two chips together. After this period, the chip is removed and the holes corresponding to the
different inlets and outlets are punched. It is important to note that this step is usually done
before assembly. However, due to the difference in density between water and oil, the well chip
must be located at the top to allow trapping by buoyancy force. The same goes for the different
pipes for the classical observation under the microscope. Therefore, the two chips must be
assembled to make sure that the holes are aligned with their locations on the bottom chip, the
one containing the channels. Another particularity of the design developed in this thesis is the
chamber which represents a huge non-adhesive space. During assembly, it can happen that the
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top and bottom chips meet in the chamber. The oven passage definitively glues these two parts
and the chip becomes unusable. If the holes are not punched before putting the assembled chip
in the oven, the air contained in the chamber expands under the action of the heat. This air
has no way to get out, the chamber acts as a huge microfluidic capacity, swells and prevents
the top chip from sticking to the bottom chip.

Before the chip can be used, a flushing with Aquapel is done followed by a second one with
FC40. The first one treats the channels and makes them hydrophobic in order to form nice
droplets. The second one is used to remove the excess Aquapel because it is not good to let it
dry in excess in the channels. The FC40 is an oil which has the particularity of not evaporating.
It fills the chip, prevents air from infiltrating the microstructures and makes it easier to use
afterwards. A second, much more efficient flushing technique could be used in the latest results.
The product replacing Aquapel is called Novec. It is much simpler to use and does not need to
be flushed from the channels afterwards, which greatly limits the risk of damaging the chip. It
is also much better in the final rendering, the formed droplets are nicer than with Aquapel. The
procedure is to flush it inside the channels and then place the chip in the oven for 20 minutes
at 135◦C. After that, the chip is ready to be used.

To conclude this section dedicated to chip microfabrication, a summary of all the steps per-
formed so far are presented (Fig. 3.2).
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Fabrication of PDMS slab

Up and Down PDMS slab

Binding of the two slabs (corona gun and baking)

Punching the ports

Channel treatment (Aquapel or Novec)

Figure 3.2: Diagram illustrating the chip manufacturing workflow. The design was inspired by [121]

3 Chip design

This section is dedicated to the development of the chip design used throughout this master
thesis. In total, two chip fabrication runs were carried out.
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3.1 First design

The first chip design was intended to be a validity test (Fig. 3.3). The goal was to adhere as
closely as possible to the article by Labanieh [109]. The primary objective was to reproduce their
results, use them, and ultimately continue analyzing trapping beyond this initial technique.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the initial chip design for droplet trapping. (a) The upper part
displaying an array of wells. (b) The lower part featuring the chamber, channels for droplet generation
and guidance, as well as the layout of various inlets and outlets.

The operation of the junction for droplet production has already been explained in section 1.
Once the droplets have been generated, they leave the production zone and flow through a
larger cross-sectional channel for good dispersion while ensuring disconnection of the chamber
from the generation area. The channel located between the chamber and droplet generation
serves as the waste outlet, allowing the evacuation of the first droplets that do not meet the ex-
pected requirements during chip startup. As the wells capture the first generated droplets, their
regular size must be ensured before trapping them. In the chamber, several adjacent blocks can
be observed, playing the role of diffusers for good droplet distribution within the chamber to
achieve uniform trapping. In the middle of the chamber, there are four pillars that support the
roof of the chamber, which is formed by the other chip. Indeed, the chamber represents a large
vacuum space that expands as a capacitance when the chip is under pressure. Conversely, since
the top of the chamber is only separated from the bottom by 30 [µm], these two parts can touch.
If this occurs during the microfabrication step where the two PDMS chips are assembled into
one, the top of the chamber can become permanently glued to the bottom, rendering the entire
chip unusable. The outlet is located at the far right of the chip and is connected to the rest of
the chamber by several large-section channels positioned according to the chamber’s width to
better evacuate the droplets. As explained earlier, the final chip is composed of two parts. It
results from the assembly of the bottom chip (Fig. 3.3b) and the top chip (Fig. 3.3a).

The top chip consists of an array of circular wells. Only one well size is represented here, cor-
responding to wells with diameters of 120 [µm] (Fig. 3.3a). The other sizes, also designed, are
30, 40, 50, 60, 80, and 100 [µm]. For this first test, the spacing between the wells was adjusted
to 50 [µm]. This choice proved to be both a problem and an opportunity since this distance
is comparable to the size of the wells and droplets. This implies that there is an additional
parameter in the system and that the wells are not independent of each other. The total number
of wells varies from one chip to another. To give an order of magnitude, the chip with wells
of 30 [µm] diameter had approximately 25000 of them, while the one with wells of 120 [µm]
diameter had around 5000 wells. The number is simply determined by the size of the chamber
since the entire network of wells must be able to overlay on it.

The chip containing the wells is located on the top, while the chamber belongs to the bottom
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chip. This configuration was adopted because unlike typical oil, the one used in microfluidics
is denser than water. It is Fluo-oil from the brand Emulseo and the typical density is close to
ρo = 1610 [kg/m3]. The surfactant concentration used is 1% for all experiments. Therefore, for
the trapping of droplets by buoyancy force, it is necessary to have the wells in the upper layer,
hence the adopted configuration.

Crosses are placed at the different corners of the chip to help with alignment. Indeed, a
particularity of trapping is to align an up chip containing the wells with a down chip where the
chamber resides. A pattern can also be spotted on the chips, which defines the quality of the
microfabrication as explained in section 2.3.

3.2 Second design

The second chip design aimed to bring some improvements compared to the initial sketch
(Fig. 3.4). Another objective was to open up the possibility of testing new trapping methods.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the second chip design. (a) and (b) Lower section featuring the
chamber with serpentine structures for droplet guidance and roof support. This design also includes
channels for droplet generation and guidance, along with the layout of various inlets and outlets. (c)
and (d) Upper section displaying an array of wells with gradually varying sizes in two spatial directions.
(e) Upper section featuring asymmetrical well designs enabling the trapping of two populations of
droplets.

Fig. 3.5 highlights the asymmetrical wells referenced in Fig. 3.4e by zooming in on the six
different designs created.
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Figure 3.5: Zoomed-in view showcasing the six distinct designs of asymmetrical wells in the up part
of the chip. Each design exhibits unique features for droplet trapping, enabling the trapping of two
distinct populations of droplets.

On the bottom chips (Fig. 3.4a and Fig. 3.4b), the part dedicated to droplets generation has
been kept identical. The water and oil inlets, as well as the waste outlet, still fulfill their respec-
tive roles as assigned in the previous design. An adaptation concerns the proper distribution
of droplets within the chamber. The pillars used in the initial version of the chips could be
ineffective in the case of capillary trapping. It sometimes happened that the droplets followed
the edges until reaching the outlet without passing through the middle of the chamber where
the wells are located. The introduction of walls has helped to limit this effect. Fig. 3.4b has
six walls, while Fig. 3.4a has only two. Indeed, to be prepared for any potential issues, two
distinct designs were developed, differing only in the number of walls. These walls help to form
a wide canal that meanders inside the chamber, ensuring a good distribution of the droplets.
For the sake of clarification, this solution was indeed better but far from perfect. There were
strong velocity gradients in the turns leading to droplet releasing. Furthermore, the droplets
would either form clusters or, on the contrary, not enter the areas where the flow rate was low.
Lastly, in both cases, the chip outlet consists of a diffuser, just like the inlet. Although their
existence may be questioned, they aim to prevent strong flows. Large velocity gradients in the
chamber can cause droplets to become untrapped. Additionally, during experiments, the waste
channel and the outlet allow for direct control of inlets and outlets in the chamber. Thus, they
can be used in reverse, with the outlet serving as the inlet and the waste as the outlet. This
way, droplets can be transported from the outlet to the inside of the chamber.

To correct some problems with the previous design, two major adaptations are implemented
on the upper part of the chip. These top chips are depicted in Fig. 3.4c and Fig. 3.4d. First,
considering the previous issues of droplet interactions due to proximity of the wells, it was
chosen to increase the inter-well distance to 400 [µm]. The second main change concerns the
size of these circular wells. Devoting an entire chip to studying a single well diameter seemed
inefficient. Therefore, the chip was equipped with wells whose size varies gradually in both
directions of the chamber. In this approach, theoretically no two wells have the same size.
This double gradient aims to visualize the transition between different trapping regimes. The
only difference between these two chips lies in the traversal direction of the two gradients. The
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objective was to avoid any design errors by varying the well positions.

Fig. 3.4e(with a zoom in Fig. 3.5) shows a more specific chip design. The shape of the wells
has been modified to enable trapping of two distinct populations of droplets. To achieve this,
six well designs were developed.

It was only after testing the first design that knowledge of another recipe emerged, allowing
for the modification of the SU8 height on the wafers. As a result, the top wafers containing
the wells in this design were produced in two versions: one with a height of 30 [µm] and the
other at approximately 80 [µm]. This final approach is less well-controlled and is affected by
greater microfabrication errors associated with a larger SU8 height. Since the well diameters
are on the order of 80 [µm] or even smaller for some, this limits the quality of microfabrication
as discussed in section 2.3.

4 Experimental set-up

The role of this section will be to explain how the experiments are conducted. Since the chip
fabrication is complete, the discussion now revolves around the equipment to be used for testing.

Firstly, the various inlets and outlets of the chip need to be connected to a set of tubes for
the delivery and removal of different fluids. The tubes are cut to the desired length and have
a sufficiently large cross-section to neglect their resistance in calculations. The connection is
made using cut pieces of pipette tips, where the narrower end is inserted into the tube, while
the other end is inserted into the chip through the specially designed holes made during the
fabrication process. Both the tubes and the chip’s PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) possess elas-
tic properties, allowing for a sealed junction. The other end of the inlet tubes is individually
connected to a liquid reservoir. In the case of this work, only water with or without dye, oil
with or without a surfactant, and PFO (perfluoro-octanol) have been delivered into the chip.
The outlet tubes are left open to the air and placed in a container to collect the outgoing fluids.
At the inlet side, the liquid reservoirs are connected to an individual pressure system. The
pressure range can vary from 0 to 1000 [mbar] above atmospheric pressure, with an adjustment
accuracy of one millibar. The model used is from the Fluigent LineUP & FlowEZ brand.

Once the chip is connected, it needs to be placed under a microscope to visualize the processes
taking place inside. The microscope used is an inverted fluorescence microscope Zeiss AxioVert
A1. It can also highlight cells through fluorescence under the influence of certain substances.
However, this aspect will not be considered within the scope of this master’s thesis. This
microscope naturally enables direct visualization. However, to record the different results, a
Phantom MIRO110 camera or a Photron UX100 camera was initially used. They were retained
for capturing rapid phenomena since they have a high frames-per-second (fps) capability. How-
ever, for timelapse and actions not requiring more than 60 fps, a Canon EOS 5D MKIII camera
was used. It offers better ergonomics, making it easier to use, facilitating video capture, and
improving compatibility with the computer. It also provides higher resolution.
Images of the experimental setup can be seen in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Experimental set-up. (a) Image of the SU-8 wafer (with the chamber covered by adhesive
paper to make it deeper, see section 5). The wafer is encapsulated in aluminum and coated with
PDMS to create the different structures and fabricate the chip after demolding. (b) Microscope image
of the functioning chip, connected to various reservoirs for liquid delivery. (c) Overview image of the
experimental set-up, highlighting the microscope and the camera used.

During the various trapping experiments, it was necessary to test whether the droplets could be
released. To achieve this, a device capable of filming the chip when it was flipped over needed
to be set up. Fully flipping the microscope was challenging due to the weight and size of the
microscope itself, which would require a robust, complex, and costly structure. Additionally,
the different pressure reservoirs for the liquids cannot function when inverted. While simply
flipping the chip under the microscope may seem like the most logical idea, it also presents
some difficulties. The connections of the different tubes located on the upper part of the chip
end up on the lower part. This requires lifting the chip, adding thickness, and preventing the
microscope from focusing on the area of interest.

When all these options were exhausted, the focus shifted to flipping the chip. Indeed, once
the droplets are trapped, the chip can be delicately manipulated with certain precautions. The
chip is placed on a plate equipped with micrometer screws for planar movement. This plate
is attached to a metal arm, with the other end including fixtures for the camera and the ob-
jective lens. It turned out that the camera used with the most powerful lens, a Canon macro
lens MP-E65, provided sufficient zoom for visualizing the droplets within the chip. Once the
camera, the lens, and the chip are aligned on the same axis, the chip could be attached to a
bearing connected to a fixed axis, allowing for a complete filmed rotation of the chip.

Unfortunately, no photos of this flipping device can be provided. The reason is that it was
constructed using Thorlabs equipment. The author did not think to take photos at the time,
and the equipment was quickly recycled for use in other experiments. Instead, a quick hand-
drawn sketch can be seen in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of the experimental setup used to flip the chip and visualize the droplet release
under the Archimedes regime.

As a general note, hundreds of videos and photos were taken. Only the most beautiful and
relevant ones have been included in this master thesis. It is evident that many other phenomena
could have been observed. Additionally, each experiment represents a technical challenge. It
is necessary to obtain the correct droplet size and avoid any errors in the pressure regime, as
there is a risk of either completely flooding the chamber or being invaded by droplets of varying
sizes. Depending on the scenario, the first droplets can be trapped without a simple means of
untrapping, which leads to errors in patterns and analysis. Air also poses a significant problem
in the experiments. For chips aiming to trap two different populations and merge them, all of
these delicate steps accumulate. There is also the need to disconnect and reconnect tubes to
the chip’s inlets and outlets in order to change the droplet color to simulate ths two populations
and inject the PFO for fusion. This causes sudden pressure variations and leads to untrapping.
This list of manipulation concerns is by no means exhaustive. Any mistake made at any stage
of the experiment results in a complete halt and the cleaning of the chip before being able to
restart the manipulations. The amount of wasted oil during this year in the realization of this
master thesis will remain a secret kept by the author.



Chapter 4

Droplet volume calculation

The problem of estimating the volume of a droplet confined in one dimension is not trivial.
In this section, different approaches will be considered in order to estimate this volume with
different degrees of accuracy. To begin with, it is relevant to adopt an empirical approach that
abstracts from the physics and has the advantage of a simple implementation. Since this is an
axisymmetric problem, it is simpler to focus on a cross-section of the droplet in two dimensions.

1 Empirical estimation

1.1 Cylindrical approximation

2ri H

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of a 2D cross-section of a droplet confined between two walls,
approximated as a cylinder.

The simplest idea to implement is to approximate the flattened droplet to a cylinder (Fig. 4.1).
Therefore, the edge of the droplet is completely omitted. All curvature at the edge is reduced
to a simple straight section. The advantage of this approach is the formidable simplicity of the
calculation of the surface area and the volume through:

A = 2πri(H + ri), V = πr2iH. (4.1)

The disadvantage is that this approximation leads to a non-negligible error. Indeed, for example,
an unconfined droplet will adopt a spherical shape. Its volume is given by Vs = 4

3
πr3i . A

cylindrical approximation of this sphere is equivalent to keeping the radius of the sphere for
the base of the cylinder and using H = 2ri for the height. Thus, the volume of the cylinder is

given by Vc = 2πr3i . It is possible to calculate the relative error ε =
∣∣∣Vc−Vs

Vs

∣∣∣ which is 50% in this

situation. The relative error on the volume is minimal when the radius of the squeezed droplet
is large since only the edges will be poorly approximated. Conversely, at the transition between
a free and confined droplet, the relative error increase. Unfortunately, this is an essential case
study for this work and it is relevant to look for better models.

44
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1.2 Cut Sphere approximation
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h

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of a 2D cross-section of a droplet confined between two walls,
approximated as a truncated sphere.

The next step is to try to take more account of the true shape of the droplet and add a curvature
effect. The simplest technique is to use a sphere with the spherical caps removed symmetri-
cally on either side, beyond the height of the chamber (Fig. 4.2). After some mathematical
manipulation, it is possible to write the surface area and volume as:

A = 4πr2e − 4πreh, V =
4

3
πr3e −

2πh2

3
(3re − h). (4.2)

Here, the approximation is better due to the inclusion of the curvature, but the derivative is
discontinuous at the connection between the cap and the inner part of the droplet. This model
is rather poor and it is possible to do better quite easily.

1.3 Circular caps approximation
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of a 2D cross-section of a droplet confined between two walls,
approximated as a cylinder with a half-torus added around the perimeter.

The best technique for approximating the volume of a flattened droplet consists of taking an
inner cylinder to which the outer part of a torus is grafted (Fig. 4.3). More specifically, due
to the axisymmetry, the idea is to start from shape of the curve in two dimensions and use
integration via rotational symmetry to obtain the surface area and the volume of the droplet.
In two dimensions, the problem discussed above reduces to a simple rectangle for the inner part
to which two half disks are attached on either side of the unconfined sides. Thus, the calculation
of the surface area and the volume is performed using the formula for the solid of revolution
for the circular caps around the y axis:

A = 2π

∫ π
2

−π
2

x(s)

√
dx(s)

ds
+

dy(s)

ds
ds, V =

∫ π
2

−π
2

πx(s)2
dy(s)

ds
ds. (4.3)
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The use of integration around the y-axis to obtain the surface area and the volume of the solid
of revolution was done with the help of a parametrization, which is given by:

x(s) = ri +
H

2
cos(s),

y(s) =
H

2
+

H

2
sin(s).

(4.4)

With ri defined as the internal radius. This method has the advantage of being very simple
to implement, corresponds well to the physics of the problem and suffers from reduced error.
Although the only way to demonstrate this is through empirical results. A comparison between
these different methods of approximating the volume of a flattened droplet can be found in [124].
It is important to note that all the approaches considered so far estimate the volume of the
droplet by looking for a model that best fits the observed shape of the droplet. The question of
why the droplet adopts this shape and what the true shape of the caps is is completely ignored.

2 Nodoids

2.1 Theoretical developments

In this part, the problem of volume estimation will, this time, be considered from a physical
point of view. The idea is no longer simply to assemble various solids of known volumes in
order to approximate the silhouette of the droplet but rather to start from Laplace’s equation.
Ideally, it would then be possible to compare this theoretical model with the empirical model
considered earlier. In this way, the error could be highlighted. It would then be possible to
justify or not the use of empirical models to estimate the volume of the droplet.

The most direct technique to obtain the Laplace equation in an axisymmetric model is the
Lagrange multipliers. This is the most general formalism that could easily be extended to other
geometries. Moreover, even if it is a complex problem which will not be studied in this work,
the Lagrangian approach allows a stability study of the solution. This would not be possible
with more classical approaches based only on geometry. The idea of the Lagrange multiplier is
based on the variational principle which states that physics always seeks to minimize a certain
quantity. In the particular case of droplets, the quantity to be minimized is nothing else than
the contact surface between the two fluids for a droplet constant volume. Let us introduce the
functional G:

G = γA− λV. (4.5)

Here λ represents the Lagrange multiplier and has the units of a pressure. This one is the
parameter to optimize in this problem. The theory developed by Hamilton shows that G must
minimize the action integral to satisfy the true physics of the problem. This is equivalent to
the solution given by the Euler-Lagrange equations 4.8.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of a droplet confined between two walls, highlighting the coor-
dinate system and parameterization for analytical calculation

To begin with, the expressions for the droplet surface and volume in cylindrical coordinates are
given respectively by (Fig. 4.4):

A = 2π

∫ z2

z1

r
√
ṙ2 + 1dz, V = π

∫ z2

z1

r2 dz. (4.6)

By introducing these two expressions in the functional G, it comes that:

G = γA− λV =

∫ z2

z1

(
γ2πr

√
1 + ṙ2 − λπr2

)
dz =

∫
L(r, ṙ) dz. (4.7)

The integrant of this expression is therefore the Lagrangian and it must satisfy the Euler-
Lagrange equations:

d

dz

(
∂L
∂ṙ

)
+

∂L
∂r

= 0. (4.8)

By isolating λ, one finally find Laplace’s equation in differential form in its axisymmetric version
through Eq. 4.9. The parameter to be optimized λ is effectively the pressure difference across
the interface:

∆p ≡ λ = γ

(
1

r
√
1 + ṙ2

− r̈

(1 + ṙ2)
3
2

)
. (4.9)

This differential equation is nonlinear; therefore, a complete analytical solution seems unlikely.
However, by introducing a change of variable U = (1 + ṙ2)−

1
2 , it is possible to obtain a first

integration [14]. The mean curvature is represented through the constant κ = 1
2

(
1
R1

+ 1
R2

)
,

where R1 and R2 are the main radii of curvature. Next, by noticing that the derivative of a
product appears, it is thus possible to integrate this equation a first time, that leads to:

− r̈

(1 + ṙ2)
3
2

+
1

r
√
1 + ṙ2

=
∆p

γ
= ±2κ, (4.10)

⇐⇒ C1 =
r√

1 + ṙ2
± κr2, (4.11)

⇐⇒ F = 2πγC1 = 2πγr sinφ±∆pπr2. (4.12)
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where C1 is an integration constant. For the last equivalence, the Eq. 4.11 has been multiplied
by 2πγ. Using Laplace’s equation with the notion of mean curvature introduced earlier, it can
be rewritten as ∆p = ±2γκ. It is possible to see that (1 + ṙ2)−1 is nothing more than sinφ.
Multiplying the integration constant C1 by 2πγ results in the total force acting on a slice of the
drop. This first integral thus transcribes the fact that each slice of the drop is in hydrostatic
equilibrium. This one can be seen as a succession of planar volumes of infinitesimal thickness
stacked on each other. There must be equality in the internal stresses and in the surface stresses
for the droplet as a whole to remain in hydrostatic equilibrium (Fig. 4.5).
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r + dr
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φ

φ + dφγH

γH

γH

γHφ

φ + dφ

Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of pressure and surface tension equilibrium within a droplet
squeezed between two walls in hydrostatic equilibrium. This 2D cross-section diagram illustrates the
balance resulting from the first integral of the Laplace equation in an axisymmetric model.

Noether’s theorem states that there is a connection between the symmetries of a physical sys-
tem and the associated Lagrangian. This results in a conserved quantity. The obtained first
integral relates to the conservation of momentum in the z-direction and corresponds to the
independence of the Lagrangian with respect to the variable z. The time-independence of the
Lagrangian corresponds to the conservation of energy.

Starting again from the Eq. 4.11, simply isolate the term ṙ and then use the inverse derivative
theorem so that the unknown function is now z(r) through ż [13]:

dz

dr
=

2C1 − κr2√
4r2 − (2C1 − κr2)2

. (4.13)

2.1.1 Delaunay surfaces

This section aims to be a brief digression on the mathematical foundation that governs the
studied physics [125]. For this approach, the following change of variable will be adopted,
a = 1

κ
and b2 = 2C1

κ
By reinjecting this in Eq. 4.13, it comes that:

dz

dr
=

b2 ± r2√
4a2r2 − (b2 ± r2)2

. (4.14)

The purpose of this change is to emphasize a specific mathematical object known as ”Delaunay
surfaces.”They are a type of surface of revolution. One of their particularity is to have a constant
mean curvature κ. The type of curve will depend on the sign of κ, so it is considered positively,
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negatively or equal to zero at this stage of development. The action of the rotation of the
curve around an axis gives rise to Delaunay surfaces. These curves are obtained by applying
the roulette to an ellipse, a parabola or a hyperbola. All these curves depend only on the
eccentricity. Taking the example of an ellipse, the associated curve through the roulette, called
an unduloid, is obtained by rolling it without slipping on the ground. In this mathematical
universe, the ground is represented by the abscissa axis. By observing the trajectory followed
by one of the foci in this situation, the resulting curve appears (Fig. 4.6).

focus

unduloid

r

z
Figure 4.6: Illustration of the trajectory followed by one of the foci of an ellipse when it undergoes a
rolling motion without slipping on the ground. The resulting curve is an unduloid.

This process can be repeated with a hyperbola and a parabola, although the analogy is not as
immediate. The trajectory of a focus will yield respectively either a nodoid or a curve called a
catenary, which appear in many problems in physics. Here, a and b represent the semi-major
and minor axis of the different conics. The change in sign of the numerator in Eq. 4.14 allows
defining the curve that undergoes the roulette, namely an ellipse, a hyperbola, or a parabola.
To further push the analysis, it is needed to ensure that the argument under the square root is
positive or zero to ensure that the result is real:

4a2r2 − (b2 + r2)2 ≥ 0, (4.15)

−r4 + (4a2 − 2b2)r2 − b4 ≥ 0. (4.16)

Equality occurs when:

r = ±
(
a±

√
a2 − b2

)
. (4.17)

It is possible to introduce the parameter ϵ which represents the eccentricity of the conic. This
one is a function of the principal half axes of the conic a and b. In the particular case of nodoids,
the conic used is a hyperbola. Thus, ϵ can be expressed as:

ϵ =

√
1− b2

a2
. (4.18)

As a final step, only roots containing a positive semi-major axis are retained. Thus, only two
roots are relevant in the problem and are named root1 and root2 for simplicity. It is also possible
to re-express these two roots in terms of eccentricity only, which is shown by:{

root1 ≡ a(1− ϵ) = a−
√
a2 − b2,

root2 ≡ a(1 + ϵ) = a+
√
a2 − b2.

(4.19)
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The objective of this calculation was to define the conditions for the existence of the desired
solution. Thus, r ∈ [root1, root2] to obtain a real solution.

2.1.2 Limit case

Starting from Eq. 4.13, it is possible to highlight specific cases of Delaunay curves. It is simpler
to reason in terms of physics rather than adopting a mathematical viewpoint for this section.
Under these conditions, it is relevant to re-express the eccentricity of Eq. 4.18 in terms of a
physical variable:

ϵ =
√

1− 2κC1. (4.20)

Special cases occur when the eccentricity is equal to one. This happens in two situations. Either
the mean curvature κ is equal to zero, or the integration constant C1 representing the resultant
force applied to the edges is equal to zero. In the first situation, Eq. 4.13 becomes:

dz

dr
=

2C1√
4r2 − 4C2

1

⇐⇒ z(r) =
1

C1

arcCosh

(
r

C1

)
+ C2 (4.21)

Where C1 and C2 are arbitrary constant. As shown, this expression is analytically solvable. The
result is a hyperbolic cosine characteristic of a catenary, which appears in many constrained
optimization problems.

The second case to consider is when the integration constant C1 is equal to zero. In this
situation, Eq. 4.13 is rewritten as:

dz

dr
=

−κr√
4− κ2r2

⇐⇒ z(r) =

√
4− κ2r2

κ
+ C2 (4.22)

Where C1 = 0 and C2 are arbitrary constant. In this scenario, once again, there is an analytical
solution. The final result happens to be well-known as it represents the equation of a circle.

In the final analysis, it has been shown that the specific case where κ = 0 corresponds to a cate-
nary. Regarding the other solutions of Eq. 4.13, when κ > 0, it results in a nodoid. Conversely,
when κ < 0, the studied curve corresponds to an undoloid. In this master thesis, only nodoids
will be analyzed in detail. Indeed, in the case of a droplet flattened in an axisymmetric model,
the Laplace equation will always have a positive mean curvature κ.

2.1.3 Change of variable

The rest of the reasoning will consist in the parametrization of the differential equation through
the s variable which represents the curvilinear coordinate of the curve. Then, by integration, the
original differential equation will be transformed into an integral equation. Thus, the variables
r and z coupled in the differential equation will become linked by becoming both functions of s.
This can be achieved through the introduction of elliptic integrals. However, in the specific case
of nodoids, a more elegant formulation has been found [100, 126] and developed in [125]. The
first step in this process is to pose a change of variable for r(s). Its explanation is not obvious
and it is justified by the fact that it works. Here is the application of the above transformation:

r(s) = a
√
1 + ϵ2 + 2ϵ sin s. (4.23)
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where the variables a and ϵ are the same as those introduced earlier.

To obtain the component z(s), it is sufficient to transform Eq. 4.13 in such a way as to obtain
dz
dr

= dz
ds

ds
dr

and integrate this result. The final parametric curve describing the height of a
nodoids is then given by:

z(s) = a

∫ s

0

(1 + ϵ sin s̃)√
1 + ϵ2 + 2ϵ sin s̃

ds̃. (4.24)

It should be noted, that there is obviously no analytical solution to this result, only the form
has changed compared to the Eq. 4.13. However, the usefulness besides the elegance of this
expression compared to the previous ones is its ease of numerical implementation. The rest of
the project will be done on the notebook Mathematica in order to obtain the function describing
the true shape of the droplets via a numerical integration.

2.2 Boundary conditions

In the previous section, the equation for the radius and height of a droplet confined between two
walls was demonstrated. This approach led to the introduction of the nodoids whose solution
involves the resolution of an elliptic integral provided by Eq. 4.24. This section aims to solve
these equations numerically, it is therefore necessary to find the boundary conditions that will
allow to find the nodoid corresponding to the droplet confined in a channel of a given height.
To determine the first integration constant, it is necessary to start again from the differential
equation given by Eq. 4.13. The droplet confined in a channel has a continuous derivative at
the junction of the nodoid and the walls. Thus, this condition can be translated by the fact that
dz
dr

= 0 when z = 0 and z = H. By the inverse derivative theorem, this amounts to the condition
dr
dz

= ṙ = ∞ which can be injected into Eq. 4.11. This will allow to link three parameters, the
force through C1, the mean curvature through κ and the internal radius of the nodoid through
ri. The latter corresponds to the radius of the nodoid at the top and bottom of the channel
where the droplet is located. Finally, the boundary condition can be written:

C1 =
−κr2i
2

. (4.25)

This implies that the combination of two parameters, κ and ri, determines the integration
constant C1. These two parameters are expressed as a and ϵ in the final formulation presented
in Eq. 4.24 and 4.23. At this step, there is one degree of freedom left, which is the pressure
inside the droplet. This pressure is related to the mean curvature through the Laplace equation.
In theory, it should be necessary to look for the mean curvature κ which generates the nodoid
whose height corresponds to the size of the chamber. However, thanks to this extra degree of
freedom, a trick can be used to avoid this search for the corresponding curvature of the problem.
In a first step, it is allowed to fix this parameter κ. Let’s now look at when dz

dr
cancels. This

condition can be re-expressed through a parametric formulation:

dz

dr
=

dz
ds
dr
ds

. (4.26)

Since dr
ds

̸= 0 in z = 0 and z = H, it is sufficient to start from the parametric formulation
given by Eq. 4.24 and to evaluate dz

ds
= 0. In practice, z(s) is an increasing function in which

the derivative cancels periodically. Consequently, it is possible to keep only two successive
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cancellations of the derivative to obtain a single nodoid. This nodoid does not a priori satisfy the
imposed boundary conditions since the mean curvature which represents the second parameter
is fixed at an arbitrary value at this stage. To avoid having to search for the right curvature
that satisfies the height of the chamber, the idea is to use a scaling of the nodoid found by
multiplying r(s) and z(s) by the right constant so that it fits the height of the chamber. This
condition can be expressed as z(s2)−z(s1) = H, where s2 and s1 have been determined using the
derivative cancellation method explained above. This modifies the mean curvature κ imposed
at the beginning. However, it will also change the radius of the droplet and therefore the radius
of the nodoid. This does not matter since the modification of κ leads to the modification of
ri. When re-scaling, a droplet size is imposed since these two parameters are linked and must
satisfy Eq. 4.25. Therefore, by fixing C1 and κ initially, the internal radius of the nodoid ri is
also determined thanks to Eq. 4.25 multiplied by the scaling factor α:

ri =

√
−2C1

κ
α. (4.27)

By modifying the mean curvature to satisfy the problem studied through the first boundary
condition, κ and α are now fixed. Therefore, there remains only one degree of freedom. There
exists a unique proportionality relation between C1 and ri. Fixing one will determine the value
of the other parameter uniquely. The underlying significance of this condition is the conservation
of volume. Indeed, for a given radius, it is possible to calculate the volume of the corresponding
nodoid. In practice, it was not necessary to find the value of C1 for a specific nodoid. During
the experiments, the volume varies between the studied droplets. The trick is simply to vary
the value of C1 and find the proportionality relation with the volume. Then, by reversing the
relation, it is possible to retrieve the value of C1 corresponding to the studied volume. The
illustration of the shape of the droplet by solving the Laplace’s equation is provided in Fig. 4.7.

ri

H
re

5.98 0 5.98
0
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V

Figure 4.7: Simulation of the Laplace equation to obtain the true shape of the droplet. Chamber
height: H = 30 [µm], droplet volume: V = 80.27 [pL].
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2.3 Comparison between nodoids and circular caps

The theoretical resolution of the Laplace equation allowed highlighting the true shape of the
droplet. Previously, in the section 1, the shape of the droplet could be approximated in various
ways. The most advanced model was that of circular caps. In this part, an order of magnitude
can be established with respect to the exact solution which constitutes that of nodoids. This
will allow the calculation of the error and evaluate the quality of the approximation. Starting
from the limiting case of a free droplet whose volume gradually increases, the solution starts
from a particular case of nodoid whose eccentricity is zero. This corresponds to the sphere as
discussed in section 2.1.2. As the droplet grows, it is possible to evaluate the relative error
between the volume of the nodoid whose curvature changes with the volume and the circular
caps which maintain their curvature (Fig. 4.8).

0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00

0.0
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Figure 4.8: Relative volume error between the Laplace equation solution and the circular caps approx-
imation. Chamber height: H = 30 [µm].

To carry out this study, it was assumed that the measured radius was the maximum one located
at the center of the droplet (Fig. 4.8). This implies that there is a correspondence between the
external radii re, but the internal radii ri are different because the contact point of the circular
caps and nodoids with the walls of the chamber varies. This point of view implies that the
measured radius in the experiments is indeed re. In the Fig. 4.9, it is possible to observe
the exact solution of the nodoid in orange. In green, it is possible to see the approximation
using circular caps for the scenario where the external radius re matches that of the nodoid.
Consequently, ri,n and ri,c correspond to the internal radius of the nodoid and the circular caps,
respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Result of the Laplace equation simulation for the true shape of the droplet and the ap-
proximation using circular caps at the radius where the error is maximal. The radius is re = 20.4 [µm]
and the chamber height is H = 30 [µm].

In practice, this condition of measuring re will be more or less verified depending on the focus
of the camera. Under these conditions, Fig. 4.8 shows that the error made on the volume is
the most important shortly after the transition between the state of sphere and the flattening
of the droplet. This is also the moment when the physics is the most interesting and when
the developed model makes the most sense. Indeed, the larger the radius, the less the volume
contained in the caps will be comparable to the volume contained inside the droplet. For large
droplets, the shape of the edge will play only a negligible role. It is therefore normal to observe
that the relative error tends towards zero as the radius of the droplet increases. On the other
hand, for droplets whose radius is of the order of magnitude of the height of the chamber, the
difference in volume is more significant. The majority of the droplets studied in this study fall
into this category. It should be noted in Fig. 4.8 that the maximum error occurs for re

H
= 0.68

and reaches a value of ε = 2.1%. Thus, the error can be considered low and validates the good
approximation of the droplet by circular caps.

It is possible to quickly consider the worst-case scenario where the measured radius is the in-
ternal radius ri. In this case, the external radius re of the nodoid and circular caps no longer
correspond. The maximum error reached in this case occurs for a radius of ri

H
= 0.14 [µm] and

the relative error reached is ε = 20.2%. In this case, it is much more difficult to conclude that
it is a good approximation. This analysis allows for a slight nuance of the previous conclusion
dealing only with the perfect case. Experimentally, the latter is the one that is closest, however,
a slight error on the focus can lead to a focus on an intermediate radius between the maximum
and minimum radius. Under these conditions, the error is much higher than that considered in
the first case.
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It is interesting to note that the exact solution to the problem via nodoids was obtained by
minimizing the surface at a given volume. Thus, the curvature evolves so as to always satisfy
this physical condition. The approximation by circular caps does not take this physical property
into account at all. Therefore, the radius for which the relative error between the surface of the
nodoid and that of the circular cap is maximal does not coincide with the radius for which the
relative error between the volumes themselves is maximal. For the surface, the maximal error
occurs at re

H
= 0.7 [µm] and has a value of ε = 1.47 [%]

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that approximating a droplet using circular caps is
effective, particularly for large droplets. However, in the remainder of this master’s thesis, the
droplet volume will be evaluated using the nodoid solution, as the tool has been developed and
aligns with the exact theoretical solution.

3 Droplet generation

It is important to focus on droplet generation, as this formation technique will remain constant
for all trapping approaches adopted. This section aims to simply demonstrate the functioning
of the flow focusing junction [24, 28], as explained in section 4.1 to show how the droplets are
created (Fig. 4.10).

Figure 4.10: Operational chip view. The image highlights the cross-junction, responsible for droplet
generation. The accompanying channels disperse and guide the droplets towards the chamber. The
chip height is set at H = 30 [µm]

This kind of video is especially valuable for image analysis to determine the droplet radius and
consequently the droplet volume, which is crucial for result analysis. Fig. 4.11 showcases an
implementation of the Python code developed for examining the droplet radius. The volume of
the droplets can then be determined through the development using the nodoid model presented
in Section 2.
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Figure 4.11: Image analysis of droplets. (a) Original image extracted from a video, showcasing the
droplets moving within the channels immediately after generation. (b) Result of image processing,
displaying the detected circles marked in green (validated) and red (rejected). (c) Histogram of the
radii of the validated circles detected throughout the video, along with a Gaussian fit. The mean radius
is determined to be 37.87 [µm], with a standard deviation of 0.73 [µm]. This leads to a mean droplet
volume of 115 [pL]. The volume of the droplet for each end of the standard deviation is estimated at
111 [pL] and 120 [pL]. For this experiment H = 30 [µm]

Fig. 4.11a is obtained from a video. As a result, it was possible to evaluate the temporal median
image and subtract it. This allowed for the removal of the background and highlighted only
the moving objects, i.e., the droplets. The condition for a successful temporal median image
subtraction relies on the value of a pixel. It should display the background value for more than
half of the time. This implies that the number of droplets must be sufficiently limited for the
condition to be met. The other parameters of the detection may vary from one video to another.
However, a constant is the use of a Gaussian kernel to slightly blur the image and enable circle
detection using the Hough transform algorithm [127]. In the current case, a dilation followed by
an erosion was performed to close the majority of circles in the image. The next trick involved
filling these circles. To consider a droplet as valid, it is sufficient to test the percentage of white
pixels it contains against a sufficiently high threshold. Circles that do not meet this condition
are marked in red and rejected. The distribution of detected radii can be observed in Fig. 4.11c.

It should be noted that the Hough transform can quickly reach its limits for circle detection,
especially in the chamber that contains numerous droplets and wells. It is not easy to distinguish
between the two, especially when the droplets are deformed. Other approaches would likely
be more effective, but this was the first attempt at automation using a Python code. In the
best cases, this approach allows us to avoid manual analysis in ImageJ [128] and obtain a much
larger sample size by considering almost all the droplets in a video to determine their radius.



Chapter 5

Key parameters

The objective of this chapter is to present the key parameters that enable the study of various
chip models introduced in Chapter 3. To initiate the exploration of different trapping designs,
a synthesis of these key parameters for capturing droplets inside the chips is presented in
Fig. 5.1. This diagram illustrates a single trapping technique for clarity, but variations in these
key parameters will result in different forms of capture.

Figure 5.1: Illustrative schematic highlighting key parameters for the various trapping techniques.
The parameters are: chamber height H, well diameter D, well depth W , droplet volume V , inter-well
distance i. The presented example only serves to demonstrate the application of these parameters.

D

W
H

i
V

There are four variables of interest shown in Fig. 5.1. They are named H, W , D, V , corre-
sponding to the chamber height, well depth, well diameter, and droplet volume, respectively.
For the first chip design described in section 3.1 based on the Labanieh paper[109], a fifth pa-
rameter is involved through the distance between the wells, denoted as i for inter-well distance.
This distance is comparable to the other characteristic dimensions, making the wells dependent
on each other. The second design developed in section 3.2 aimed to eliminate this additional
parameter. By considering only the first four parameters, the number of possible combinations
is 24. By considering only the parameters related to the chip design, W , H, and D, the number
of combinations decreases to 6. Thus, the number of chip configurations is limited enough to
consider each of them individually. The droplet volume is the variable with the most flexibility,
as it can be modified as desired during the chip testing phase.

To visualize the 6 possible chip design options more effectively, Fig. 5.2 presents a summary of
the different possible geometries:

57
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Figure 5.2: Summary of the six possible combinations of parameters H, D, and W . Exploring these
possibilities enables the study of various trapping techniques using circular wells for a specific droplet
volume.

All possible values for these parameters are summarized in Tab. 5.1.

H D W i

possible
values
[µm]

30, 120

30, 40, 50,
60, 80,
100, 120

30, 80 50, 400
[30, 166]
increment-
ing by 0.2

Table 5.1. Illustration of the possible values of the main variables of interest, H, D, W, i, encountered
in this master thesis.

The values of parameters affecting the thickness, H and W , are very difficult to modify as they
depend on the microfabrication and the height of SU-8 that is applied over the entire wafer.
Not all recipes are known to achieve a specific height. However, the combination of all available
parameters allows for obtaining at least equality if not strict inequality. With this approxima-
tion, all the regimes could be tested.
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Since the chamber is connected to the different channels for droplet production and guidance,
any change in the chamber height, H, during microfabrication can lead to a drastic change in the
generated droplets, especially their sizes. To address this issue, a workaround was implemented.
The microfabrication process initially achieved a chamber height of H = 30 [µm], which is the
most well-controlled recipe and also results in reasonably small droplet sizes. Then, to modify
only the chamber height, pieces of adhesive tape were used. These rectangular-shaped pieces,
matching the size of the chamber, were overlaid and bonded to it on the silicon wafer containing
the SU-8 structures. This piece of adhesive tape has thus become an integral part of the silicon
wafer, enabling the fabrication of PDMS chips. The main advantage of the chamber is that
it is sufficiently wide to allow cutting a piece of adhesive paper by hand to its dimensions, in
order to cover it and allow a modification of its depth. After this operation, the chamber height
reached approximately H ≈ 120 [µm]. To clarify a point, there is a technique in microfabri-
cation processes called multilayering. This technique allows for the creation of structures at
different levels and theoretically could have been used to increase the chamber height without
modifying the channel heights. However, it is a more complex process that naturally increases
the risk of errors during the microfabrication step. Additionally, it would have been too ambi-
tious to undertake such a procedure in a master’s thesis.

The width of the wells, denoted as D, is the most straightforward geometric parameter to mod-
ify. This dimension is defined in the horizontal direction rather than the vertical direction, as
was the case for H and W . Under these conditions, it is simply necessary to modify the width of
the wells using the design defined in AutoCAD. In the initial design described in section 3.1, the
entire chip consisted of an array of wells of the same size. The size variation only occurred from
one chip to another. In this configuration, the well diameters took on the following discrete
values: D = (30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120) [µm]. Subsequently, in order to explore all possibilities
and visualize the changes in droplets behavior in a more gradual manner, the well arrays within
each chip were modified to incorporate a double well gradient, each extending in a different
plane direction. The different well sizes range from (30 to 165) [µm] with an increment of 0.2
[µm] from one well to the next. This increment is smaller than the typical microfabrication
error, which is on the order of 2 [µm]. However, over the hundreds of generated wells, the
increment gradually changes the well diameter. The minimum value of D at 30 [µm] actually
represents the limits of microfabrication. For a defined height of SU8, the structures can at
best have a width equal to this height as explained in section 2.3. The objective of this design
was to approach a continuum of well sizes as closely as possible in order to observe the change
in trapping regime.

To differentiate all these scenarios, the study will focus on the parameters W and H, which can
only take a limited number of discrete values. The well diameter D and droplet volume V will
be specified based on the experiments. Lastly, the distance between the wells in the first chip
design is set at i = 50 [µm]. Subsequently, it is increased to i = 400 [µm] for the second chip
design.

1 Bond number

An important dimensionless number for this study on droplet trapping in a microfluidic chip is
the Bond number. In the wells, droplets are often at rest in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium.
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In future analyses, it is often assumed that surface tension dominates over gravitational forces.
To verify this, the Bond number can be calculated to compare the significance of these two
quantities. It is defined as follows:

Bo =
∆ρgl2

γ
= 1.2× 10−2. (5.1)

In this situation, ∆ρ = 610 [kg/m3] according to the datasheet presenting the density of the
Emulseo oil. The characteristic length of a droplet can be approximated as de = 200 [µm] as
a high value of the diameter. As a result, Bo << 1, which implies the dominance of surface
tension in the various conducted experiments and allows to neglect droplet deformation due to
gravitational forces. In the case of trapping by Archimedes buoyancy, it is therefore reasonable
to assume that the droplets retain a spherical shape.
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Chapter 6

Circular wells

1 Shallow chamber

To begin exploring all trapping regimes, the height of the chamber is set to its initial value of
H = 30 [µm].

1.1 Shallow wells

In the following section, the well depth is set to a value of W = 30 [µm].

1.1.1 Interwell distance of 50 µm

To begin this analysis, the interwell distance is set to i = 50 [µm]. The well diameter is an
element of the following list D =[30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120]. The different observed scenarios
will be analyzed separately.

1.1.1.1 Capillary trapping A schematic cross-section of droplets in a capillary trapping
regime (Fig. 6.1).

30 - 120 μm 

30 μm
30 μm

50 μm

Figure 6.1: Schematic depicting the different possibilities of droplet trapping in chips with the following
characteristics: H = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm], D = (30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120) [µm], and i = 50 [µm]

The droplet shape is a nodoid (section 2) as long as it entirely remains confined in the well.
Droplets of volume larger than a critical value would invade the underlying chamber (Fig. 6.1-
left). Their shape is still axisymmetric, and it can be approximated by a piecewise-continuous
function corresponding to portions tangent to the walls of the well, connected to portions of
nodoid. These nodoids can still be obtained by solving the axisymmetric Laplace equation.

62
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: Experimental snapshot showcasing capillary trapping in a chip with the following char-
acteristics: H = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm], D = 60 [µm], i = 50 [µm], and V ≈ 115 [pL]. (a) Image
captured during the filling of the wells. (b) Illustration of capillary trapping after the excess droplets
have been evacuated.

In Fig. 6.2, droplets are generated in such a way that their volume allows them to occupy almost
the entire available space once inside the well. Thus, it is not possible for a second droplet to
fit in. The result is the trapping of a single droplet per well. Since the droplet is flattened
both in the chamber and in the well, it is very challenging to release all the captured droplets
afterwards. However, since the total height inside the well is twice the height of the chamber,
it is energetically favorable for a droplet to confine itself within a well. To release it, one would
have to be able to flatten the droplet again to remove it from the well and carry it into the
chamber. This would require a significant oil flow. However, as the chamber acts as a very
wide channel, the main flow follows the path with the lowest resistance, which goes through the
space between the wells since the trapped droplets limit the flow. Thus, while trapping appears
to be very regular, uniform, and efficient, the release of droplets becomes a challenging task in
this scenario.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 6.3: Experimental photographs showcasing droplet trapping by capillarity in a chip with the
following characteristics: H = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm], i = 50 [µm]. (a) Capture of two droplets per
well with D = 100 [µm] and V ≈ 200 [pL]. (b) Capture of four droplets per well with D = 100 [µm]
and V ≈ 80 [pL]. (c) Capture of five to six droplets per well with D = 100 [µm] and V ≈ 65 [pL]. (d)
Capture of three droplets per well with D = 120 [µm] and V ≈ 225 [pL]. (e) Capture of seven droplets
per well with D = 120 [µm] and V ≈ 80 [pL].

In all Fig. 6.3, the number of droplets per well varies depending on the size of the droplets and
the size of the wells. Since there is only one well size per chip, and the number of chips is limited
to seven, the number of possibilities is relatively restricted. The adjustment of droplet size is
also limited by the width of the junction. Moreover, not all generation regimes are possible in
the present case. High input pressures cannot be used as it could result in excessive flow in
the chamber leading to untrapping. It is also necessary to avoid regions of inhomogeneity with
large velocity gradients. Trapping should be reproducible and uniform with identical conditions
to achieve a similar pattern for all wells on the chip. Thus, by manipulating both the droplet
size and well size, it is possible to trap from one to seven droplets per well.

1.1.1.2 Anchor trapping This experiment focuses on the chip with the smallest achievable
well diameter, set at D = 30 [µm]. The height of the chamber, as well as the depth of the wells,
are also fixed at D = W = 30 [µm]. The chip consists of an array of identical wells spaced
50 [µm] apart. Although the initial idea was to replicate Labanieh’s[109] results with 30 [µm]
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diameter droplets, it was not possible to create a junction as small as that in the article, thus
limiting the minimum droplet size that can be produced. In this context, the obtained droplets
are significantly larger than the size of the well. Trapping occurs through capillarity, with the
well acting as an anchor. The droplet deforms and its upper part adopts a spherical cap shape.
Thus, the total surface area of the droplet decreases. Therefore, it is favorable for the droplet
to be confined within the anchor. A cross-section of the situation can be seen in Fig. 6.4.

30μm
30μm

30μm

50 μm

Figure 6.4: Schematic cross-section depicting droplet trapping using an anchor. The applied parame-
ters are H = 30 [µm], D = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm], and i = 50 [µm].

Fig. 6.5 shows the result of this experiment. The first important conclusion is the incredible
regularity of trapping. The clusters of droplets are not errors but form a chain of movement.
In this configuration, it is observed that the new droplets push the previous ones and take their
place. The shifting occurs step by step and often involves multiple droplets. As a result, these
clusters appear to emerge. They preferentially move diagonally. One of the great advantages
of this trapping method is the ability to recover the droplets. The trapping force is weaker,
which means that an increase in oil flow leads to a chain reaction, releasing all the droplets.
Simultaneously, simply producing new droplets without modifying the pressure regimes causes
the trapped droplets to gradually move towards the outlet, allowing their release.

Figure 6.5: Experimental image showcasing droplet trapping using an anchor. The applied parameters
are H = 30 [µm], D = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm], and i = 50 [µm]. The approximate volume of the
trapped droplets is measured to be V ≈ 88 [pL].
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The idea of demonstrating the difference in radius between an anchor-trapped droplet and a
non-trapped one emerged. However, it was not possible to discern any difference because the
objective used was not powerful enough. Additionally, the camera did not have sufficient reso-
lution. Furthermore, this difference is of the same order of magnitude as the error in the size
of the formed droplets and the error in approximating their circularity, as in practice, droplets
in a functioning chip are often slightly deformed. All these factors prevented an accurate mea-
surement of the radius difference.

For improved visibility, especially during the trapping tests of two droplet populations, dyes
were introduced in the experiments. These dyes helped to highlight a phenomenon that was
invisible in Fig. 6.5 and is evident in Fig. 6.6. Once the trapping was performed, the flow in the
chip was stopped for a period ranging from 20 to 30 minutes. The phenomenon is rather slow,
requiring a relatively long period of time. It would be possible to let the chip rest for more than
half an hour, but there would be a risk of evaporation. During this period, the wells gradually
took on a darker blue color, indicating that the droplet had invaded the well. Keeping in mind
that the primary goal of this master thesis is to achieve trapping of two distinct populations
of droplets, a second generation of droplets of the same size is produced. This represents a
advantage compared to other techniques for trapping two populations, which often rely on
asymmetric sizes of droplets. The new generation of yellow droplets will push and sever the
anchored blue droplets in the wells. The part of the droplet in the chamber will be displaced
while the part in the well remains trapped. Eventually, the droplet will break apart. Thus, all
the blue droplets in the chamber will be replaced by yellow droplets. The difference now is that
the wells are filled with blue droplets. Trapping the yellow droplets occurs in a similar manner
to the trapping of the initial population of blue droplets. The yellow droplet deforms within
the anchor, adopts a spherical cap shape, and minimizes its surface energy. It cannot enter
an already occupied well, so there is contact between the yellow droplets and the small blue
droplet trapped in the well (Fig. 6.7). Unfortunately, the experiment stopped at this stage as
the phenomenon was completely unexpected. No attempts at fusion through PFO were carried
out due to the proximity of the droplets, which made this type of fusion unsuitable.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: Experimental picture illustrating droplet trapping using an anchor. (a) Trapping of the
first droplet population. The chip is stopped for a duration of half an hour, during which the droplets
wet the PDMS and invade the well. (b) Flushing of the first droplet population and subsequent
trapping of the second population, also using an anchor. This results in the trapping of two distinct
droplet populations within the same well. The applied parameters are H = 30 [µm], D = 30 [µm],
W = 30 [µm], and i = 50 [µm]. The estimated volume of the droplets is V ≈ 105 [pL].
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To complement this analysis and better visualize the situation, a schematic of a cross-section
of the chip is shown in Fig. 6.7. This is a simple hand-drawn representation of the observed
result and may not perfectly reflect reality. The colors have been adjusted for better contrast.
The small droplet within the well corresponds to the blue droplet in the previous explanation,
while the one in the chamber represents the yellow droplet.
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Figure 6.7: Cross-sectional view highlighting the capture of two distinct droplet populations within a
single well. The first population is confined within the well and wets its surface. The second population
is trapped by an anchor and resides in the chamber.

To complement this unexpected phenomenon, it was relevant to perform a duration test to
study the stability of the experiment (Fig. 6.8).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.8: Timelapse of trapped droplets by an anchor over a duration of 30 minutes. (a) Initial
state: Trapped droplets at t = 0 minutes. (b) Final state: Trapped droplets at t = 30 minutes. (c)
Image difference: Highlighting the filling of the wells through ImageJ [128] analysis, showing the color
change between the initial and final states.

Fig. 6.8 highlights the result of a timelapse. After more than half an hour, the wells appear
much darker. To highlight this observation, a subtraction between the initial and final image
is performed with some contrast adjustments (Fig. 6.8c).

A darker color cannot, a priori, mean only one thing: there is more liquid and therefore more
dye within the well. To assess the amount of liquid that has filled the well, an image analysis
is performed. The intensity of pixels for the RGB channels is evaluated in the background, on
the droplet located in the chamber, and finally on the droplet within the well. The histograms
are shown in Fig. 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: RGB histograms illustrating color distribution. (a) Background RGB histogram. The
mean intensity per channel is as follows: R = 231, G = 222, B = 212. (b) RGB histograms of droplet
color in the well and chamber at t = 0 minutes. The mean intensity per channel is as follows: R =
69, G = 218, B = 239. (c) RGB histogram of droplet color in the well at t = 30 minutes. The mean
intensity per channel is as follows: R = 16, G = 176, B = 221.
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Only the intensity of the red channel is strongly affected, which is consistent with the use of a
blue dye. To deduce the difference in liquid thickness between the droplet in the chamber and
the one in the well using this method, it is conventional to apply the Beer-Lambert law:

A = − log10 T , A = ξlc. (6.1)

Where A represents absorbance and T represents transmittance. ξ is the molar absorptivity of
the material, c is the concentration, and l is the path length.

In this situation, both c and ξ are constant. As a result, absorbance is directly proportional to
the thickness of the material traversed. For the droplet located in the chamber, the transmit-
tance is calculated as the ratio of the received intensity to that of the background: T = 69

231
.

This leads to an absorbance of A = 0.52, which corresponds to a thickness of 30 [µm], i.e.,
the height of the chamber. For the droplet located in the well, the same reasoning is applied.
The transmittance is evaluated as T = 16

231
, and the corresponding absorbance is A = 1.16.

Despite various errors and approximations, in terms of order of magnitude, the absorbance has
approximately doubled. As absorbance is directly proportional to the thickness of the material
traversed, it is possible to conclude that the colored water filled the well to its full depth of
30 [µm]. To be comprehensive, this analysis was performed on multiple wells to validate the
general nature of this result.

However, finding the interpretation of this phenomenon is not trivial. The most intuitive idea
would be to simply consider a deformation of the droplet. It would naturally introduce itself
into the well (Fig. 6.10).
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Figure 6.10: Schematic representation of a non-wetting droplet invading a well. The diagram illustrates
the confinement of the droplet’s shape by reaction forces from the wall and highlights the presence
of unmatched principal radii of curvature, posing a paradox regarding the droplet’s hydrostatic equi-
librium and its mechanism of well invasion. The experimental parameters used are: H = 30 [µm],
D = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm], V = 144.1 [pL].

This trend would be motivated by the minimization of the surface energy of the droplet at a
given volume. However, such reasoning quickly reaches its limits. By highlighting the radii of
curvature within this trapped droplet, an inconsistency appears. The droplet is in a hydrostatic
state, and therefore, there is no pressure gradient inside it. This means that the mean curvature
κ must be constant. However, comparing the principal radii of curvature inside the chamber
to those of the part of the droplet located in the well, it is impossible to find a way to equalize
them. Physically, this means that the drop has no reason to locally pinch itself by increasing
its surface and curvature to enter the well. On the contrary, it is preferable for the droplet to
stay in the chamber to minimize its surface energy.

At the locations where the droplet is constrained by the walls, it undergoes a force from them
and is compelled to deform. In these areas, one of the radii of curvature disappears. The
example of the well is the most striking since below the cap, the droplet is forced to adopt
a cylindrical shape. However, a cylinder only has one radius of curvature. To satisfy the
Laplace equation at every point of the droplet, thus ensuring the hydrostatic equilibrium state,
the wall must compensate for the missing radius of curvature by applying a force to the droplet.

Since the first attempt to explain the rise of water in the well seems unrealistic, a second
approach must be considered. Now, the hypothesis is that the water eventually wets the PDMS.
Under these conditions, a contact line is established between the water, oil, and PDMS in the
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well. The spherical cap is no longer constrained to modify its curvature to enter the well. The
contact line can simply move, and the droplet can gradually enter the well (Fig. 6.11).
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Figure 6.11: Schematic illustration of a droplet wetting the well walls and invading the well. The
parameters used are: H = 30 [µm], D = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm], V = 144.1 [pL].

According to the principle of least action, the droplet should only enter the well if it minimizes
its surface energy. However, it should be noted that this energy is no longer directly proportional
to the surface since the liquid wets the material. Under these conditions, there are two relevant
interfaces. The first is that between water and oil, and the second is that between water and
PDMS. Since the associated surface tensions are not the same, an increase in the total surface
area can still lead to a minimum energy provided that water prefers to contact the PDMS rather
than the oil. The surface energy can be written as:

Eγ = γwoSwo + γpoSpo + γpwSpw = γpo(Spo + Spw) + γwo [Sow − cos(θ)Spw]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ẽγ

. (6.2)

where the relation cos θ = γpo−γpw
γwo

was used as presented in section 3.1.3. Knowing that γpo, γwo,
and γpw represent the interfacial tensions between PDMS and water, between water and oil, and
between PDMS and water, respectively. While the surface tension of water with oil is approxi-
mately γwo ≈ 31× 10−3 [J/m2] [129, 130]. PDMS, has a surface tension with water of the order
of γpw ≈ 40×10−3 [J/m2] [131]. PDMS exhibits rather hydrophobic properties. In open air, the
contact angle between a water droplet and PDMS is approximately 110◦ [131–133]. The surface
tension between the Emulseo HFE-7500 oil and PDMS, γpo, could not be found in the literature.
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However, this explanation must be contrasted with the fact that the chip was treated with
NOVEC, which imparts hydrophobic properties to the walls. In this context, the exact wetting
angle may be difficult to determine.
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Figure 6.12: Evolution of surface energy Ẽγ with liquid height in the well at the critical wetting angle.
(a) The well approximated as a cylinder. The critical angle is 130.68◦, corresponding to the maximum
energy at zero height. (b) The well approximated as a truncated cone with an inclination of 10◦. The
critical angle is 126.49◦, corresponding to the energy minimum at z = 30 [µm].

The analysis is shown in Fig. 6.12. Using the Eq. 6.2 , it is possible to find the angle θ for which
dEγ

dz
= 0 when z = 0 (Fig. 6.12a). This limiting angle is determined to be θ = 130.68◦. Indeed,

starting from the Eq. 6.2 giving the surface energy, with the value of γpo and γwo being constant,
only the difference Sow − cos(θ)Spw will count in the energy calculation. The term (Spo + Spw)
is constant since it represents the total solid surface. It should be noted that at the critical
angle and for any angle below it, dEγ

dz
< 0 for increasing values of z. This means the associated

surface energy decreases. Since the typical contact angle of water with PDMS is below this
critical value, it seems reasonable to conclude that it is favorable for water to enter the well as
long as it wets the PDMS. So far, the wetting phenomenon has only been considered in the well.
It could potentially occur within the chamber as well, although this is more complex to demon-
strate. In addition, the oil contained in the chamber is rarely inert, as is the case in the well.
Except for long-term tests on spheroids or evaporation, a slight oil flow is maintained in the
chamber. The layer of oil between the PDMS and the drop is thus maintained, limiting wetting.

To be completely rigorous, it would be necessary to take into account the microfabrication error
to ensure that this phenomenon is not related to it. It has been observed that depending on
the thickness of the SU8 layer used as a negative for PDMS molding, the structures do not
rise perfectly straight but suffer from an inclination of about 10◦ as explained in section 2.3.
However, this detail could be important in this situation since the wells were modeled with
straight walls. Therefore, they can be assimilated to cylinders. To ensure that this simplifying
assumption is not the cause of this unexplained phenomenon, simulations were conducted with
inclined walls. The well is then comparable to a truncated cone. The result remains similar
to what was shown previously, except for the changing limiting angle and the concavity in this
configuration. According to this model, the angle decreases to a value of 126.49◦ (Fig. 6.12b).
Below that, it is energetically favorable for the droplet to enter the well. Since the curvature
is inverted, the critical angle corresponds to the minimum energy for the liquid to reach the
30 [µm] height of the well. In the case of non-inclined walls, the angle is taken such that zero
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corresponds to a maximum energy.

To conclude this analysis with a more direct confrontation with the experimental results, a par-
ticular droplet from the image is considered using ImageJ [128]. Naturally, it must be ensured
that the pattern is regular enough for the analysis to be extrapolated to all droplets in the
image. In the well, when the timelapse begins in Fig. 6.8a, this droplet has a measured radius
of re = 41.7 [µm]. However, at the end of the timelapse, the radius is only re = 37.7 [µm].
Nonetheless, starting from the initial radius, it is possible to calculate the volume of the droplet
assuming that it has not yet penetrated the well. By assuming that the droplet completely
invades the well, the volume of the well, approximated as a cylinder, is subtracted from the
volume of the droplet. The last step is then to reverse the process by finding the corresponding
re to this volume, which has been subtracted from the volume of the well. Thus, the radius
found is re = 38.6 [µm]. This result leads to a rather immediate problem, since even assuming
that the well has been completely filled by the droplet, the equivalent radius is higher than the
experimentally measured one. This problem is not related to the model. The conclusion to be
drawn is that the volume of the droplet is not conserved between the initial and final states.
This can only occur if there has been evaporation or drainage of the water by the oil. These
are significant issues in microfluidics focused on trapping, and they will be further examined in
an upcoming section.

As a final clarification, the assumption was made that the wells were completely filled by the
droplet. The wetting model is difficult to explain because it remains unclear where the oil
contained in the wells disappeared. Furthermore, given the colorimetry of the image, all wells
seem to be filled in the same way and are completely full.

It was possible to estimate approximately the volume of the trapped droplets inside the well.
At the end of the experiment, the chamber was cleaned, and small taps were given to release the
trapped droplets and allow for thorough cleaning. This process was quite aggressive, causing
some droplets to separate. However, upon quickly placing the chip back under the microscope,
it was observed that the majority of the released droplets originated from the wells as they had
a similar size and were comparable to them. Using imagej [128], their radius was determined,
followed by their volume. It was found that their volume was nearly identical to that of the
wells, with some fluctuations around this value. This confirms, in a rough manner, the initial
intuition that the entire well is filled with water.

Theoretical model The remainder of this section aims to develop a theoretical model on trap-
ping by anchors. The goal is to extrapolate the theoretical model presented in section 2 to the
specific case of anchor trapping, in order to discuss the shape adopted by the latter.

The well is assumed to be deep enough so that at the maximum of its deformation, the droplet
does not touch the bottom. It is also assumed that the droplet is centered with respect to
the well and therefore retains its axisymmetric shape. This allows to use again Young-Laplace
equation of the axisymmetric model. Thus, the function describing the deformation of the
droplet in the anchor is nothing else than a nodoid. The fundamental difference is that this
time, the derivative is discontinuous at the exit of the well. This means that the nodoid does
not have a tangent that vanishes at the boundaries as was the case before. Consequently, the
boundary conditions will be different in this model. At first glance, it appears that it is necessary
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to seek the tangent as an unknown in the problem. However, this is a false intuition because
once the mean curvature, the force and the radius have been determined outside the well, by
conservation of volume, these quantities will change to adapt to this new configuration. There
exists a degree of freedom that allows for the choice of volume and, therefore, focusing on a
droplet of a specific size. Once the volume is fixed, the portion of the droplet inside the chamber
will adopt the shape of a nodoid as explained in section 2. This means that the droplet has a
constant mean curvature κ. A simple reductio ad absurdum reasoning ensures this. If the mean
curvature were not constant at every point of the droplet, there would be pressure gradients
within it according to the Young-Laplace equation. However, this entire reasoning takes place
within the framework of hydrostatic equilibrium, which refutes this possibility. Considering the
droplet trapped in the anchor, the cap must possess the same mean curvature as the rest of
the droplet. Therefore, the presumed degree of freedom concerning the tangent is not actually
present and the cap is uniquely determined. Thus, once the volume is fixed, considering the
boundary conditions in the chamber for the same droplet with the cap volume removed allows to
determine the mean curvature. It is then used as a boundary condition for the unknown nodoid
located in the anchor. The constant of integration of the Eq. 4.11 named C2 for this second
nodoid must be evaluated as previously but with a κ and a scaling factor α already fixed. It is
easy to calculate the constant C2 in this situation by remembering that it represents the force
exerted on the droplet. To take into account the boundary condition of the first integral for
this cap, it’s enough to start from Eq. 4.11 and choose the position r = 0. Then, it is possible
to notice that the force is null at the top of the droplet, which translates into the fact that
C2 = 0. At this stage, the shape of the nodoid is fixed. Only a portion of the nodoid will form
the anchor. To determine this portion, it is sufficient to start from Eq. 4.13. By primitivizing
on each side of the equality and knowing that the well has a width W , the function z(r) can be
determined:

z(r) =

∫ r

0

−κ√
4
r̃2

− κ2
dr̃ =

1

κ

√
4− κ2r2. (6.3)

where r varies in the interval [0,W
2
]. This last equality corresponds to the equation of a circle.

This demonstrates that the cap situated within the well is a specific case of nodoid that simplifies
to a spherical cap, as discussed in section 2.1.2. In a completely analogous way, it is possible to
achieve the same result through the parametric formulation which is needed for the numerical
implementation. To do this, starting from Eq. 4.24, it is sufficient to find the s1 for which
r(s1) = 0 and s2 for which r(s2) = W

2
. Then, by taking the expression of z(s) in integral

formalism, the shape of this second nodoid is given by the following parametric equations:

r(s) = αa
√
2(1 + sin s), z(s) = αa

∫ s

0

√
1 + sin s̃

2
ds̃. (6.4)

In this case where ϵ = 1, the resulting nodoid is a spherical cap even if it is harder to spot
with these parametric equations. This is consistent with the fact that there is no force exerted
on the cap trapped in the anchor and therefore no curvature constraint imposed by external
constraints. Under these conditions, since the pressure inside the droplet must be constant,
the spherical cap will simply adapt its curvature to satisfy the pressure differential across the
interface. In Fig. 6.13, it is possible to observe the variation of the internal radius ri when
the droplet initially in the chamber comes to anchor in a well. Due to volume conservation, a
portion of the liquid composing the droplet will be stored in the spherical cap, which will cause
a decrease in the droplet radius:
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Figure 6.13: Study of the droplet radius change as it enters the well. The droplet has a volume of
V = 144.1 [pL]. (a) Droplet located outside the well with an internal radius of ri,out = 28.21 [µm]. (b)
Droplet located inside the well with an internal radius of ri,in = 27.94 [µm]. The parameters used are
H = 30 [µm], D = 30 [µm] and W = 30 [µm]

It should be noted that the model developed stipulates that the mean curvature must be con-
stant for the entire droplet. Thus, fixing the pressure inside the droplet fixes its size and also
fixes its mean curvature. From there, all the parameters of the spherical cap located in the well
are adjusted. Therefore, the cap is unique and will depend solely on the pressure inside the
droplet. It is possible to visualize the variation of the height of the cap and its volume as a
function of the ri of the droplet anchored in the well in Fig. 6.14:
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Figure 6.14: Study of the height of the spherical cap of the droplet inside the well as a function of its
volume, expressed in terms of its inner radius ri. The parameters used are D = 30 [µm] and H = 30
[µm].
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This graph shows that as the internal radius of the droplet ri increases, the maximum height
of the cap decreases. This is consistent with the fact that the mean curvature will be higher
for a smaller droplet compared to a larger one. Thus, the anchor will be more effective in the
first situation. One way to analyze this is to understand that it is more difficult to deform a
cap that is deeply sank in the well compared to one that is barely entered. Since a well with
a diameter of D = 30 [µm] was used in this simulation, ri cannot go below 15 [µm] to avoid
transitioning to trapping via buoyancy force.

For the next developments, it may be interesting to check the relation between the internal
radius when the droplet is outside the well compared to when it is anchored inside (Fig. 6.15).
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Figure 6.15: Relationship between the internal radius of the droplet when it is outside the well,
ri,out
H ,

and the internal radius when it is inside,
ri,in
H . Both radii are normalized by the height of the chamber,

H. The parameters used are D
H = 1. A well with a diameter equal to zero indeed results in a linear

relationship. As an illustration, for D = 10 and D = 20, the slope is given as 0.99994 and 0.99885,
respectively.

Given the positioning of the points in these situation, it is appropriate to consider a linear fit
in order to approximate these discrete results with a continuous curve. The result of this fit is
displayed simultaneously with the points on the graph. Although the adjustment may appear
perfectly linear, it is not exactly the case. Many parameters come into play in the trapping of
the droplet in the well. It is expected that the variation in radius when the droplet is anchored
in the well is significantly smaller than the radius itself. An estimation of the error of the least
squares fit is given by 6.9× 10−4.

This next part aims to show that it is energetically favorable for a droplet to be located in a
anchor rather than in a chamber. This means that the droplet must minimize its surface energy
when it is located within the anchor. For this experiment, the volume of the droplet is kept
constant. The surface energy is given by γS. Since the surface tension is a constant, the energy
change is only given by the variation of the droplet surface. It is therefore sufficient to plot the
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evolution of the droplet surface as a function of the volume in the case where it is trapped or
not (Fig. 6.16).
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the droplet surface when it is outside the well to the case when it is inside.
The initial surface area is S0 = 8181.47 [µm2], and the chamber height is set at H = 30 [µm].

This graph shows the validity of the initial assumption since the droplet surface is lower when it
is located in an anchor. This analysis also reinforces the validity of this model in light of what
has been observed empirically. To better characterize the energy difference between the two
droplet configurations, it is relevant to plot the evolution of the surface difference normalized
by the initial total surface area as a function of the droplet volume. By plotting this result on
a logarithmic scale, a linear decrease can be observed (Fig. 6.17):
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Figure 6.17: Percentage relative surface difference between a droplet located inside the well and outside,
plotted as a function of droplet volume on a logarithmic scale. The parameter H = 30 [µm] is used.

An almost immediate observation is the monotonic decrease of this difference between the two
surfaces. The slope of a linear fit was evaluated at −1.0668. The spherical cap inside the
well sees its curvature decrease as the droplet volume increases. Consequently, the height and
volume of liquid contained in the cap also decrease. If the cap is less deeply embedded in the
anchor when the volume increases, this means that the anchoring force will be weaker for a
large droplet than for a small one.

Attempting to evaluate the trapping force that keeps the droplet within an anchor is not
straightforward. The force may be obtained by evaluating the energy gradient. This gradi-
ent can be approximated by the surface difference over the distance required to remove the
droplet from the anchoring point. However, this approach can only provide the average force
by completely neglecting the shape of the function between two points and approximating it by
a straight line. The true force that matters in this problem is the maximum force encountered.
It corresponds to the maximum slope encountered. However, no other index allows to bound
this slope to a high value. It is only possible to assert that the maximum slope encountered
must be equal to or greater than the average slope.

It has already been demonstrated that it was energetically favorable for a droplet to place itself
in an anchor. However, from a certain point, it might be energetically more favorable for the
droplet to fully deform and enter the well. Therefore, it is relevant to analyse how the surface
of the droplet evolves according to the size of the well (Fig. 6.18). In this situation, a droplet
whose volume is constant will be studied. Initially, it is confined between two walls with a
total absence of wells. Subsequently, the size of the well will increase until it reaches D = 30
[µm]. This threshold may seem arbitrary; however, it corresponds to the point at which anchor
trapping could be initially observed. If the well diameter increases in size further, it will exceed
the height of the chamber, and therefore, the envisioned model is likely to reach its limits.
Furthermore, to ensure staying within the acceptable range, the diameter of the well will not
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exceed the radius of the sphere equivalent to the trapped droplet, i.e. 2ri > D (Fig. 6.18).
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Figure 6.18: Schematic of a droplet trapped in a well. The diagram highlights the variation of the
droplet inner radius ri and thus the droplet surface as a function of the well diameter D.

The result of the evolution of the droplet surface as a function of the width of the well can be
seen in Fig. 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Simulation results showing the evolution of the droplet surface as a function of the well
size D. The parameters used are H = 30 [µm] and W = 30 [µm] while maintaining a constant volume
of V = 144.1 [pL].

The conclusion of this study is that the total surface area of the droplet decreases when the
diameter of the well increases. Assuming that the droplet does not wet the PDMS but a thin
layer of oil remains present, this means that the surface tension is constant and there is no
contact line between water, oil, and PDMS. This assumption thus allows to affirm the direct
proportionality relationship Eγ ∝ S. Thus, with the same analyse, the surface energy associated
with the droplet decreases as the diameter of the well increases, although this trend remains
relatively marginal in Fig. 6.19. This implies that the trapping force on the droplet stabilized
in an anchor will be relatively limited.

In this master thesis, the force of trapping by an anchor has not been studied in detail. This
issue is not trivial and could be further explored in future works. However, it is possible to find
an estimation of it among various studies in the literature [5, 52, 91–93].

Evaluation of the radius difference Following these theoretical developments, it would be
interesting to try to assess the difference in radius between the droplet outside the well and the
droplet trapped in an anchor. This outcome can be obtained by conserving the volume of the
droplet between these two scenarios (Fig. 6.20).
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Figure 6.20: Transition between free droplets and their trapping by an anchor. The experimental
parameters used are as follows: chamber height H = 30 [µm], well diameter D = 30 [µm], well depth
W = 30 [µm], and droplet volume V = 125.4 [pL].

In this Fig. 6.20 from a video, there is a clear separation between trapped and free droplets. By
image analysis and using the Hough algorithm in Python, it is possible to evaluate the average
radius of droplets located beyond a certain x. Since the fit is not always perfect for an image of
this type containing many adjacent circles, the results of this method were confirmed by a local
analysis using Imagej [128]. For maximum precision, the best droplets are evaluated. By fitting
the circle passing through the droplet contour, it is possible to determine its area and of course
its corresponding radius while minimizing the error. This analysis found an average radius of
rout = 39 [µm]. Using this information and conservation of volume, the theoretical model can
determine the equivalent radius of the trapped droplet. Following this analysis, the result gives
rin = 38.8 [µm]. The difference in radius is about one-fifth of a micrometer. It is impossible
to highlight such a small variation. The device’s resolution is at best one pixel per micron. To
confirm this idea, the average radius of trapped droplets in Fig. 6.20 was evaluated using the
same method as for free droplets. No significant difference could be established between the
radii of the two populations of droplets. Thus, in this particular case, the model did not help
to put a measurable radius difference into perspective. However, it was necessary to go through
this step to ensure it.

1.1.1.3 Droplets interaction The strength and also the weakness of the wells spaced only
50 [µm] apart results in their interactions. To illustrate the challenge of the delicate interplay
between all the parameters, Fig. 6.21 shows what happens when the droplet size is not suitable.
In this situation, the space between the wells also becomes a trapping region. The regularity of
the process could lead to new avenues to explore; however, this master thesis primarily focuses
on trapping within the wells and seeks to study the physics of trapping independently. This
type of chip indeed has a beautiful pattern and a large number of wells, but capturing two
distinct populations and their fusion does not appear to be trivial at first glance.
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Figure 6.21: Illustration of the inter-well interaction due to the short distance between the wells set
at i = 50 [µm]. The droplets are confined both within the wells and in the spaces separating them,
hindering the proper functioning of the chip. The other parameters used are H = 30 [µm], D = 100
[µm], and W = 30 [µm]. The volume of the droplets is estimated to be V ≈ 300 [pL].

1.1.2 Interwell distance of 400 µm

To prevent any interaction between the wells, the inter-well distance has been increased to
i = 400 [µm]. Fig. 6.22 shows a cross-section of this new chip.

30 - 165 μm 

30 μm
30 μm

400 μm

Figure 6.22: Schematic representation of a cross-section of the chip for capillary trapping. The pa-
rameters are set to H = 30 [µm], i = 400 [µm], and W = 30 [µm]. The diameter of the wells varies in
the range D = (30− 165) [µm] with an increment of 0.2 [µm] between each well.

Regarding the results, they can be observed in Fig. 6.23. Depending on the size of the wells, the
previous regimes can be encountered again. Trapping by the anchor technique appears for the
smallest wells. Then, as the well diameter becomes sufficiently large, trapping by capillarity
comes into play. This allows for gradually trapping one to five droplets. However, a new
phenomenon appears in Fig. 6.23c. Between the trapping of one droplet per well and the
trapping of two droplets per well, there is a transition. One of the droplets fully occupies the
well while the second one can only enter partially. This regime could be particularly interesting
to explore due to the asymmetry of the trapping force. The droplet confined within the well is
much harder to extract than the one that has only partially entered, which can be considered
as being trapped by an anchor. This characteristic could be exploited for trapping two distinct
populations of droplets. However, in this situation, releasing the final droplet after fusion might
be a challenging operation.
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(i) (j)

Figure 6.23: Experimental photographs illustrating capillary trapping. The volume of the droplets,
assumed to be constant, is estimated at V ≈ 215 [pL], while the well sizes vary gradually from (a) to
(j). The other parameters used are H = 30 [µm] and W = 30 [µm].

1.2 Deep wells

In this section, the chamber maintains a height of 30 [µm], but the depth of the wells increases
from 30 to 80 [µm].

1.2.1 Interwell distance of 400 µm

This change in depth only applies to the second chip design as explained in section 3.2. Fig. 6.24
shows a cross-section of the chip and highlights the different possible trapping scenarios. It is
a simplified representation, and not all scenarios are specifically depicted.

30 - 165 μm 

80 μm

30 μm

400 μm

Figure 6.24: Schematic cross-section illustrating capillary trapping within deep wells. The droplet
volume is adjusted to showcase different trapping possibilities. The parameters are set as H = 30
[µm], i = 400 [µm], and W = 80 [µm]. The well diameter varies within the range of D = (30 − 165)
[µm], with an increment of 0.2 [µm] between each well.

Fig. 6.25 displays the results of this experiment. Few differences can be observed compared to
the same scenario but with wells of a depth of only 30 [µm] presented in section 1.1.2, even
though the trapping appears nearly identical. Regarding trapping by an anchor, it appears
again in this scenario. The depth of the well not influencing the result of the experiment.
However, a notable difference is the absence of intermediate trapping. In the preceding analysis
of section 1.1.2, it was highlighted that one droplet could partially fill the well while another
occupied the remaining space, resulting in asymmetry in trapping. In this situation, the tran-
sition appears more abrupt, with no partial capture. Thus, trapping two populations seems to
be a major challenge in this scenario. Furthermore, once a droplet is trapped in the well, it is
extremely difficult to dislodge it. Therefore, the release of droplets also proves to be a complex
task.
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In the images, there is uncertainty as to whether the chip indeed possesses wells with a depth
of 80 [µm]. The experiment was repeated to confirm this, and subsequently, the chip was disas-
sembled to clarify its depth. This completely resolved the ambiguity. However, it’s important
to note that microfabrication quality can be significantly compromised for wells with such a
thickness of SU-8. The size of the structure is comparable, if not smaller, than the height of
the SU-8, which can lead to poor resolution, as discussed in section 2.3.
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Figure 6.25: Experimental snapshots showcasing capillary trapping within deep wells. The parameters
used include H = 30 [µm] and W = 80 [µm]. The well diameter ranges from image (a) to (g), covering
D = (30− 165) [µm]. The droplet volume, assumed constant, is approximately V ≈ 380 [pL].
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1.3 Analysis of shallow chamber results

A graph presenting all the experimental data is shown in Fig. 6.26 to best summarize the results
obtained for the different types of trapping in the shallow chamber. The problem involves too
many parameters to hope to create a graph summarizing all the experiments. In an attempt to
highlight a particular trend, it was chosen to normalize the droplet volume by the well volume
on the x-axis. The goal is to compare the available space within the well with the space occupied
by a droplet. On the y-axis, the choice was made to compare the diameter of the well with its
depth. The idea is to quantify the geometric asymmetry of the well. Indeed, even if the well
has the necessary volume to accommodate a droplet, it may not fit if the well is narrow and
deep.
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Figure 6.26: Logarithmic scale graph representing the experimental results of the shallow chamber
(H = 30 [µm]). The blue and red data correspond to W = 30 [µm] and W = 80 [µm], respectively.
The label ”d/w” stands for droplet per well. The parameter de ≡ 2re represents the major diameter
of the droplet.

The solid black lines represent the evolution of the well gradient encountered in Fig. 6.23. In
this experiment, both the droplet volume and the depth of the well are kept constant. Thus,
by introducing C1 as a constant, the condition is translated as follows:

de
W

= C1 ⇐⇒ W

D
∝
√

V

D2W
. (6.5)

Where it was used that d3e ∝ V . Thus, the well gradient leads to a power-law evolution of
1/2, which results in a straight line on a logarithmic scale. Along this gradient, only the points
showing a regime transition have been displayed on the graph.

In the same vein, it is possible to define the transition from the anchor trapping regime to one
droplet per well trapping regime by assuming that the diameter of the well must be equal to
or larger than the diameter of the droplet. In practice, there are capillary forces that tend to
deform the droplet. In this context, a constant C2 is introduced, which is expected to be close
to 1. Thus, it follows that:

de
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= C2 ⇐⇒ W

D
∝ D2W

V
. (6.6)
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This last relationship is represented by a green line with a slope equal to −1 in Fig. 6.26. The
two points marking the end of the anchor regime at W = 30 [µm] and W = 80 [µm] are used
to determine the last parameter of the fit. Thus, the constant is fixed at C2 = 1.1, which is
of the same order of magnitude as the initial assumption. The fact that C2 > 1 indicates that
the transition occurs when the diameter of the droplet is greater than that of the well. This
is coherent because the capillary forces will tend to deform the droplet and trigger the regime
transition before reaching the equality of diameters.

This model was then extrapolated to the following trapping regimes. The transition between
one and two droplets per well was well approximated and also plotted as a solid line. However,
the quality of the fit seems to decrease as the number of droplets increases. To differentiate these
regimes, the solid line has been changed to a dashed one. Unfortunately, such a small number of
data points makes any attempt at justification difficult. Intuitively, the major difference beyond
one droplet per well trapping regime would be the empty volume between the droplets within
the well. The filling rate and the packing would change significantly and, of course, depend on
W and V , which would explain this change in behavior.

1.4 Freed and squeezed droplet comparison

An interesting experiment with the confined droplet volume estimation model developed in
section 2 is to test its range of validity against empirical results. For this purpose, a chip with
a deeper chamber is used. Thus, the droplets within the chamber are in a free state and can
be approximated by spheres. It is easy to ensure the extra degree of freedom by checking that
the diameter of the droplet is smaller than the size of the chamber. A diagram of the situation
can be seen in Fig. 6.27.

2re,i2re, f

Figure 6.27: 2D cross-sectional schematic depicting the transition of a flattened droplet, when confined
between two walls, to a freely spherical shape.

By filming the transition of the droplets at the entrance to the deeper chamber, it is possible to
show two droplet radii. One corresponds to the state of a droplet confined between two walls
and the second to the state of a free droplet. By subtracting the median and choosing the right
parameters, it is possible to highlight the droplets using the Hough transform (Fig. 6.28).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.28: Transition of confined droplets within a thickness of H = 30 [µm] to a free state in a
deeper chamber. (a) Experimental photograph capturing the transition. (b) Highlighting the droplet
contour detection achieved through image analysis using Python code.

It is possible to plot the histogram of the different droplet radii detected over the whole video
(Fig. 6.29). Using the Python peak detection function with the correct prominence threshold,
it is possible to detect the main peaks of the histogram. They correspond to the respective
maxima of the two types of droplet population detected through their radii. The code then
automatically separates the initial histogram into clusters according to the number of peaks
detected. Using the peak as an initial estimate, it is possible to fit a Gaussian for each of the
clusters.
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Figure 6.29: Histogram analysis of detected droplet radii between the initial and final states, high-
lighting peak identification, data clustering, and Gaussian fitting for each cluster. The average radii
obtained are re,i = 33.8 [µm] with a standard deviation of σi = 1.03 [µm] for the first Gaussian (initial
state), and re,f = 46.8 [µm] with a standard deviation of σf = 0.65 [µm] for the second Gaussian (final
state).
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In order to compare these observations with the most successful model of the nodoid developed
previously, it is necessary to start from the average of the radii detected for the case of free
droplets. This is estimated at 33.8 [µm] with a standard deviation of 1.03 [µm]. Via this radius,
it is possible to find the volume of the spherical droplet V = 162 [pL]. By volume conservation
and by using the previous nodoid developments, it is possible to find the correspondence between
the volume and the maximum radius of the nodoid. The radius thus found is re = 44.40 [µm]
using the mean value (with the standard deviation: 42.5 [µm] and 46.3 [µm]). Empirically, the
average radius measured through the second Gaussian representing the droplets confined in the
chamber is equivalent to re = 46.8 [µm] with a standard deviation of 0.65 [µm]. The error
between theory and experiment is evaluated around 2.4 [µm]. To put this result in perspective,
many approximations are made via image analysis on the empirical measurement of the radii.
It is assumed that the droplets are perfectly circular and that all generated droplets have an
identical size. This is not necessarily the case especially with motion. Furthermore, the focal
plane must be centred on the maximum radius in both cases for an ideal resolution. However,
the large radius of these two types of droplets is not located in the same focal plane (Fig. 6.27).
Achieving the highlighting of the droplets to use the Hough transform also leaves a lot of freedom
on the parameters to the user. The Hough transform itself is not perfect in this situation and
generates errors in the detected circles. Finally, the estimation of the maximum radius in the
initial state assume that the chamber had a height of 30 [µm]. However, the deposition of
SU8 over a height of 30 [µm] during the fabrication of the wafer is an ideal case that is rarely
perfectly achieved in practice, as mentioned in section 2.3. Fortunately, it is possible to give an
order of magnitude for this parameter. Keeping the initial volume calculated for a free spherical
droplet, it is possible to evaluate the evolution of its maximum radius in the case where it is
crushed in a chamber of variable height (Fig. 6.30).

H
2re(H)

V
Figure 6.30: Schematic illustrating the variation of the diameter of a droplet with constant volume as
a function of the chamber height.

The result of this study can be seen in Fig. 6.31.
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Figure 6.31: Variation of the droplet radius re as a function of the chamber height H at a constant
volume V = 162 [pL]. The chamber height and the radius are normalized by the standard height H0

= 30 [µm].

Using the empirical results from estimating the radius when the droplet is confined re = 46.8
[µm] and the volume when it is in the free state V = 162 [pL], it is possible to determine the
required height of the chamber H = 26.5 [µm]. The characterization of this chip yielded an
average height of H = 29.94 [µm], as explained in section 2.2. It’s important to note that these
measurements were not taken at the specific location considered in this analysis, but rather at
the edges of the chip. However, despite this potential error in the thickness of the SU-8 layer,
the discrepancy is too significant for it to have a meaningful impact.

2 Deep chamber

It is now time to test the case of the deeper chamber. In this entire section, trapping undergoes
a radical change as it no longer relies on capillarity but rather on Archimedes’ principle.

This deeper chamber no longer requires support pillars or walls to ensure spacing between the
top and bottom of the chamber, as its depth has been extended to approximately 120 [µm].
The risk of the top chip adhering to the bottom of the chamber as it was the case in the shallow
chamber becomes almost nonexistent. The thickness of 120 [µm] simply refers to the thickness
of the adhesive tape used to enlarge the chamber, which is overlaid on the existing SU-8 layer.
To ensure the chamber height, a rough characterization was performed.

In this section dedicated to the deeper chamber, the outlet position has been relocated. The
hole was punched directly into the chamber. Since the droplets experience a completely free
state within the chamber, it becomes challenging to coerce them to collapse back into the 30
[µm] high channels in order to reach the conventional outlet.
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2.1 Shallow wells

The analysis begins with shallow wells of a depth of 30 [µm].

2.1.1 Interwell distance of 50 µm

Since the change only affects the part containing the chamber, all types of wells could be tested.
The study starts with all arrays of identical wells spaced by 50 [µm]. A sketch of the situation
is shown in Fig. 6.32.

30-120 μm

30 μm

≈120 μm

inlet

outlet

50 μm

Figure 6.32: Schematic cross-section of the chip featuring a deep chamber and shallow wells. The outlet
had to be relocated to allow the exit of spherical droplets. The chip parameters include H ≈ 120 [µm],
W = 30 [µm], and i = 50 [µm]. The diameter of the wells varies depending on the experiment and is
selected from the list D = (30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120) [µm].

This type of trapping is illustrated through Fig. 6.33. The first notable difference of this chip
is the trapping efficiency. Dispersion of the droplets was quite challenging in the case of the
shallow chamber in section 1; however, in this situation, it occurs naturally, leading to a more
regular trapping. Furthermore, unlike the shallow chamber, the droplets enter the wells much
more slowly. Additionally, they are not deformed and maintain a spherical shape. Moreover,
simply flipping the chip allows for the release of the droplets due to the buoyancy force operating
in the opposite direction. This contrasts with the shallow chamber where trapping did not allow
for easy droplet release.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.33: Experimental pictures demonstrating the trapping of droplets in a deep chamber and
shallow wells via buoyancy-driven forces. (a) Illustration of the chip during the trapping phase. (b)
Image of the chip after flushing out the excess droplets, highlighting the trapped droplets in the wells.
This scenario gives one droplet inside each well. The parameters used for this experiment are as
follows: H ≈ 120 [µm], W = 30 [µm], and D = 80 [µm]. The volume of the droplets is estimated to
be V ≈ 175 [pL].
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In order to capture a maximum number of droplets, the chip consisting of an array of 120 [µm]
wells was used (Fig. 6.34). The number of droplets is limited to two. They do not attempt to
occupy the entire well as was the case with the shallow chamber in section 1. Instead, they
continue their path rather than trying to fill the empty space. By carefully observing the image
contrast, some droplets appear brighter than others. Specifically, each well is composed of
both a bright droplet and a dark droplet. The cross-section shown in Fig. 6.32 illustrates the
arrangement of droplets leading to this configuration. One droplet is completely inside the well
and touches the bottom, while the second droplet has a point of contact on the edge of the
well and another on the droplet already present inside. It is therefore mostly located in the
chamber. Considering the asymmetry of the trapping, The droplet located on the surface of
the well can be easily displaced simply by the arrival of new droplets, while the one trapped
at the bottom of the well remains in place. This configuration could be particularly interesting
to study when trapping two distinct populations of droplets. No difference in size is required
between these two populations, and the well geometry consists of simple circular wells.

Figure 6.34: Experimental picture of the droplets trapping via buoyancy-driven forces inside a chip
with deep chamber and shallow wells. The chip enables the capture of two droplets per well using the
following parameters: H ≈ 120 [µm], W = 30 [µm], and D = 120 [µm]. The volume of the droplets is
estimated to be approximately V ≈ 155 [pL].

2.1.2 Interwell distance of 400 µm

Following the same principle as the previous study on shallow wells, the distance between the
wells has been increased to 400 [µm] to make them independent (Fig. 6.35). In order to highlight
the transition between different trapping regimes, the diameter of the wells has been adapted
according to a double gradient as explained in section 3.2.
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Figure 6.35: Schematic depicting the cross-sectional view of a chip with a deep chamber and shallow
wells. The outlet had to be relocated to allow the exit of spherical droplets. The specific parameters
of this chip are: H ≈ 120 [µm], W = 30 [µm], and i = 400 [µm]. The well diameter varies within the
range of D = (30− 165) [µm], with an increment of 0.2 [µm] between each well.

The result of this study can be seen in Fig. 6.36. A new droplet is admitted into a well only if
the geometric structure formed by the spheres of the different adjacent droplets fits inside the
well. Unlike the results of section 1, No deformation is observed, and there are empty spaces
present in the wells. However, it occasionally happens that some droplets in the chamber adhere
to the cluster of droplets present in the well, as can be observed in certain images. Although
this adhesion is weak as the droplets can easily be dislodged with sufficient oil flow.
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Figure 6.36: Experimental images highlighting the trapping of droplets by buoyancy-driven forces.
The chip features a well gradient between (a) to (g), enabling the visualization of the changing number
of droplets per well. The other parameters used are H ≈ 120 [µm] and W = 30 [µm]. The volume of
the droplets is estimated to be 300 [pL].
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Fig. 6.36c shows the example of one droplet per well, where the size of the well is significantly
larger than that of the droplet.

In Fig. 6.36d, it is possible to observe the previous trapping regime of two droplets per well
presented in section 1. Upon careful observation, there is again a droplet trapped at the bottom
of the well and another one mostly located in the chamber for a certain range of well sizes. This
demonstrates the full reproducibility of this previous regime.

Beyond a certain well size, two droplets can fit inside them. Furthermore, it is also possible to
observe the transition to three and finally four droplets per well.

In Fig. 6.36a, even though the well diameter is smaller than the droplet diameter, the droplet
is still trapped. This indicates that the anchor trapping regime encountered previously is still
applicable for the deep chamber. The depth of the well has little importance in this situation;
it just needs to be capable of accommodating the trapped droplet’s spherical cap.

2.2 Deep wells

This last scenario combines wells with a depth of 80 [µm] with a deeper chamber with a height
of approximately 120 [µm]. A diagram of the situation is depicted in Fig. 6.37:

30-165 μm

80 μm

≈120 μm

inlet

400 μm
outlet

Figure 6.37: Schematic illustrating the cross-section of a chip enabling trapping by buoyancy-driven
forces. The chip features a deep chamber and deep wells. The outlet has been relocated to allow for
the evacuation of droplets in spherical form. The dimensions used are: H ≈ 120 [µm], W = 80 [µm],
i = 400 [µm]. The diameter of the wells varies in the range of D = (30− 165) [µm] with an increment
of 0.2 [µm] between each well.

Regarding the Fig. 6.38, there is the significant number of droplets per well. In this situation,
two distinct populations of droplets were introduced into the chip to assess the trapping effi-
ciency. As suspected initially, the droplets located at the bottom of the well remain in place
despite a significant flow of yellow droplets. However, the surface droplets can be displaced de-
pending on the arrangement of the blue droplets within the well and the size of the well itself.
Consequently, it is possible to create assemblies consisting mostly of blue droplets with a few
yellow droplets. This suggests the possibility of a partially random filling model that could be
used to combine x blue droplets with y yellow droplets. The resulting color after fusion could
be analyzed to determine the proportions in which the droplets were combined.

In particular, in Fig. 6.38d, despite the limited droplet dispersion observed during this test in
this region of the chip, it is possible to observe the trapping of two droplets within a single well.
Each of these two droplets comes from a different population, which is indicated by the green
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color of the well. The blue droplet appears to have settled at the bottom of the well, while
the yellow droplet remains predominantly in the chamber. If both droplets entered the well, it
would consist of two blue droplets that no yellow droplet could dislodge. For this reason, the
yellow droplet can be displaced by new arrivals. This analysis is confirmed by calculating the
diameter of the droplets relative to the depth of the well. However, the population of yellow
droplets has a slightly larger size than that of the blue droplets. For this reason, it is difficult
to determine if the two droplets are in contact within the well. It’s possible that only the blue
droplet can enter, while the yellow droplet might be trapped by an anchor, thus preventing it
from penetrating deeply into the well.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 6.38: Experimental photos showcasing the trapping of two populations of droplets by buoyancy-
driven forces within a chip featuring a deep chamber and deep wells. (a) Arrival of the first population.
(b) Flushing of excess droplets. (c) and (d) Arrival of the second population. (e) Flushing of the second
population, highlighting the trapped droplets. The diameter of the wells increases gradually by 0.2
[µm] across the chip and falls within the range of D = (30− 165) [µm]. The other dimensions are set
to: H = 120 [µm] and W = 80 [µm]. The volume of the droplets is estimated to be V1 ≈= 170 [pL]
for the blue population and V2 ≈ 210 [pL] for the yellow one.

As a final remark, it should be noted that for all types of wells encountered so far, trapping
always occurs. There is always at least one trapped droplet, whether it is due to an anchor,
capillarity, or buoyancy force.
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2.3 Releasing

To conclude this section, attention will be focused on the release of the droplets. Trapping
by buoyancy allows for a simple release of the droplets by flipping the chip, as explained in
Labanieh’s article[109]. The challenge was to capture this phenomenon effectively. It was
necessary to find a way to film the chip while flipping it. As explained in section 4, a setup
was assembled using Thorlabs components for this purpose. It was not possible to focus
on the flipped chip under the microscope due to the connections, which raised the chip in
that orientation. Simply disconnecting the chip and flipping it to visualize the result under the
microscope seemed like a feasible idea. However, to capture the moment of release as accurately
as possible, the setup appeared more appropriate. In practice, it was not easy to manage the
camera lens, which tended to collapse under its own weight. The chip also had a tendency
to move during rotation. Lastly, controlling the lighting throughout the process was quite
challenging. The result can be seen in Fig. 6.39. In this setup, flipping the chip is sufficient to
trap and release the droplets repeatedly.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.39: Releasing of the droplets trapped by buoyancy-driven forces. (a) Trapped droplets. (b)
Flipping the chip to enable droplet release. The chip parameters are set to: H ≈ 120 [µm] and W = 30
[µm].

2.4 Analysis of deep chamber results

The analysis will be very similar to that performed for the shallow chamber 1.3. The major
difference is the absence of capillary force. The droplets thus retain their spherical shape. By
applying the reasoning from the previous analysis, the Fig. 6.40 shows the result obtained in
this situation.
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Figure 6.40: Logarithmic scale graph representing the experimental results of the deep chamber (H =
120 [µm]). The blue and orange data points correspond toW = 30 [µm] andW = 80 [µm], respectively.
The label ”d/w” indicates droplets per well. The parameter de ≡ 2re represents the diameter of the
spherical droplet.

Following the reasoning of section 1.3, the well gradient is represented by a straight line in

logarithmic scale corresponding to de
W

= C1 ⇐⇒ W
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∝
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.

The transition from a droplet trapped by an anchor to a regime of Archimedes where it
fully enters the well should result in the equivalence of diameters, and thus, the equality
de
D

= 1 ⇐⇒ W
D

= 2
3
πD2W
4V

. Fig. 6.40 illustrates the corresponding straight line. In this situation,
the constant can be fixed as the droplets maintain their spherical shape, and no capillary force
comes into play to deform them. However, in practice, the constant is not perfectly equal to 2

3
.

A fit has been performed on the observed experimental transition. The constant is evaluated
in this case as C2 = 0.56. This error can be partly explained by the difficulty in precisely
observing the transition zone. In this case, the measurement represents a certain transition to
another regime. However, there is a blurry zone of well diameters in which it is not possible to
definitively determine the type of trapping.

Just like in the previous analysis, an attempt to extrapolate this model was made. However,
only one data point was available for the transition to the following trapping regimes. Thus,
the zone of trapping of two and then three droplets per well was adjusted along a line with the
same slope as before. These fits are, of course, much more approximate and are only present to
give a general idea of the transition zone. The transition to 4 droplets per well could be mea-
sured using two data points, and a line with the same slope was adjusted with a more rigorous fit.

The last model that seems relevant to consider is the transition de
W

= 1. This equality marks
the transition for which the well would be able to accommodate more than one droplet based
on its depth. For very large depths, this analysis would be similar to the problem of packing
spheres inside a cylinder.
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Asymmetric wells

This section marks the beginning of the second part of the experiments. So far, circular well
designs have been considered. They represented the most basic shape to study and allowed
for the development of analytical models on trapping analysis. This section aims to be more
exploratory. For most designs, the objective is to achieve trapping of two different populations
of droplets. It is also an opportunity to test various trapping ideas encountered in the literature
and adapting them to the possibilities offered by the laboratory. Fig. 7.1 summarizes all the well
geometries that will be encountered in this section, as well as the expected trapping outcomes
for the two droplet populations whenever possible.

200 μm

200 μm

180 μm

60 μm

120 μm

120 μm

180 μm

120 μm

240 μm

156 μm

120 μm

Figure 7.1: Schematic illustrating the six types of asymmetric wells used in this section and presented
in section 3.2. The characteristic dimensions are indicated on the diagram and remain constant for all
the wells. The inter-well distance is constant and set to i = 400 [µm] for all the wells. A theoretical
sketch of the trapping operation for two distinct droplet populations is included on the diagram. The
colors red and green are used to differentiate these populations

Like the previous study, four cases need to be considered. These involve combinations of a
shallow or deeper chamber with two distinct well depths. Unlike what can be found in the
literature [5, 52, 95], no attempt at multi-layer trapping within a single well has been made in
this work.
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1 Shallow Chamber

Maintaining the previous order, the analysis begins with the case of a chamber height of H = 30
[µm].

1.1 Shallow wells

The wells are also at a depth of W = 30 [µm] for this first case study.

Figure.7.2 shows the trapping of two droplet populations. This is achieved through the difference
in size between these droplets. What is observed in Figure.7.2b is a common outcome. The
expected droplets are trapped within the wells, but unfortunately, stray droplets adhere to those
contained within the wells. Increasing the oil flow to flush them out can result in untrapping,
either directly or through collisions between the stray droplets and the droplets in the wells.
These stray droplets pose a problem as they may also participate in fusion by PFO. With a lot
of patience, it is possible to achieve the result shown in Figure.7.2c. Unfortunately, one of the
wells is missing the small yellow droplet. Among the wells where double trapping has worked,
there is a variation in droplet size from one well to another. This is because it is difficult to
create large droplets that are well-suited to the size of the large well using the junction employed
in the chip. In reality, it was much easier to create the large droplets by merging small droplets
already present in the wells, rather than struggling with the pressures to generate properly
sized droplets through the junction. By reasoning, it seems that a cluster of small droplets
occupies more space than an equally sized large droplet. Simply put, within the cluster of small
droplets, there are empty spaces between them. Fusion allowed the release of this space and
the introduction of a second droplet from the yellow population.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.2: Experimental picture showing the trapping of two distinct droplet populations in a capillary
regime. The dimensions of the chip are set to: H = 30 [µm] and W = 30 [µm]. The estimated volume
of droplets is approximately V1 = 670 [pL] for the first green population and V2 = 145 [pL] for the
second yellow population.

The next experiment involves a different type of well in which double trapping had also been
successfully achieved (7.3). In the shallow chamber, the droplets are flattened, causing them
to attempt to occupy a significant portion of the available space within the well. The trapping
of large droplets initially leads to voids of insufficient size for another droplet of the same size
to fit in. However, the second population consisting of small droplets can take advantage of
these gaps to fit in. As the trapping is highly effective, it is easy to purge the chamber of excess
droplets. It would then be possible to proceed with fusion. Not all wells contain the same
quantity of droplets. As explained earlier, it is difficult to obtain large droplets of identical size
with this junction. Addressing this issue, it would be pertinent to investigate reproducibility
and verify the regularity of the pattern.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: Experimental picture showing trapping in capillary regime. The characteristic dimensions
of the chip are: H = 30 [µm] and W = 30 [µm]. (a) Single population. The volume of droplets is
estimated to be approximately V ≈ 120 [pL]. (b) Two populations. The first population, colored in
blue, has an estimated volume of V1 ≈ 615 [pL], while the second population, colored in yellow, has
an estimated volume of V2 ≈ 125 [pL].

The final interesting test for this type of chip involves fusion using PFO. Figure.7.4 presents the
best result obtained. The additional challenge of fusion using PFO arises from the fact that all
parasite droplets must have been eliminated. Since fusion will occur for all droplets that have
their surfaces in contact, it is necessary to ensure that fusion only occurs among the desired
droplets.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.4: Experimental picture showing capillary trapping of two droplet populations. The chip has
the following dimensions: H = 30 [µm] and W = 30 [µm]. (a) Image taken before fusion. The first
droplet population, colored in green, has an estimated volume of V1 ≈ 670 [pL], and the second droplet
population, colored in yellow, has an estimated volume of V2 ≈ 180 [pL]. (b) Result of fusion using
PFO. The volume of the final droplet is estimated to be V ≈ 850 [pL].

1.2 Deep wells

This section will still focus on a chamber with a height of 30 [µm], but the depth of the wells
has been increased to 80 [µm].

Fig. 7.5 shows the result for this chip. The initial goal was to create large droplets. Unfor-
tunately, the trapped droplets were the first ones generated, and in this particular case, there
was a significant size variation. However, this random size characteristic represents an inter-
esting study parameter. In the case of the Fig. 7.5 study, a tapping pattern seems to emerge.
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The asymmetry of the well has little importance in this situation since a maximum number
of droplets seek to enter into the well to minimise their surface energy. Since the difference
compared to the experiment conducted with circular wells is not significant, the test was not
repeated with this chip to save time.

Figure 7.5: Experimental photo showing capillary trapping in a chip with deep wells. The generated
droplets have random volumes ranging from approximately V ≈ (305 − 1080) [pL]. The chip has the
following characteristics: H = 30 [µm] and W = 80 [µm].

Figure 7.6 presents a diagram that illustrates a novel trapping technique that was discovered
through the use of this chip. To start, the water infiltrated the entire chamber, including the
wells. By applying a flushing with oil, the aqueous phase can be removed. The wells act as
important anchor points, and the water contained in them is difficult to extract. Eventually,
they form isolated pockets by separating from the original aqueous phase. Each well ends up
containing a water droplet occupying its entire volume.
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Figure 7.6: Schematic illustrating the oil flushing trapping technique. An aqueous phase fills the entire
chip, and then oil displaces the water except within the wells, which serve as significant anchoring
points. The dimensions used are H = 30 [µm], W = 80 [µm], i = 400 [µm], and D = (120− 240) [µm]
depending on the well.

Fig. 7.7 demonstrates the implementation of this phenomenon. While it offers the advantage
of adapting the droplet size to the well size, the issue of its release or fusion with another
droplet population remains a complex subject. To support this hypothesis, the experiment was
repeated with a second population of small blue droplets (Fig. 7.7b). As expected, they no
longer have the opportunity to interact with the wells as they are already filled.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.7: Experimental pictures demonstrating the oil flushing trapping technique. (a) Generation of
droplets at anchoring points by replacing the aqueous phase with oil in the surrounding environment.
(b) Passage of a population of small droplets to highlight the robustness of trapping. The chip
characteristics are H = 30 [µm] and W = 80 [µm]. The estimated volume of droplets is V ≈ 1200 [pL]
for those located in the yellow wells and V ≈ 180 [pL] for the population of small blue droplets.

2 Deep Chamber

The study now takes place in the deeper chamber with an approximate height of 120 [µm]. A
general observation about this section concerns the droplet size. The wells are of substantial
size, often exceeding 120 [µm] in their principal axes. Since droplet production occurs in a
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channel height of 30 [µm], the resulting droplet is flattened if it is intended to have a volume
sufficient to fill the well afterwards. As the droplet passes through the chamber, it transitions
from a pancake shape to a spherical shape, which reduces its radius from the camera’s per-
spective. Therefore, it is very challenging to create well-adapted droplets through such a small
junction. In addition to this problem, it should be noted that the transition into the deeper
chamber occurs abruptly. As it was molded from a piece of adhesive tape, it was not possible to
give softened edges to the chamber. When a droplet too large enters in the chamber, it simply
splits apart by step emulsification as described in section 4.1.

It should also be mentioned that these types of wells have a single size unlike the previous
circular wells, which were designed in a gradient form.

As a final detail, it is worth highlighting that generating large droplets requires a dominance of
the aqueous phase at the junction. If water dominates over oil in proportion, it means that a
large cluster of stuck droplets will be produced with oil present only between the droplets. This
proximity leads to significant interaction between the droplets and affects trapping quality by
limiting homogeneity and dispersion of the droplets in the chamber. Therefore, achieving two
populations of droplets with suitable sizes to fit into the well, as was the case in section 6, was
not possible in this scenario.

2.1 Shallow wells

This section combines wells with a depth of 30 [µm] along with a chamber of an approximate
height H ≈ 120 [µm]. The result of this study can be visualized in Fig. 7.8. As in the equivalent
section of circular wells, a similar pattern emerges.

As mentioned earlier, generating large droplets with the available section at the junction can
be challenging. Therefore, initially, medium-sized blue droplets were produced using a known
pressure range (Fig. 7.8a). The picture was taken at the intersection of the four well designs to
highlight the differences in trapping based on the well geometry. Some designs result in very
regular and homogeneous trapping, while others are more uncertain in terms of the number of
trapped droplets. A general trend is that the stability of the pattern decreases as the size of
the wells increases. It’s important to note that this observation is subject to change depending
on the droplet volume.

In a second step, a population of yellow droplets was produced using the same pressure range
as in the first generation. Fig. 7.8b shows the result for a single well category. It was the
most interesting pattern, hence its emphasis. In several wells, it is possible to observe three
blue droplets and an additional yellow droplet always positioned in the same way for all the
considered wells. This droplet, located at the back of the well and easily replaceable, is an ex-
citing discovery in the aim of trapping two different populations of droplets within the same well.

As a final test, the pressure range was modified to achieve the largest stable droplets possible
with this chip (Fig. 7.8c). Obviously, the droplet sizes are much more uncertain at this stage
since generating such large droplets was more challenging with such a small junction. However,
a relatively regular pattern can be observed. One yellow droplet is accompanied by two blue
droplets within a well. It was even possible to isolate a yellow droplet with a blue droplet
within a well by slightly increasing the size. Obviously, the result would likely have been of
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better quality if the large yellow droplets had been generated before the small blue droplets.
By adjusting the technical details to achieve the right droplet size and being more rigorous, it
would likely be possible to adopt the pattern of one droplet from each population per well in a
much more regular and homogeneous manner.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.8: Experimental image illustrating trapping by Archimedes’ buoyancy for two populations
of droplets. The chip dimensions are H ≈ 120 [µm] and W = 30 [µm]. (a) Trapping illustration for
four well designs with a population of blue droplets with an estimated volume of V1 = 150 [pL]. (b)
Passage of a second population of yellow droplets with the same volume V2 = 150 [pL]. (c) Illustration
of trapping for a second population of larger yellow droplets. The estimated volume varies from
V2 = (370− 780) [pL].

2.2 Deep wells

As the final result of this section, a well depth of 80 [µm] in combination with a chamber height
of approximately H = 120 [µm] will be considered.

Fig. 7.9a shows the initial production of a yellow droplet that was intended to be as large as
possible. It was only in the later experiments that the idea of using yellow dye for the large
droplets and blue dye for the small ones seemed more appropriate. Diluting a small amount of
blue dye in a majority of yellow should be more aesthetically pleasing than the reverse situation.

As in section 2, since the droplets maintain their spherical shape, beyond a critical diameter,
two droplets cannot be join in the well without deformation. One droplet then enters the well
and prevents any other droplet from doing the same, as can be observed in Fig. 7.9a.

A second population of smaller blue droplets is introduced into the chip (Fig. 7.9b). The small
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blue droplets find a way to fit into these larger wells thanks to the spaces left by the large
yellow droplets. The droplets located in the area between the chamber and the well surface are
easily removed by the arrival of the new flow of blue droplets, given the low-intensity trapping
force at that location. This image also exhibits a complete anarchism in the size of the yellow
droplets from the first population. It took some time to determine the maximum size that could
be produced. Since the trapped droplets are none other than the first ones generated, the wells
primarily capture the startup errors. The waste channel, presented in the section 3.1, helps
to limit this effect. However, its use was limited by the sensitivity of the pressures required
to create large droplets and the change in resistance between the junction and the chamber.
Indeed, microfluidic resistance is subject to variation based on the number of droplets contained
within a channel, as explained in section 3.1.1.

Once the chamber flushing is completed, Fig. 7.9c highlights what remains. Each well is com-
posed of a unique and random cluster of yellow and blue droplets. By injecting PFO into the
chip, each group of droplets merges into a single entity (Fig. 7.9d). This approach of random
proportion of droplets could be used in practice, as the result of fusion within the final droplet
provides a unique concentration of each population. Analyzing the colorimetry of the final
droplet would be sufficient to retrieve the proportions of the mixture.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.9: Experimental picture showing trapping by Archimedes’ buoyancy in the case of deep wells
with two populations of droplets. The chip dimensions are H ≈ 120 [µm] and W = 80 [µm]. (a)
Trapping of a first population of yellow droplets with an approximate volume of V1 = 800 [pL].
(b) Passage and (c) Trapping of a second population of blue droplets with an estimated volume of
V2 = 150 [pL]. (d) Result after fusion by PFO. The volume of the final droplets varies in the range
V ≈ (1100− 2000) [pL].
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Liquid disappearance

1 Oil disappearance

An observation that remains quite mysterious is the disappearance of oil in a stopped chip. In
Fig. 8.1, the quantity of droplets present in the chamber is very significant to the point where
oil is only present at the interface between the droplets. Moreover, the droplets are deformed
and take on a hexagonal shape, as seen in dry foams. Fig. 8.1b shows the reactivation of the
chip, where the droplets regain their independence and return to a more circular shape as long
as the thin oil film separating two attached droplets has not completely disappeared, which
would result in their fusion. Knowing where, how, and why the oil has disappeared remains an
open question. One possible explanation could be the permeability of PDMS to oil. If PDMS
allows a small amount of oil to pass through, it could be the cause of its disappearance [134].

(a) (b)

Figure 8.1: Experimental picture showing the disappearance of oil within the chip. The characteristic
dimensions are as follows: H = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm], D = 100 [µm], i = 50 [µm]. (a) Photograph
taken after one hour of chip shutdown, revealing the absence of oil. (b) Reactivation of oil flow, leading
to the reformation of the initial droplets that did not fuse.

2 Evaporation

Another phenomenon to consider is the evaporation of water. PDMS is permeable to water, so
trapping water droplets over a long period seems to be compromised. The droplets disappear
after a few hours if nothing is done to counteract their evaporation. This problem is amplified
in the application of these chips for spheroid formation since it requires incubation at 37◦C.
The literature offers various solutions, more or less complex to implement [135]. As a personal
initiative, the chip was simply immersed in water. The idea was to saturate the PDMS with
water so that it could not accept any more.
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2.1 High water density

In this first scenario, the chip contained a large quantity of droplets. The dominant phase was
therefore the aqueous phase. Fig. 8.2 shows the evolution of evaporation after 20 hours. No
significant changes can be observed. With the PDMS saturated and the chamber predominantly
filled with water, it is difficult to observe any leakage.

An important observation regarding Fig. 8.2 is the orientation of the wells. These images are
the result of a time-lapse, yet the wells are not oriented in the same way. In reality, the chip
adhered to the bottom of the water-filled dish through simple contact. As the different inlet
and outlet tubes were not disconnected to prevent surrounding water from entering the chip,
they gradually displaced the chip through tension.

Another remark concerns the background droplets that have moved between the two photos.
The reason is that the chamber tends to expand when pressurized. It acts like a large fluidic
capacitor as described in section 1. When the chip was stopped and the pressures were set to
zero, the chamber gradually returned to its initial shape, displacing the droplets it contained.
To confirm this, the focus was gradually lost between the two images. The lens had to be
readjusted to obtain the final image.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.2: Experimental image showing the evaporation of water within the chip when immersed,
without emptying the chamber of excess droplets. The characteristic dimensions of the chip are:
H = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm], D = 100 [µm] and i = 50 [µm]. (a) Photograph taken at the initial
moment of chip shutdown, showing the droplets within the wells with an estimated volume of V ≈ 77
[pL]. (b) Photograph taken 20 hours after chip shutdown, with the same droplets showing a reduced
volume estimated at V ≈ 62 [pL].

2.2 Low water density

In contrast to the previous analysis, the experiment was repeated in the new chips. The main
differences are the much larger spacing between the wells and the absence of droplets in the
background of the chip. Water is only present in the droplets contained within the wells.

Fig. 8.3 shows the evolution of the droplets over a time period of 16 hours. In this situation,
the droplets clearly show signs of shrinking. Some of the water they contained could have es-
caped through the PDMS, and another portion could have dissolved into the surrounding oil.
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However, they still maintain a decent size after several hours, which would not have happened
if the chip had not been immersed.

An important clarification concerns the setup of this experiment, as the chip was only immersed
in water at the very end. Evaporation is further limited if the chip is saturated with water prior
to the experiment. Specifically, a certain amount of time is required to saturate the PDMS near
the wells with water. The water needs to diffuse from the outside to saturate the PDMS near
the structures and channels. It is more effective to start with a chip that is already saturated
with water to minimize evaporation.

As a final remark, some articles use techniques based on droplet shrinking to release them[81,
85, 101, 106]. Indeed, up until now, the assumption has been made that the volume of the
droplets remains constant. However, this experiment clearly shows that this is not always the
case. It is possible to take advantage of this phenomenon since the trapping force will vary
depending on the geometrical parameters. Under these conditions, it is possible to change the
trapping regime. The example in Fig. 8.3a shows flattened droplets as their diameter exceeds
the sum of the chamber’s height and the depth of the well. On the other hand, Fig. 8.3b shows
small spherical droplets that are small enough to be released by chip flipping. Thus, the regime
has transitioned from a capillary regime to an Archimedes regime.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.3: Experimental image showing the evaporation of water within the chip when immersed. In
this situation, the chamber has been emptied of excess droplets, and the spacing between the wells
has been increased to i = 400 [µm]. The characteristic dimensions of the chip are: H = 30 [µm] and
W = 30 [µm]. (a) Photograph taken at the initial moment of chip shutdown, showing the droplets
within the wells with an average estimated volume of V ≈ 105 [pL] inside a specific well (bottom
right). (b) Photograph taken 16 hours after chip shutdown, with the same droplets showing a reduced
volume estimated at V ≈ 35 [pL].

To provide an order of magnitude for the evaporation phenomenon, it is interesting to consider
how much PDMS a water droplet is capable of saturating. Starting from Fig. 8.3a and focusing
on a droplet located in the chamber,
its volume can be evaluated as V ≈ 137 [pL]. Since it is water, the mass of liquid corresponding
to this volume is determined as mw = 137 × 10−9 [g]. Knowing that the molar mass of water
is M = 18 [g/mol], the corresponding number of moles is determined as N = 7.6× 10−9 [mol].
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Let’s now consider the ideal gas law:

PvVv = NRT (8.1)

Where pv and Vv correspond to the saturation vapor pressure and associated volume. The satu-
ration vapor pressure of water at 20◦ [C] is pv = 2339 [Pa]. Since the ideal gas constant is given
by R = 8.3145 [J mol−1 K−1], it is then possible to evaluate the associated volume. This volume
amounts to Vv = 7.92 × 109 [µm3]. Thus, the disappearance of a droplet allows for reaching
the saturation vapor pressure within a volume of approximately Vv ≈ [2000µm3]. Considering
that the wells are separated by a distance of 400 [µm] with a chip thickness of about 5 [mm]
between the inside and outside, this order of magnitude seems reasonable and somewhat justi-
fies the reduction in droplet volume. It should also be noted that the surrounding oil could also
drain some of the water. Indeed, it is slightly permeable to water until it reaches saturation.
Given the significantly larger quantity of oil compared to water, a non-negligible fraction of the
droplets could potentially be used for this.

As a note, a huge approximation was made in this calculation since it considered air saturation
with water vapor rather than that of PDMS and oil. The goal was merely to try to find an
order of magnitude. However, it would be necessary to refine this result. Nonetheless, it was
not trivial to find this information on water vapor saturation for these materials.
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Fails

This section aims to present a sample of the main issues encountered during this master thesis.
It is evident that this part is not exhaustive as the number of failures far exceeds the number
of successful tests. Fig. 9.1 shows some of these failures.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9.1: Experimental image showing the main failures encountered in this master’s thesis. (a)
Using the deeper chamber, the droplets cannot collapse to the characteristic height of the 30 [µm]
channels to flow towards the intended outlet. (b) Trapped air within the chip hinders its proper
functioning. (c) Incorrect droplet size can lead to experimental failure. (d) A fabrication error resulted
in the collapse of the chamber roof and its adhesion to the lower chip. In these conditions, the droplets
follow the chamber walls and flow directly towards the outlet without interacting with the wells.
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Chapter 10

Trials on other trapping regimes

This section will illustrate the trapping techniques found in the literature, which differ signifi-
cantly from well-based trapping and therefore will not be presented in the main document.

1 Oil flow trapping

The first chip studied is based on a popular design from the literature that was attempted
to be replicated [18, 24, 33, 42, 60, 71–81]. This type of trapping only requires a single chip
(Fig. 10.1). The goal is to trap the droplets using an oil flow. The trap operates like a sieve. It is
constructed in the shape of a funnel to allow the oil to pass around and inside it. This enables
the droplets to enter the trap. However, the narrowing of the junction prevents them from
continuing their path. They would need to deform and enter the channel to proceed further.
Nevertheless, the oil flow is not sufficient to allow this scenario. A major disadvantage of this
trap is that a low oil flow rate must be maintained to prevent the droplet from reversing and
escaping; this can also lead to a reduction in droplet size. Unfortunately, the experiment with
this chip design was a failure. The size of the structures was not adapted for the microfabrication
process at Technifutur. They could not be properly printed, resulting in their almost complete
inefficiency. The design was exactly the same for all the structures on the chip, therefore no
results could be obtained from it.

Figure 10.1: Schematic of a chip design for oil flow trapping. The dimensions of the structures are 180
[µm] in length and 120 [µm] in width. The height of the channels and structures is set to H = 30 [µm].
The spacing between two structures is set approximately between i ≈ (300− 400) [µm] depending on
the direction.

The result of this chip in operation (Fig. 10.2). The structures serve as anchors to some extent
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but do not fulfill their initial role due to their insufficient height. By correcting the latest design,
it would be possible to make this type of trap functional and study them.

Figure 10.2: Experimental image illustrating the failure of oil flow trapping due to poor microfabrica-
tion resolution. The volume of the drops is estimated to be V = 180 [pL]. The height of the structures
and channels is set to H = 30 [µm].

2 Pillars trapping

Another trapping technique that deserves further investigation is the pillar-based trapping [83–
85] introduced in section 7. The interest lies in the unconventional nature of this trapping
method. The capture of the droplet is ensured by the surrounding pillars. However, the dis-
placement of the droplet is still possible through deformation.

Unfortunately, the tests with this chip also turned out to be failures. The pillars were too small
and were not properly printed during microfabrication. The droplets had very little interaction
with them, so there was little hope of them influencing the droplet behavior (Fig. 10.3).
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Figure 10.3: Experimental picture illustrating the unsuccessful trapping using pillars, attributed to
the inadequate resolution of the microfabrication process. The chamber height is set to H = 60 [µm].

3 Dropspots

This type of trapping only requires a single chip (Fig. 10.4). Circular spots, large enough to
accommodate a droplet, are separated from each other by channels. The droplet must deform
to enter the channel and will preferentially stay in the spot as long as nothing forces it to move.
The arrival of a new droplet in the limited-sized spot will force the existing droplet to enter
the channel and in turn push the droplet in the next spot to take its place. The addition of
channels was a personal choice, as the article directly connected the spots one after another [86].
The goal, as with the wells, was to make the trapping zones independent of each other. The
article specified that with adjacent spots, the arrival of a new droplet would require shifting the
entire queue of droplets to make room. The channels separating the spots aimed to limit this
phenomenon so that the new droplet only had to displace the droplet in the spot it intended
to occupy. It is worth noting that each channel contains spots of identical size, but there is a
gradient of spot sizes between each channel.

Figure 10.4: Schema of a chip design for trapping using the dropspots technique. The spot size remains
constant along a channel but varies from one channel to another. The diameter of the spots starts at
100 [µm] and increases by 1 [µm] between each channel, reaching 145 [µm]. The height of the spots
and channels is set to H = 30 [µm]. The spacing between two spots within a channel is i = 400 [µm].
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The result of this Dropspots chip in operation (Fig. 10.5d). Only a surface study could be
conducted. Certain regimes have been identified, but their detailed analysis will need to be the
subject of future work.

The chip in operation with a wide field of view (Fig. 10.5a). The first important information
to note is the regularity of the pattern. With an appropriate droplet size and a sufficiently
low flow within the chip, a first regime is reached. The droplets are trapped within the spot.
The oil manages to bypass the droplet and flow into the channel. In the depth direction, the
droplet does not completely obstruct the flow as it adopts a nodoid shape while the walls of
the channels remain straight. Under these conditions, only the arrival of a new droplet can
release the droplet already present in the spot. The advantage of having channels between the
spots is to make this process independent from one spot to another. In other words, the newly
arrived droplet does not need to displace the entire queue of trapped droplets within the spots,
but only the droplet it comes into contact with. As a result, the droplets can move within the
channels while other droplets remain stationary in the spot. Their motion is triggered only by
contact with another droplet.

A more detailed insight into this droplet collision phenomenon can be observed thanks to the
addition of dye and the use of a more suitable objective (Fig. 10.5b).

In addition to this technical detail, a remark was made about the potential issue of the in-
troduced channels, as they could contain droplets once the chip is stopped. By stopping the
droplet generation and controlling the oil flow appropriately, it is possible to gradually evacuate
the remaining droplets until the chip is composed of only one droplet per spot. This type of
trapping allows for the capture of the last produced droplets, contrasting with the previous
results where only trapping using an anchor described in section 1.1.1.2 allowed for the same.
It is indeed possible to trap only one droplet per spot by removing the residual droplets in the
channels (Fig. 10.5d). The tests were conducted on the 80 [µm] chip with the goal of forming
spheroids. The result of the 80 [µm] chip thickness was also observed on the 30 [µm] chip.
Furthermore, even though the viewing angle is very close, this pattern is consistent throughout
the length of the chip’s channels, as evidenced by a video.

In the next picture, the blur is due to the higher speed of the droplets (Fig. 10.5c). When the
flow rate is increased, a different trapping regime appears. The capture within the spots be-
comes more random, with empty spots potentially appearing. The middle channel also provides
an indication of the regime shift, as the droplets are smaller compared to the size of the spot
and centered. In the previous regime, the droplets were more attached to the walls or stuck at
the exit of the spot, unable to deform enough to enter the channel. The high oil flow rate causes
the droplet to center within the spot. A disturbance can lead to the release of the droplet from
the spot as the oil flow rate is sufficient to deform the droplet and allow it to enter the channels.
In theory, a droplet could traverse the entire length of the channel with minimal deceleration
caused by the spots and successive deformations in the channels. However, this occurs only if
the droplet has not successfully stabilized within the spot. In this situation, it is accelerated by
the oil flow and no longer interacts significantly with the spots it encounters. Conversely, if the
droplet is sufficiently slow, the spot represents a stable equilibrium zone in which the droplet
can stabilize. The droplet tends to re-center within the spot despite disturbances.

A relevant question would be to understand the advantage of this chip compared to the others
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tested so far. The interest lies in the control of the droplets. Until now, the dispersion in
the chamber was subject to random behavior. On the contrary, this chip allows for greater
control over the positioning and release of the droplets. In the chamber, droplets that insert
themselves into areas with lower flow rates are very difficult to dislodge. Unwanted clusters can
form with limited control over the droplets composing them. Significantly increasing the flow
rate can result in either partial unttraping or, at worst, a leakage in the chip due to pressure
constraints. This solution is therefore limited. Dropspots enable the positioning of droplets at
predetermined locations. Since all the channels have a smaller cross-section than the chamber,
the flow rate can be better controlled. These reasons are behind the interest generated by
dropspots.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10.5: Experimental pictures depicting trapping phenomena within dropspots. The captured
snapshots showcase various scenarios: (a) an overview image demonstrating trapping at H = 30 [µm]
with an estimated volume of V ≈ 170 [pL], (b) a close-up image highlighting trapping at H = 30
[µm] with an estimated volume of V ≈ 145 [pL], (c) an image illustrating a transition in trapping
behavior under increased oil flow at H = 30 [µm] with an estimated volume of V ≈ 160 [pL], and (d)
an image showcasing trapping at H = 80 [µm] with an estimated volume of V ≈ 1170 [pL] for spheroid
formation.

Thanks to the gradient in spot sizes, it is possible to observe a trapping regime where two
droplets are present within each spot (Fig. 10.6). The experiment was conducted multiple
times, and this phenomenon was observed on each occasion. The overall view of the results
(Fig. 10.6a), and close-up version using a dye to differentiate the droplets (Fig. 10.6b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 10.6: Experimental pictures illustrating the trapping of two droplets within each dropspot. The
height of the spots and channels is set to H = 30 [µm]. (a) Overall image depicting trapping with an
estimated volume of V ≈ 175 [pL]. (b) Close-up image showcasing trapping with a volume of V = 150
[pL].

Finally, after multiple attempts, it was possible to achieve a situation where three droplets were
trapped within a single spot (Fig. 10.7a). The transition from one droplet per spot to two
droplets per spot was observed in the chip (Fig. 10.7b). However, it should be noted that this is
the exception rather than the rule. In general, it was observed that trapping one, two, or three
droplets within a spot was only possible within a specific range of spot sizes. Outside of this
range, most of the time, the droplets would pass through the channel with minimal interactions
with the spots they encountered (Fig. 10.7a).

The quantity of droplets present at the entrance of the channel is an important variable for all
regimes. Too many droplets or an inappropriate size can lead to the obstruction of the channel.
On the contrary, if there are not enough droplets, the resistance of the channel is reduced,
the flow is significant, and the droplets pass through the channel at a too high velocity to be
trapped.

(a) abc (b) abc

Figure 10.7: The following experimental image depicts dropspots with a spot and channel height of
H = 30 [µm]. (a) Illustration of trapping three droplets within a single spot, with a droplet volume
of approximately V ≈ 140 [pL]. (b) Illustration of a transition in trapping behavior between channels
with spots of different sizes, with a droplet volume of approximately V ≈ 160 [pL].

To complete this study and attempt to capture two distinct droplet populations per spot, a
well array was overlaid onto the dropspot chip (Fig. 10.8). The idea was to capture the first
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population of droplets, which were significantly smaller than the spot size but suitable for the
well size, allowing for capture through buoyancy. Since the chip designs were not originally
intended for this purpose, a chip with a high density of wells was needed so that locally, a well
could overlap with a spot. It was also necessary to choose the smallest possible well size to
contrast with the spot size. The goal of the capture is based on the size asymmetry between
the two droplet populations. However, the well needed to be wide enough to allow for capture
of the smaller droplets achievable with the junction through buoyancy. These constraints were
satisfied by using a well array chip3.3 with a well diameter D = 60 [µm] and a depth of 30
[µm]. The dropspot chip10.4, had a thickness of 30 [µm].

(a) abc (b) abc

Figure 10.8: Trapping of two distinct droplet populations using dropspots. A well array was super-
imposed onto the dropspot chip. Chip dimensions: H = 30 [µm], W = 30 [µm]. (a) Global image
illustrating trapping of the first droplet population, suited for wells, colored blue, volume V ≈ 125
[pL]. (b) Close-up image illustrating trapping of the second droplet population, suited for dropspots,
colored yellow, volume V ≈ 210 [pL].

Fig. 10.8a shows the result of the first droplet production. The majority of the wells are obvi-
ously left empty as they are obstructed. Only those overlaid with the channels and spots may
potentially accommodate a droplet if it is not too fast. Unfortunately, the alignment is not
perfect as it was done manually.

This test is primarily based on a personal idea, has not been replicated, and is intended to be
quite adventurous. The result after generating a second population of droplets (Fig. 10.8b).
They stabilize well within the spot as desired. The trapping of two droplet populations within
a spot is thus successful. The small droplets that can be seen are from cleaning the chip after
the experiment failed in the first test. The overall pattern suffered from various errors, but by
zooming in on certain regions of interest, as shown in the figure, the initial idea seems to be
confirmed. The operation is quite similar to anchor trapping studied in section 1.1.1.2. The
advantage here is the independence of trapping zones and droplet control through the channels.
By adapting the design, there may be a possibility to place electrodes in the PDMS regions
separating the channels to facilitate fusion. Fusion using PFO could also be possible in this
situation due to the independence of the wells. Unlike anchor trapping, there is no mystery
regarding the arrival of the first droplet in the well, as it is driven by buoyancy. This technique
thus combines two trapping techniques, through buoyancy and dropspots.
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3.1 Spheroids

To test this chip with dropspots in a more concrete case, an attempt to form spheroids was
made (Fig. 10.9). The cell concentration used for this test is around 200 cells per droplet. The
incubation time for spheroid formation is 24 hours for this experiment. The temperature was
maintained at 37◦C throughout.

Figure 10.9: Experimental picture showing the formation of a spheroid within the dropspot chip. The
height is set at H = 80 [µm]. The approximate volume of the droplet is estimated to be 1000 [pL].
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Conclusion

This work has illustrated the various trapping methods possible within a microfluidic chip. To
achieve this, a large number of ingenious ideas from the literature were used. Emphasis was
placed on those that were most likely to lead to the efficient capture of two types of droplet
populations.

Initially, this work focused on the physics behind droplet trapping within circular wells. The
essential parameters necessary for studying the problem were identified. Various models were
developed to estimate as accurately as possible the volume and shape of the droplets in each of
the encountered trapping scenarios. Depending on the height of the chamber and the droplet
volume, two major trapping types were distinguished: capillary trapping and buoyancy trap-
ping. In both situations, the analysis of experimental results allowed the determination of
parameter values marking the transition between specific trapping regimes.

Subsequently, this master thesis focused on a more exploratory phase where the goal was to
achieve the capture of two types of droplet populations. To accomplish this, the shape of
the wells was adapted by moving away from a circular geometry. This part relied on various
trapping techniques encountered so far and on results from the literature. One of the most suc-
cessful trapping techniques, involving the trapping of one population by capillarity and another
by anchoring, was successfully reproduced.

To best summarize all the obtained results, a comparative figure (Fig. 11.1) and table (Tab.11.1)
of trapping methods are presented.
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Figure 11.1: Diagrams illustrating, in particular, cross-sectional views of various structures dedicated
to a trapping method. Illustration using experimental images of these same trapping methods. For
the Oil flow the image is sourced from [60, 79], and for Pillars, the image is derived from [83].
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Oil
flow

Pillars Dropspots Capillarity Anchor Buoyancy
Asymmetric

wells
Droplets
trapped

first first last first last first first

Releasing easy easy easy hard easy easy
(1): hard
(2): easy

Population
trapped

two one two one two one+ two

PFO
merging

easy hard hard easy hard+ easy easy

Pattern
homogene-

ity
/ / excellent

good -
excellent

excellent
-

perfect
perfect

(1): good+
(2): poor+

Trapping
force

low low
low -
middle

middle low high

(1):
middle/low

(2):
high/low

releasing
after

gelation
easy hard hard hard hard easy

(1): hard
(2): easy

Table 11.1. Table summarizing all types of trapping. Only the major trends could be presented.
The shaded cells represent trapping techniques that could not be fully tested. The provided data
merely reflects what is mentioned in the literature. The symbol ”+” in this Table indicates that the
result could potentially be easily improved based on the tests conducted. For Asymmetric wells, the
numbers correspond to the two tested regimes, respectively: capillary regime (1) or by buoyancy
force (2). Droplets trapped indicates whether it is the first or the last generated droplets that are
trapped. Releasing expresses the level of difficulty in releasing the trapped droplets. Population
trapped expresses the possibility of trapping one or two distinct populations of droplets. The notation
”one+”indicates that encouraging results potentially allow for trapping two populations. PFO merging
expresses the level of difficulty in independently merging droplets by PFO within each well. Pattern
homogeneity expresses the overall quality of trapping and the homogeneity of trapping across all the
wells on the chip. Trapping force gives an idea of the magnitude of the force that enables trapping.

This master’s thesis aimed to successfully trap an initial population of droplets containing
cells to form spheroids. Subsequently, a second population of droplets containing drugs for
testing was intended to be trapped at the same location and merged with the first population
to enable large-scale testing. These objectives were achieved through fragmented approaches.
One of the primary outcomes is the capillary and anchor trapping of each population within
the asymmetric wells, with successful fusion using PFO. Spheroid formation was accomplished
within the dropspots chip, as presented in the corresponding section 3. Thus, this work was able
to replicate, analyze, compare, adapt, and ultimately select certain results from the literature
to pave the way to extensive drug screening and testing.
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Perspectives and further improvements

In the context of this work on droplet trapping, it is also important to pave the way for future
research directions.

Regarding the results from the section 6 on trapping using circular wells, some promising designs
deserve further exploration. In particular, certain configurations appear to enable the trapping
of two distinct populations of droplets. It would be necessary to investigate the range of well
sizes that allow for this possibility. The phenomenon of capturing both populations of droplets
through anchor in the section 1.1.1.2 was rather unexpected and warrants a more in-depth study.

The asymmetric wells developed in the section 7 were chosen to be close to the designs found
in the literature to ensure some level of results. However, tests on more innovative geometries
could be conducted. It would also be interesting to explore the use of multilayers to incorporate
multiple depths within the same well. This manuscript has mentioned missteps that have led to
limitations in results during experiments. Correcting these errors would allow the results to be
fully realized. The objective would be to make this trapping process more robust for the desired
applications. Furthermore, these trapping techniques vary significantly among themselves and
may be useful for biological studies other than spheroids.

An essential aspect that has been relatively unexplored in this work is the fusion of droplets.
In this master’s thesis, only tests using PFO have been conducted. It was the simplest and
most affordable means to merge droplets in this particular case. However, there are many other
techniques available, and it would be interesting to explore all these methods. While PFO is
effective, its impact on cells remains uncertain. Furthermore, its use forces all the droplets in
the chip to undergo fusion, without allowing localized fusion on a limited number of droplets.

The next steps of this work would naturally involve further investigation into the physics of
trapping. Developing analytical models would be relevant in understanding the shape adopted
by the droplets. It would also help to identify and characterize the various forces at play, espe-
cially in the anchor regime, and thus justify the trapping quality.

Another part of further projects will be the management of evaporation. This problem has
been recurrently identified during incubation steps in microfluidic chips. Various approaches
have been tested in order to reduce its impact, however, none is universal. It would be relevant
to quantify this evaporation and infer its origin to better mitigate it.
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Studies have been conducted on trapping using oil flow, pillar trapping, and dropspots. Among
these additional tests, interesting behaviors have been highlighted and would deserve further
investigation in future studies.

Another aspect not explored in this work is the difference in trapping speed between droplets
trapped by capillarity and those trapped by buoyancy. Since this difference is significant, addi-
tional studies in this area could be relevant.

One topic that was omitted in this master thesis is the trapping efficiency. Depending on the
type of well, it would be relevant to know the percentage of traps containing droplets in the
desired configuration. Addressing this aspect would provide valuable insights into the perfor-
mance of different trapping methods.

Finally, a cross-cutting idea for this project would be to use trapping to co-encapsulate droplets.
Each type of droplet population is subject to a Poisson distribution, and encapsulating two
different populations results in a very low effective yield. This limits the number of relevant
droplets for future experiments (Fig. 12.1). The idea would be to use the trapping approach to
capture one droplet from each population at the same location. It would thus be possible to
co-encapsulate one droplet of each type, drastically increasing the number of relevant droplets
and overcoming the Poisson distribution [3, 6, 17, 33, 95, 121, 136–138].
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Figure 12.1: Schematic and experimental illustration of random encapsulation of cells inside droplets
following a Poisson distribution [17, 33, 138].
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Chapter 1

Microfluidic resistance

One of the fundamental equations of microfluidics concerns the flow of fluids in small channels.
This flow problem is well known in physics and was first studied by Poiseuille. The hydraulic
resistance can be established in a relatively simple way for a channel with a circular section.
Indeed, the latter has the advantage of having an axial symmetry of revolution which greatly
simplifies the equations. However, the approach to this problem in the case of a rectangular
section is much more technical to implement. However, microfluidic chips almost exclusively
have channels with a rectangular cross section. Therefore, it may be interesting to remind
the theoretical model which demonstrate the origin of the fluidic resistance in this case. This
section will be dedicated to explaining the main steps of demonstrating the fluid flow within a
rectangular cross-sectional channel [139]. To begin with, the flow of a fluid can be modelled by
the Navier-Stokes equation. This is given by:

∂v

∂t
+ (v · ∇)v = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∆v + b. (1.1)

At the microfluidic scale Re << 1, which means that viscosity overcomes inertia. Therefore, the
convective acceleration term in the Navier-Stokes equations can be neglected. Furthermore, the
flow varies little with time and the liquid can be considered stationary. This can be seen through
α << 1. The local acceleration term is thus approximated to zero. Once these assumptions are
made, it is possible to write the so-called Stokes equation:

0 = µ∆v −∇p. (1.2)

For the considered problem of flow in a rectangular section, the velocity has a component only
along the x axis. Moreover, it is only a function of the yandz directions. The Stokes partial
differential equation can be reduced to:(∂2

y + ∂2
z )vx(y, z) =

1

µ
∇p for − w/2 < y < w/2, 0 < z < h,

vx(y, z) = 0 for y = ±w/2, z = 0, z = h.

(1.3)

As a first step, it is conventional to look at the pressure gradient in the right hand side. If one
rewrite the equation in its different components:∂xp(x, y, z)∂yp(x, y, z)

∂zp(x, y, z)

 =

(∂2
y + ∂2

z )vx(y, z)
0
0

 . (1.4)
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Thus, integrating along y and z, the pressure gradient is constant along these two spatial
directions. Thanks to the initial conditions, this constant is evaluated at zero. It is therefore
possible to write that py = pz = 0. This also means that the pressure gradient is a function of
x only. Since the left-hand side is only a function of y and z, it is a constant according to x.If
the constant is called A, the equation becomes:

(∂2
y + ∂2

z )vx(y, z) = A = ∂xp(x). (1.5)

Solving the relation on the right leads to:

p(x) = Ax+B. (1.6)

The initial conditions are given by p(0) = p0 + ∆p and p(L) = p0. Using these boundary
conditions, it is possible to evaluate the pressure equation univocally:

p(x) =
∆p

L
(L− x) + p0. (1.7)

Starting from the Eq. 1.5, and injecting the solution found for the pressure gradient, the real
complex part of the problem appears through the equation:

(∂2
y + ∂2

z ) vx(y, z)

1

=
−∆p

µL
· 1

2

. (1.8)

It is possible to develop the two boxed terms into Fourier series. By expanding this Fourier
series according to z, the first term can be written as:

1 = vx(y, z) =
∞∑
n=1

fn(y) sin
(nπz

h

)
. (1.9)

The second term to be expanded is simply the constant function 1. The objective this time
will be to determine explicitly the value of the Fourier coefficients. As a reminder, the Fourier
series expansion is given by:

f(z) = a0 +
∞∑
n=1

an cos
(nπz

L

)
+

∞∑
n=1

bn sin
(nπz

L

)
. (1.10)

The value of the coefficients can be evaluated through the integrals:

a0 =
1

2L

∫ L

−L

f(z) dz, an =
1

L

∫ L

−L

f(z) cos
(nπz

L

)
dz, bn =

1

L

∫ L

−L

f(z) sin
(nπz

L

)
dz.

(1.11)

To decompose our function into a Fourier series, we must exploit symmetry and therefore make
it periodic. It is necessary to consider a continuous function by piece. Therefore, f(z) = 1 on
[0, h] and f(z) = −1 on [0,−h]. The interval is then L = h which correspond to the half of one
period. Once all these conditions are met, the calculation of the Fourier coefficient a0 is given
by:

a0 =
1

2h

(∫ 0

−h

−1 dz +

∫ h

0

1 dz

)
= 0. (1.12)
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The coefficient an is given by:

an =
1

h

(∫ 0

−h

− cos
(nπz

h

)
dz +

∫ h

0

cos
(nπz

h

)
dz

)
= 0. (1.13)

And finally, the coefficient bn is evaluated as:

bn =
1

h

(∫ 0

−h

− sin
(nπz

h

)
dz +

∫ h

0

sin
(nπz

h

)
dz

)
=

2

nπ
(1− (−1)n) =

0 if n even,

4

nπ
if n odd.

(1.14)
By re-injecting the value of the coefficients into Eq. 1.10, here comes the fourier series decom-
position of the desired constant function:

2 = 1 = f(z) =
4

π

∑
nodd

1

n
sin
(nπz

h

)
=

4

π

∞∑
n=1

1

2n+ 1
sin

(
(2n+ 1)πz

h

)
. (1.15)

By injecting the Fourier series obtained into the main differential equation, it follows that:

(∂2
y + ∂2

z )
∞∑
n=1

fn(y) sin
(nπz

h

)
=

−4∆p

µLπ

∑
nodd

1

n
sin
(nπz

h

)
, (1.16)

⇐⇒
∞∑
n=1

(
d2fn(y)

dy2
− n2π2

h2
fn(y)

)
sin
(nπz

h

)
=

−4∆p

µLπ

∑
nodd

1

n
sin
(nπz

h

)
. (1.17)

By separating the equation according to parity, it is possible to write that:
fn(y) = 0 for n even,

d2fn(y)

dy2
− n2π2

h2
fn(y) = − 4∆p

µLπn
for n odd.

(1.18a)

(1.18b)

Focusing on the Eq. 1.18b, it can be seen that it is in fact a linear differential equation with con-
stant coefficients of order two. Therefore, the solution is written as the sum of the homogeneous
and the particular solution:

fn(y) = fh
n (y) + fp

n(y). (1.19)

Focusing on the homogeneous solution, simply equating the independent term to zero, it follows
that:

d2fhn(y)

dy2
− n2π2

h2
fh
n (y) = 0, (1.20)

⇐⇒fh
n (y) = A cosh

(nπy
h

)
+B sinh

(nπy
h

)
. (1.21)

where the integration constants A and B can be determined via the initial conditions fn
(
w
2

)
=

fn
(
−w

2

)
= 0. Solving the system of equations gives the value of the constants A and B:

A =
−4h2∆p

µLπ3n3 cosh
(
nπw
2h

) , B = 0. (1.22)
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=⇒ fh
n (y) =

−4h2∆p

µLπ3n3 cosh
(
nπw
2h

) cosh(nπy
h

)
. (1.23)

The particular solution is a little more subtle to achieve. The idea to find it is to remember that
it represents in most situations the long term evolution of the system. Thus, once equilibrium
is reached, it represents the stable state of the system. A good rule of thumb is to consider the
case where the derivatives cancel out when this steady state is reached. There is, a priory, no
more variation of the function. This technique leads to consider the differential Eq. 1.18b by
setting the second derivative to zero. One has:

−n2π2

h2
fp
n(y) = − 4∆p

µLπn
, (1.24)

⇐⇒ fp
n(y) =

4h2∆p

µLπ3n3
. (1.25)

The combination of the homogeneous and particular solution gives the final solution:

fn(y) =
4h2∆p

µLπ3n3

[
1−

cosh
(
nπy
h

)
cosh

(
nπw
2h

)] . (1.26)

By injecting the solution found in the Eq. 1.9, we deduce the expression of the speed:

vx(y, z) =
∑
nodd

4h2∆p

µLπ3n3

[
1−

cosh
(
nπy
h

)
cosh

(
nπw
2h

)] sin(nπz
h

)
. (1.27)

The Fig. 1.1 illustrates the velocity profile obtained from Eq. 1.27 in a rectangular cross-section
channel.
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Figure 1.1: Contour plot illustrating the velocity profile of a liquid in a rectangular cross-section
channel. The parameters used are h = l = p = 1, w = 4, µ = 0.001. This velocity profile has been
normalized by the maximum velocity in the channel.

Once the velocity expression is known, the preliminary step of evaluating the flow rate is
completed. Indeed, it is now sufficient to integrate the velocity over the entire cross-section
through which the fluid flows. The application of this reasoning leads to:
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Q = 2

∫ w/2

0

∫ h

0

vx(y, z) dz dy, (1.28)

= 2

∫ w/2

0

∫ h

0

∑
nodd

4h2∆p

µLπ3n3

[
1−

cosh
(
nπy
h

)
cosh

(
nπw
2h

)] sin(nπz
h

)
dz dy, (1.29)

=
∞∑

nodd

8∆ph2

µLπ3n3

∫ w/2

0

[
1−

cosh
(
nπy
h

)
cosh

(
nπw
2h

)] dy

∫ h

0

sin
(nπz

h

)
dz, (1.30)

=
∞∑

nodd

− 8∆ph3

µLπ4n4

[
w

2
− h

nπ

sinh
(
nπw
2h

)
cosh

(
nπw
2h

)] ((−1)n − 1) , (1.31)

=
8h3∆pw

µLπ4

 ∞∑
nodd

1

n4
−

∞∑
nodd

2h

πwn5
tanh

(nπw
2h

) , (1.32)

=
h3w∆p

12µL

(
1−

∞∑
nodd

1

n5

192h

π5w
tanh

(nπw
2h

))
. (1.33)

The red boxed term is an infinite series whose solution can be calculated analytically. The
development can be summarised as follows:

∞∑
nodd

1

n4
=

∞∑
n=1

1

n4
−

∞∑
neven

1

n4
=

∞∑
n=1

1

n4
−

∞∑
n=1

1

(2n)4
=

∞∑
n=1

1

n4
− 1

16

∞∑
n=1

1

n4
= ζ(4)

15

16
. (1.34)

The last equality uses the Riemann zeta function which is defined as follows:

ζ(x) =
∞∑
n=1

1

nx
. (1.35)

The rest of the reasoning will consist in evaluating the value of this function ζ(4). To do this,
it is useful to recall Parseval’s theorem which will be used in the rest of the demonstration:

1

π

∫ π

−π

(f(x))2 dx = 2a20 +
∞∑
n=1

(a2n + b2n). (1.36)

In this case the different fourier coefficients are defined as follows:

a0 =
1

2π

∫ π

−π

f(x) dx, an =
1

π

∫ π

−π

f(x) cos(nx) dx, bn =
1

π

∫ π

−π

f(x) sin(nx) dx. (1.37)

Now that this theoretical reminder has been given, it is possible to concentrate on solving the
main problem through ζ(4). To do this, the function f(x) = x2 is considered for a Fourier series
expansion given in Eq. 1.10. The different Fourier coefficients are evaluated at:

a0 =
1

2π

∫ π

−π

x2 dx =
π2

3
, an =

1

π

∫ π

−π

x2 cos(nx) dx =
4(−1)n

n2
, bn =

1

π

∫ π

−π

x2 sin(nx) dx = 0.

(1.38)

Where integration by parts has been used to evaluate the value of the coefficient an. The cal-
culation of bn can be done directly, remembering that the integration of an odd function over a
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symmetric interval is zero.

Now apply Parseval’s theorem to Eq. 1.36. This allows to write:

1

π

∫ π

−π

x4 dx =
2π4

9
+

∞∑
n=1

16

n4
, (1.39)

⇐⇒ 2π4

5
=

2π4

9
+

∞∑
n=1

16

n4
, (1.40)

⇐⇒ ζ(4) =
∞∑
n=1

1

n4
=

π4

90
. (1.41)

This gives the desired result. If the expression for the flow rate in Eq. 1.33 is considered again,
it can be noted that one term shows ζ(5). However, after multiple searches, no analytical
solution could be found. Indeed, this result always seems to be linked to some open problems
in mathematics. This lead seems to be far from the main research topic of this master’s thesis
and from the simple student knowledge of the writer. However, it is possible to obtain a more
elegant expression of the Eq. 1.9 if the channel is considered as flat and wide. From then on,
the ratio h

w
−→ 0 and thus h

w
tanh

(
w
h

)
−→ h

w
. By a reasoning analogous to that provided by

Eq. 1.34, it is possible to obtain:
∞∑

nodd

1

n5
=

∞∑
n=1

1

n5
−

∞∑
neven

1

n5
=

∞∑
n=1

1

n5
−

∞∑
n=1

1

2n5
=

∞∑
n=1

1

n5
− 1

32

∞∑
n=1

1

n5
=

31

32
ζ(5). (1.42)

Using a numerical approximation for the value of ζ(5), the approximation of the flow rate in
the case of channels such that h < w is finally given by:

Q ≈ h3w∆p

12µL

(
1− 0.63

h

w

)
= R∆p. (1.43)

This is indeed the formula commonly found in the literature. This last relation thus concludes
the demonstration.

1 Parseval’s theorem

The Parseval’s theorem proves the following equality:∫ π

−π

(f(x))2 dx =

∫ π

−π

a0 +
∞∑
n=1

(an cos(nx) + bn sin(nx))
2 dx. (1.44)

Knowing that f(x)2 can be expanded as:

(f(x))2 =

(
a0 +

∞∑
n=1

(an cos(nx) + bn sin(nx))

)(
a0 +

∞∑
n=1

(an cos(nx) + bn sin(nx))

)
,

= a20 + 2a0

∞∑
n=1

(an cos(nx) + bn sin(nx)) (1.45)

+
∞∑
n=1

∞∑
m=1

(anam cos(nx) cos(mx) + anbm cos(nx) sin(mx)

+ ambn sin(nx) cos(mx) + bnbm sin(nx) sin(mx)).
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The integration of this term can be written as:∫ π

−π

(f(x))2 dx =

∫ π

−π

a20 dx +

∫ π

−π

2a0

∞∑
n=1

(an cos(nx) + bn sin(nx)) dx

+

∫ π

−π

∞∑
n=1

∞∑
m=1

(anam cos(nx) cos(mx) + anbm cos(nx) sin(mx)

+ ambn sin(nx) cos(mx) + bnbm sin(nx) sin(mx)) dx,

= 2πa20 + 0 +
∞∑
n=1

∞∑
m=1

(anamπδnm + 0 + 0 + bnbmπδnm),

= 2πa20 + π

∞∑
n=1

(a2n + b2n). (1.46)

For the second term, the fact that the integral of the sine or cosine over one period is zero
was used. For the zeros appearing in the third term, they simply result from the fact that the
product of an even function with an odd function gives an odd function and the integral of the
latter over a symmetrical domain is zero. The appearance of Kronecker’s delta is more subtle
to deal with. Here is the proof for the cosine, it is analogous for the sine. In the following
development, we assume m ̸= n. Equality will be considered in the following. One has:∫ π

−π

cos(nx) cos(mx) dx =

∫ π

−π

1

2
cos((m+ n)x) dx +

∫ π

−π

1

2
cos((m− n)x) dx, (1.47)

=
1

2(m+ n)

∫ −π(m+n)

π(m+n)

cosu du +
1

2(m− n)

∫ −π(m−n)

π(m−n)

cos v dv, (1.48)

=
sin((m+ n)π)

m+ n
+

sin((m− n)π)

m− n
, (1.49)

= 0. (1.50)

Since m,n ∈ N0 ⇒ m + n ≡ k1 and m − n ≡ k2. This implies that k1, k2 ∈ Z0. Now,
sin(k1π) = sin(k2π) = 0, which demonstrates the last line of the equality.
For the case m = n, the integral reduces to:∫ π

−π

cos2(nx) dx =

∫ π

−π

1

2
(cos(2nx) + 1) dx, (1.51)

=

∫ π

−π

1

2
cos(2nx) dx +

∫ π

−π

1

2
dx =

sin(2nπ)

2n
+ π = π. (1.52)

Since n ∈ N0 ⇒ sin(2nπ) = 0, which concludes the demonstration.


